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Abstract 
Pressures on pharmaceutical research and development due to increasing costs and stagnating 

outputs are forcing innovation upon the industry. Hence, this thesis’ aim is to investigate if and 

how LEO Pharma can facilitate an online scientific community for early research in order to 

improve their exploration capabilities. With outset in LEO Pharma’s Open Innovation Platform 

and focus on the concept of Organizational Ambidexterity, we employ the Dynamic Capabilities 

framework in combination with recent platform business model theory, which allows us to 

propose implementation strategies based on an assessment of asset needs.   

 

Using an abductive action research strategy consisting of in-depth interviews and ongoing 

collaboration with LEO Pharma, an analysis of the rationale behind facilitating a scientific 

community was enabled. This included how to overcome barriers for implementation and the 

organizational transformation needs necessary for commencing such an initiative. During the 

course of data collection, summarised transcriptions and discourse with internal stakeholders 

guided the identification of objectives and revealing of key barriers to implementation. This led 

to uncovering LEO Pharma’s lack of essential dynamic capabilities, which allowed proposing 

suggestions on how to obtain them.  

 
In conclusion, the thesis proposes LEO Pharma to acquire platform and community know-how, 

as well as data know-how. This is in order to set strategies for fostering the community and to 

retrieve value from the data generated in the community due to their importance for successful 

realization. Furthermore, it proposes the outsourcing of technological know-how and assets to 

carry out the development of the platform, in addition to user involvement know-how to 

continually develop the platform based on user perspectives. In its entirety, these transformational 

efforts will allow LEO to improve their exploration capability for future competitive advantage. 

 
The findings of the thesis contribute to the existing body of knowledge by providing an example 

of how to operationalize the dynamic capabilities framework within the pharmaceutical industry. 

Moreover, it provides insights for other pharmaceutical organizations that can be utilized to 

understand how increasing organizational ambidexterity, through the application of open 

innovation, can be achieved. 



Abbreviations 
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Research and Development R&D 
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Biotechnology Company Biotech 
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1. Introduction 
During recent decades, pharmaceutical organizations have been faced with a problem that is still 

haunting both major and minor companies from within the industry: An increasing lack of 

Research & Development (R&D) output from internal operations. This is arguably the most 

dominant problem currently faced by the pharma industry (Paul et al., 2010). The presumption is 

backed by studies showing that while costs related to R&D have increased, the anticipated results 

have not been achieved.  The reason behind this is that the number of new drug approvals has 

stagnated during the same period of time (Pammolli et al., 2011; Rafols et al., 2014). This entails 

a rise in late-stage attrition, in which drug candidates are declined by agencies such as the US 

Food & Drug Administration (FDA) in the later stages of the process, thereby proving more 

costly to the companies due to higher expenses related to testing. A bad scenario could for 

instance be a research organization progressing to the phase of testing in human cells, only to 

discover at a later stage that the drug is declined due to unforeseen circumstances. If this happens, 

huge amounts of time and money are wasted merely for the companies to go through the process 

again. This possible scenario puts pharma companies at risk of having to continually invest more 

in R&D, thereby obligating the industry to rejuvenate its way of handling R&D procedures. For 

the same reason, several organizations, such as Pfizer, Sanofi, and AstraZeneca, have recently cut 

their R&D costs by streamlining processes and laying off personnel (PwC, 2014).  

These companies, along with the rest of the industry, are in need of innovative ways of 

bringing novel drugs into their R&D pipelines, in order to lower costs and increase the likelihood 

of drug approvals. However, what is it that is squeezing the industry to rethink their R&D 

business models? 

 

External Pressures 
Several external pressures can be identified as causes for this apparent lack of R&D output, but 

some seems to be more prevalent than others: patent expirations and generics, reimbursements 

and regulations, and a political push for decreasing prices.  

 

The amount of core business drugs with expiring patents has been overwhelming for many large 

pharmaceutical companies during the past decade. In 2016, an estimated value of $190 billion in 

sales was up for grabs due to patent expirations, something that has previously shown to have big 
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impact on companies’ competitiveness due to the so-called ‘patent cliff’ (VanEck, 2016). This 

term refers to an immense drop in sales of a given product once it reaches the end of its patent, as 

generic products can be brought to market for much lower prices (Calo-Fernandez & Martinez-

Hurtado, 2012). The patent cliff can be exemplified by the drop in sales that occurred when 

Lipitor, an anti-cholesterol blockbuster drug patented by Pfizer, lost its exclusive rights in late 

2011. Lipitor had enormous sales exceeding $10 billion in 2010, but in 2012, after generics 

entered the market, that same number was diminished to approximately $4 billion (Song & Han, 

2016; Brumley, 2012). This equates to a loss of more than 60% due to an expired patent. 

Numbers of such magnitude are scary for even the largest companies. In general, generic drugs 

are sold at prices that are up to 80% lower than brand name drugs (FDA, 2016). This is due to the 

difference in R&D costs used for developing and approving new drugs, which is only carried out 

by the original manufacturers. 

 

Regulations are also one of the key pressures put upon pharmaceutical companies. The process 

for approval of drugs with the FDA is long, expensive, and cumbersome. This is highly due to the 

requirements set for quality assurance in the form of efficacy, safety, and side-effects by the FDA 

and EMA (European Medicines Agency) in their respective parts of the world. These 

requirements are changing over the years, which has led to a substantial increase in drug recalls 

during the past decade, where recalls peaked with 1225 instances in 2014 while only 116 recalls 

happened in 2006 (Gaffney, 2014). A recent study about the Australian healthcare industry also 

showed a general increase in the extent of regulatory burden experienced by pharma companies 

from year 2012 to 2014 (PwC, 2015). Regulations are pressuring pharma companies from one 

side, while it is simultaneously becoming increasingly difficult to receive reimbursements from 

payers. Companies must compare their drugs to other drugs on an increasing number of 

parameters, which forces them to create ‘value cases’ for the payers in order to receive 

reimbursements. It has gotten to the point where payers are looking for considerable value-

additions as opposed to slight improvements, which was previously accepted (Casey, 2014). 

 

Another pressure, which has been highly debated recently, is that of pricing. Patients have long 

been eager for lower prices on pharmaceutical drugs and they were backed by the two democrats, 

Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, who laid out plans to decrease prices on prescription drugs as 

part of their election campaigns in 2016 (Frakt, 2016). But not only the two democrats had drug 
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pricing on their agenda. The newly appointed President of the United States, Donald Trump, has 

recently called for new initiatives to lower the ‘astronomical prices’ and improve fostering of 

innovation (Scott & Garde, 2017; Leonard, 2017). Even though such comments are not positive 

to the ears of top management within pharma, signs of cooperation have been indicated by 

Kenneth Frazier, a member of PhRMA’s federal committee and CEO of Merck, who said that the 

committee is focused on “[...] tax policies and making sure companies continue to innovate” 

(Leonard, 2017)). As such, the common denominator becomes the topic of innovation, an aspect 

that has become integral for the entire industry.  

 

Open Innovation in Pharma 
Innovation comes in many forms and types, but when it comes to R&D, there is one specific 

approach that is becoming widely recognized: Open Innovation. The concept of Open Innovation 

is concerned with benefiting from external competencies through ‘opening up’ and leveraging the 

knowledge that resides outside the firm (Chesbrough, 2003).  

The trend of opening up has become very popular. Successful companies such as LEGO, 

Samsung, and GE have all established successful open innovation initiatives that have helped 

them foster innovation through external input. LEGO is a great example of this. A company on 

the verge of bankruptcy back in 2004 that embarked on a journey based on a customer-driven 

approach. This approach focused on opening up its innovation process for the crowds in order to 

leverage the full spectrum of innovation available to them. The open innovation-based change led 

LEGO to become the world’s second most powerful brand last year, according to Brand Finance 

(2016). 

As in other industries, several pharma companies, such as Eli Lilly, Merck, Bayer, 

AstraZeneca, and LEO Pharma, have initiated different kinds of Open Innovation projects to 

improve their drug discovery capabilities (Nilsson & Felding, 2015). This is due to the change in 

socio-cultural circumstances that has happened and is impacting the industry. As opposed to 

earlier, talents with great knowledge are now increasingly found outside of the large 

pharmaceutical companies (Chesbrough, 2013). This has led to 60% of ‘innovator small 

molecules’ and 82% of ‘innovator biologics’ stemming from smaller organizations and startups in 

2011 (Accenture, 2011). That pool of externalized knowledge is what the pharma companies are 

looking to dive into in order to improve their innovation capabilities. 
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Open Innovation has been identified as one of the main contributors to turn 

pharmaceutical R&D around to a more profitable and successful endeavor (Accenture, 2011; PA 

Consulting, 2016). The accuracy of this belief will be assessed in the future, but nevertheless, this 

notion is also the belief residing in LEO, which is the company we have decided to cooperate 

with during this thesis. The following section entails a description of the company.    

1.1 LEO Pharma 
In 1908, two danish pharmacists bought a pharmacy in Copenhagen. In their basement, they set 

up a pharmaceutical production and named it 'Københavns Løveapoteks kemiske Fabrik’. This is 

the origin of the independent, research-based pharmaceutical company today known as LEO 

Pharma A/S (LEO). The organization is 100% owned by the LEO Foundation, making it 

independent of outside capital and free of stockholder pressures. They market products globally 

in more than 100 countries, while their 5000 employees are spread across 61 different countries 

(LEO Pharma, 2017). For many years, LEO has prospered through their current portfolio that 

consists of dermatological drugs for diseases such as psoriasis, acne, actinic keratosis, and 

eczema. Besides their dermatological diseases, thrombosis medicine is also a focus area in which 

LEO is producing treatments (LEO Pharma, 2017). The headquarters are located in Ballerup, 

Denmark, where approximately 1700 employees have their daily work routines. During the 

process of writing this thesis, the authors were placed alongside the Open Innovation team, which 

is part of Skin Research in Global R&D. 

 

LEO Pharma Mission & Vision  

LEO’s mission statement is to help people achieve healthy skin, with the vision to become the 

preferred dermatology care partner improving people’s lives around the world (LEO Pharma, 

2017). In reaching this goal of becoming the preferred dermatology partner, they vastly improve 

their odds of helping more people around the world achieve healthy skin. 
 To pursue the goals set by top management, LEO has changed their mindset to 

focus more on patient needs and innovation (Interview 1). An example of the increased patient 

centricity is an in-depth analysis carried out by LEO about the convenience of medications for 

patients, as opposed to focusing solely on efficacy and safety (McKinsey, 2016). The change in 

focus means that LEO has embarked on several innovation initiatives. These include the opening 

of LEO Innovation Lab in Copenhagen; an independent unit working with digital ±solutions 

focusing on e-Health and add-on devices (LEO Innovation Lab, 2017), LEO Science & Tech Hub 
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in Boston; a department looking to catalyze early-stage collaborations in science and technology 

in the world’s leading life science cluster (LEO Pharma, 2016), and LEO Pharma Open 

Innovation; a collaborative platform to explore partnerships in early drug research by offering 

free access to selected research capabilities (LEO Pharma Open Innovation, 2017). These 

initiatives are all innovative ways for LEO to help more people achieve healthy skin. Whether it 

be through digital solutions offered directly to patients or through improvements to the processes 

for the earliest stages of research.  

LEO’s Open Innovation Platform is the initiative we have decided to focus on in this 

thesis. With the recognition Open Innovation has received both in pharma and throughout other 

industries and research communities, we find it extremely interesting and relevant to center our 

research around this platform.  

1.1.1 LEO Pharma Open Innovation  
In March 2015, after long discussions and evaluations, LEO decided to launch an Open Innovation 

platform (Sutton, 2016). The Open Innovation paradigm is based on the observation that “useful 

knowledge today is widely distributed, and no company, no matter how capable or how big, could 

innovate effectively on its own” (Chesbrough, 2011). In other words, knowledge is increasingly residing in 

startups, universities, and the likes. This is highly due to factors such as easy availability of information 

online and bigger capital injections from venture capital. This is in contrast to earlier, where large 

companies hired the best talents and kept everything related to innovation internally and in secrecy. By 

utilizing this societal change with an Open Innovation approach, companies are able to innovate more 

profitably by spreading risks, accelerating time to market, increasing differentiation, and reducing costs 

(Chesbrough, 2011; Chachoua, 2015). The concept of Open Innovation will be further elaborated in a 

subsequent theory section dedicated to the concept. 

 

As it has been for the rest of the pharmaceutical industry, LEO has also had issues in recent years. They 

too have witnessed the amounting pressure to improve their innovation aspirations due to increasing costs 

related to pharmaceutical R&D (Interview 2), while regulations surrounding generic products mean the 

life cycle of drugs is rather short. Hence, LEO is in a situation where they have to do more with what they 

got without any additions, as stated by Niclas Nilsson, LEO Pharma’s Head of Open Innovation, in an 

interview: “What we have is what we got. We have to be able to do more and diverse things with what we 

got. It is a classic situation of how to do more with less” (Interview 1). But not only are they affected by 

cost and generic pressures, they have also struggled with the molecules in their R&D pipeline, where they 

have been lacking novelty and diversity (Interview 1). In an attempt to cope with these issues, LEO 

recently made changes to their scope by focusing more on biologics instead of topicals, as well as cutting 
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costs in commercial and production functions (Winkler, 2016). The change of scope to biologics is a 

challenging one for LEO, as biologic treatments are more interesting for big pharma companies, which 

means there is a larger degree of competition to adapt to (Interview 2), thereby further increasing the need 

for exploring innovative ways of conducting effective research.  

 

Settling on Open Innovation 

These are some of the reasons behind LEO’s decision to look for explorative ways of improving their 

innovation capabilities to improve the performance of their pipeline. There are many ways of doing so, but 

the one LEO found to be most interesting was an Open Innovation approach. Several rationales were 

behind this choice. LEO had realized that all the good ideas did not reside internally within their 

organization. Instead, the conclusion was that the expertise was not only internally but in the external 

environment, and that they had to capitalize on this to have a more wide-ranging research unit (Interview 

2; Interview 3). In addition to this, LEO has ‘leverage external competence’ as a part of their corporate 

strategy, which fits well with the Open Innovation line of thinking (Interview 1). 

The premise set was that increasing the amount of compounds going into the pipeline would 

increase the amount that progressed through it (Interview 1). Hence, with an Open Innovation approach, 

LEO would be able to increase the volume of incoming molecules, thereby also increasing the output in 

the end. Open Innovation enables this by speeding up the process through utilizing external capabilities, 

while simultaneously benefitting from more diverse and novel contributions due to the different scopes of 

external suppliers. In addition to this, Open Innovation could be a way of branding LEO as an innovative 

company that is capable of and ready to indulge in partnerships with the external environment. In turn, this 

should lead to an increased reach and better possibilities for helping patients achieve healthy skin. By 

incorporating an Open Innovation mindset, LEO was able to create a better flow of ideas and knowledge 

within their domain (Interview 2; Interview 3). Finally, LEO already had some experience with testing of 

external materials, which made it easier to envision how to mold the process with different tweaks in order 

to create a well-functioning platform. 

   

All of these dispositions contributed to the decision of creating an Open Innovation platform. In practice, 

however, it is almost always more difficult to actualize such initiatives than theory lets us know. The first 

task encountered by LEO was to figure out what part of the process could and should be opened up. After 

thorough consideration, early research, or discovery, was chosen as the process to be opened up with an 

Open Innovation approach. Thus, the focus was put on testing of molecules that could possibly go into the 

early ideation phase of the pipeline. The reason being that participants are more incentivized to open up 

and share their assets at an earlier stage relative to a later stage, due to the mitigation of risk as 

commercialization and monetary rewards are far away at this stage (Interview 3). 
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Once LEO had settled on a scope for the initiative, a set of deliverables had to be established. As 

for any project, being able to track and evaluate whether or not it has been a success is highly important, 

especially when budgets are being allocated by the management. For this reason, the decision makers 

defined a set of goals for the Open Innovation platform. The initial goal for the platform was simply to get 

it up and running in order to establish whether or not it was even possible. Once this process was set up, 

the aim was to get 10 ‘partners’ to participate on the platform (Interview 2). The overall goals, however, 

were not set in specific quantitative measures. Instead, they were simply; to get new and more molecules 

into the pipeline, to get a better understanding of the disease and molecules being researched, to build 

relations to the external environment and establish partnerships, and as tool for branding LEO as 

innovative (Interview 1; interview 3). 

1.1.2 Platform: Pilot 
Having settled on a scope with objectives and goals set, LEO launched their platform as a pilot 

project in March, 2015: www.openinnovation.leo-pharma.com. A key decision made by LEO 

was to make the platform digital. In doing so, LEO vastly expanded their opportunities for 

reaching possible participants from all over the world, as a digital platform provides immense 

scalability. But not only does it provide scalability, it also makes the process faster as all relevant 

information is available online without the need for physical work or information from human 

interaction. 

 As of now, the website is the heart of the platform as it functions as the primary source of 

information. It consists of sub-sites describing the purpose of the platform, the science that is 

made available to the external environment, how the process is set up and works, how intellectual 

property and legal rights are handled, as well as a contract to be downloaded and submitted to 

LEO by participants (LEO Pharma Open Innovation, 2017). LEO’s current platform is one that 

offers free testing of molecules in specific assays. Hence, it is a platform where LEO on one side 

is testing molecules and creating knowledge from it, while multiple participants are providing the 

molecules to be tested. Since launching in 2015, approximately 40 different participants from 

four continents have submitted more than 400 compounds. The initial goal of 10 participants was 

reached within the first year of the pilot (Interview 2). Of these 40 participants, about 1/3 are 

universities while 2/3 are biotechs. The current state can be seen as a platform approach to supply 

chain management, where participants supply compounds to be tested for efficacy in specific 

assays in a mutually beneficial process.   

 

Strategic decision to continue 
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With the project having a few years on its back, LEO recently evaluated the platform to assess 

what the future of LEO Pharma Open Innovation should look like. In short, the platform has until 

now contributed with what is viewed as a good amount of compounds to be tested, where one of 

the participants has progressed to further collaboration with LEO. However, LEO has realized 

that pipeline input is not necessarily the most important contributor from the platform. Instead, 

the knowledge about what is going on in the scientific community, such as secondary data about; 

what is being researched by others, who is doing it, where they are from, whether they are known 

to LEO or not, and so on. This is seen as being worth even more to the company (Interview 3). In 

addition, the amount of publicity and branding the platform has received has been massive for the 

organization. The innovative aspect of the initiative has been recognized within the external 

environment and is helping LEO becoming a company that is known by others (Interview 2). 

 With these outcomes in mind, and an improved understanding of what it takes to 

create a successful Open Innovation platform, LEO has now made a strategic decision to put 

more focus on Open Innovation and continue developing the platform. As they see it, the pilot 

project has taken LEO from being an organization that keeps research internal, thereby only 

utilizing the knowledge of their own employees, to an organization that leverages external 

competences through the OI platform, thereby expanding their reach and boosting their chances 

of providing novel input to their R&D pipeline, while simultaneously being a tool for branding 

and acquiring knowledge of the research landscape in which they are operating (Interview 1; 

Interview 2; Interview 3). With the decision made to continue developing the platform, LEO is 

adamant that they can further increase their reach. This includes bringing more competent people 

into the process of providing valuable science to companies working with and people living with 

skin diseases. In order to get to the next level, LEO has identified the establishment and 

facilitation of a digital scientific community as a key contributor to further the reach and output 

of the platform, while simultaneously seeking to attract more participants to the current platform 

format. The reasoning behind this decision will be elaborated in the analysis. In illustration of the 

innovation spheres can be seen below:  
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1.2 Problem Statement 
LEO is looking to become increasingly innovative by enhancing their exploration endeavors 

while still contributing to their current efforts in pharmaceutical R&D related to dermatology. 

They are in a position where they must innovate to stay successful in an increasingly competitive 

landscape. Achieving this is difficult due to political influence, generic competition, and cost 

pressures within the industry. LEO’s OI platform, however, affords them with the opportunity to 

leverage external competencies to boost their own research, while simultaneously contributing to 

the overall progress of the scientific dermatology community, thereby providing them an 

advantage over their competition.  

For this reason, LEO has made the strategic decision to continue developing the platform 

and establishing a community. In this case, the problem is not related to what they should do and 

why. Instead, the problem we are facing is related to how  to do so and why it helps them become 

more innovative. Both creating a community and facilitating the interactions is new to LEO, 

which brings forth a lot of interesting aspects to be enlightened. With an area as foreign as this, 

investigating whether or not the organization possess the capabilities necessary for carrying out 

such an innovative transformation becomes highly relevant. This thesis will provide LEO with an 

examination of how to overcome the perceived obstacles related to facilitating interactions, as 

well as of how to attract more participants to their current platform model and the community. 

With the abovementioned in mind, our research question becomes: 

 

Does LEO Pharma have the required capabilities to facilitate a scientific community to 

enhance their exploration efforts?  
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1.3 Relevancy 
To complete the introduction, we will now look into the relevance of our research in relation to 

practice, academia, and ourselves. In doing so, we reveal the reasoning behind choosing this 

specific domain as our subject. 

 

Practical Value 

The research was achieved through close collaboration with LEO. For this reason, the scope 

inevitably focused on practical implications. Due to our personal interests and the possibilities we 

had, commencing a research rooted in a contemporary subject was deemed a natural course of 

action.  

We believe there are many organizations in the pharma industry that are about to enter an 

explorative journey. Being radically explorative, however, is not something the industry has a lot 

of experience with. Thus, looking into the implications of operationalizing internal change to 

improve ambidexterity is likely to become the reality for companies looking to compete in the 

long term. Our research sets the stage for one way of looking at this area and is, to our best 

believe, one of very few research papers that investigate this phenomenon within the 

pharmaceutical industry. It is our hope that the research can guide future researchers and help 

organizations begin the transformation towards becoming more explorative and, eventually, 

ambidextrous organizations.  

 In addition, we find LEO’s perspective on open innovation to be highly interesting. 

In showcasing how an open innovation initiative can be interpreted and taken to the next level, 

we believe that others may look to LEO as an example for opening up their organization. This 

would allow for more collaborations across the external environment of the industry and, in the 

end, improve the lives of people living with diseases.  

 

Academic Value 
While the scope of our research is focused on a highly practical problem, we still believe there is 

value to be derived for the academic community. First of all, our case extends the use-case 

scenarios for open innovation. The rigid and complex task of researching and developing drugs is 

extremely difficult to change. However, this concept proposes a new way of facilitating 

collaboration within early drug discovery, which can help bridge the gap related to actual 

outcomes and experiences in OI in healthcare (Wass & Vimarlund, 2016). In addition, we 
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provide a thorough explanation of our methodology that can be tested for application purposes 

within a field that is somewhat lacking actual operationalization examples to follow. As of such, 

we provide our take on how to implement changes for increasing explorative measures in a 

complex situation. 

 
Researcher's Value 

Finally, the topic of choice is deemed valuable to ourselves. Combining organizational 

exploration with aspects of the very modern platform business model provides a sound 

foundation for becoming experienced within the areas. We find it to be both interesting and a 

path to great opportunities in our future careers. In addition, we believe that LEO will follow up 

on the research made, which means our work is likely to have an actual impact on the future of 

pharma research.  
 

1.4 Thesis Structure 
To provide an overview of how we answer our research question, an outline consisting of short 

descriptions of each chapter can be found below:   
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2. Theory 
This section will provide elaborations on the four theories that will be the basis for the thesis: 

Organizational Ambidexterity, Dynamic Capabilities, Open Innovation, and Platform Business 

Model Theory. These theories have been selected based on the relevance for the problem 

presented in the introduction, and they will be the means on which we investigate whether LEO 

has the necessary capabilities to increase their organizational ambidexterity.  
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Each theoretical explanation will be followed by a literature review in which we analyze 

the published literature in a critical manner by summarizing, comparing, and evaluating the most 

pertinent topics.  
 

2.1 Organizational Ambidexterity 
Ambidexterity is defined as the ability for humans to use both hands with equal ease (Merriam-

Webster, 2017). The same metaphorical approach can be applied in an organizational context, 

defined as an organization’s “relation between exploration of new possibilities and the 

exploitation of old certainties” (Schumpeter, 1934; Holland, 1975; and Kuran, 1988 in March, 

1991, p. 71). Therefore, an organization’s ambidextrous ability to successfully exploit its current 

business as well as concurrently ensuring exploration through continuous incremental innovation, 

while minimizing the trade-off between the two, is of crucial importance.  

 An important aspect of ambidextrous organizational theory is to acknowledge 

ambidextrous tension within multiple organizational levels, as well as ambidexterity occurring on 

each of these. Many researchers argue that ambidexterity affects and is affected by various levels 

of the firm: individual, project, business unit, and organizational (Raisch et al., 2009; March, 

1991; O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013; Maier, 2015). Therefore, each of these distinctive levels 

should be kept in mind when seeking to enhance ambidexterity within an organization. In 

accordance, prior research by O’Reilly & Tushman highlights the importance of reaching each of 

these levels and how to do so: “a clear and compelling vision, relentlessly communicated by a 

company's senior team, is crucial in building ambidextrous designs” (O’Reilly & Tushman, 

2004, p. 81). They further argue that resistance at the top levels of an organization cannot be 

tolerated, as the senior team must be committed to operating ambidextrously even if its 

employees are not ambidextrous themselves. This notion should be emphasized vigorously as it 

can be tough for organizations to break out of a rut, especially an exploitative rut that is 

comfortable and profitable. 

 

One of the most poignant aspects in becoming an ambidextrous organization is being able to 

explore and exploit in simultaneous fashion (O’Reilly & Tushman, 1996; 2013). This is also 

known as structural ambidexterity and is of crucial importance for organizations facing rapid 

change in their respective business environment. Shifting structures gradually might prove too 

slow and ineffective, which is why the argument by O’Reilly and Tushman is to establish 
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autonomous explore and exploit subunits concurrently enhancing the organizational 

ambidexterity. In summary, the key objective is not only to explore and exploit simultaneously, 

but also to do so in an autonomous manner. Throughout much of their accumulated work, they 

stress the necessity of structural and organizational separation through a tightly integrated senior 

team (O’Reilly & Tushman, 1996; 2004; 2013). However, the separation should not be limited to 

the structures of explore and exploit subunits alone “[...] but also different competencies, systems, 

incentives, processes and cultures—each internally aligned.” (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2008, p. 

193). As a result, exploration subunits will undisturbed be able to utilize and function in an 

environment diverged from the traditional exploitation processes and culture, in addition to 

enforcing its own measures of success. 

 

Concluding on the research of organizational ambidexterity, we have identified the concepts of 

most importance and relevance to our research to be the structure, processes, and vision. A 

structure that supports organizationally independent subunits, allowing for autonomous processes 

of simultaneous exploration of emerging business, while concurrently exploiting existing 

business - all of it supported by a clear compelling vision set by management, top-down. 

2.1.1 Organizational Ambidexterity Literature Review  
Ever since Robert Duncan introduced organizational ambidexterity in 1976, numerous qualified 

researchers have investigated the concept. This has led to a set of varying perspectives about how 

organizations achieve becoming an ambidextrous organization (O’reilly & Tushman, 2013). 

On of these perspectives concerned the use of exploitative and explorative measures and 

how the two supplement each other (March, 1991). March argues that being explorative is 

imperative to reaching long term success. In contrast, he highlights that most concentrate on 

refining their exploitation efforts to increase short term winnings, which is not the optimal 

balance between the two. However, it is worth noting that many organizations are not capable of 

focusing on their explorative measures. To do so, they first need to be good at what they do. 

Especially during early life of an organization, focus must be put on exploiting their core 

competences and business areas.   

Further supporting March research of exploitation and exploration, O’Reilly and 

Tushman’s interests lies in the importance of having a clear ambidextrous vision set by top 

management, and how structural independence from an organization’s current business is 

necessary for achieving ambidexterity (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2004). Both are highly relevant for 
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this thesis, as the intention is for LEO to improve their organizational ambidexterity. When it 

comes to acquiring new skills to achieve this ambidexterity, however, their research becomes 

rather vague. While they do venture into the existing relationship between current employees and 

management, there is little to obtain about how to carry out onboarding of new competences to 

complement ambidexterity. 

 

Another concept proposed by Duncan is that of sequential ambidexterity (1976). The approach 

emphasizes the need to shift an organization’s structure little by little over time, hence the name 

‘sequential’. This is in contrast to the aforementioned structural ambidexterity proposed by 

O’Reilly and Tushman, where an organization should form autonomous subunits, in order to 

concurrently explore and exploit. This should improve exploration by allowing the exploratory 

subunits to create their own processes and culture, thereby enabling them to build the units to 

focus solely on exploration efforts. Meanwhile, the parent organization can stay focused on 

exploiting their current capabilities. (O’Reilly & Tushman, 1996). Both types of structural 

ambidexterity can be fitting for different purposes. In the modern era, however, we believe the 

structural independence proposed by the latter is more fitting due to a continuous increased rate 

of technological change, happening within all industries. Sequential ambidexterity may prove 

valuable for slow-paced industries, but the shifting reality is changing that. 

Finally, Maier points out that organizations looking to converge can achieve valuable 

competitive advantages if they manage to create multi-level ambidexterity. This will allow them 

to stay ahead of competition and mitigate the risk of being disrupted (Maier, 2015). Hence, being 

able to continuously innovate is seen as an essential feat that organizations should strive for. 

Although this is not a radical discovery, the point is nevertheless important to keep in mind and is 

well suited for our research. 
 

2.2 Dynamic Capabilities  
The concept of Dynamic Capabilities was defined by Teece, Pisano, and Schuen as an 

organization’s ability to build, integrate, and reconfigure external and internal competences as to 

best address rapidly changing environments (Teece, Pisano, and Schuen, 1997). This is highly 

relevant for 1) organizations within environments of rapid technological change, and 2) 

organizations seeking to change themselves. As a result, dynamic capabilities enable 
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organizations to create, deploy, and protect the intangible assets that support superior long-term 

business performance (Teece, 2007). 

More specifically, Dynamic Capabilities can be disaggregated into three clusters of 

activities and adjustments: “(1) to sense and shape opportunities and threats, (2) to seize 

opportunities, and (3) to maintain competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, 

and, when necessary, reconfiguring the business enterprise’s intangible and tangible assets” 

(Teece, 2007, p. 1319). Therefore, the key for organizations is to sense and identify potential 

opportunities, while adjusting organizational structures and processes in order to seize the 

opportunities, in addition to transforming the organization's intangible and tangible assets in order 

to best maintain a continued dynamic fit. Teece also describes this aspect of the Dynamic 

Capabilities framework as semi-continuously morphing (Teece, 2007). This is of high 

importance; as being able to respond by establishing organizational and strategic shifts enhances 

an organization’s competitive advantage in environments subdue to change. 

 

In order to determine an organization’s distinctive competences and dynamic capabilities, Pisano, 

Schuen, and Teece further defines three important factors in processes, positions, and paths: “[...] 

managerial and organizational processes, shaped by its (specific) asset position, and the paths 

available to it” (Teece, Pisano, and Schuen, 1997, p. 518). More specifically, processes relates to 

routines and patterns of current practice and learning. Position refers to endowments of 

technology, intellectual property, customer base, and relations with external suppliers, while 

paths refer to an organization’s readily available strategic alternatives and their cause of path 

dependencies. More specifically: "Path dependency ‘not only defines what choices are open to 

the firm today, but … also puts bounds around what its internal repertoire is likely to be in the 

future’" (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997, p. 515, in Ambrosini, Bowman, and Collier, 2009). A 

common occurrence of path dependency is when an organization encounters a lock-in effect. In 

its original meaning, lock-in is a situation in which one technological standard beats out another, 

such as VHS beating Betamax (Cordes-Berszinn, 2013). The same metaphoric use can be applied 

in an organizational context, in which prior decisions result in only a limited amount of potential 

managerial options to be readily available, thereby leading to strategic inflexibility (Cordes-

Berszinn, 2013). Therefore, the aspect of organizational lock-in and how to avoid it is a highly 

important part of the dynamic capabilities framework, as it contradicts its core purpose of 

establishing a flexible organization capable of responding to rapidly changing environments. 
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When environments change, organizations must change too in order to maintain a competitive 

advantage. A way of doing so is to continuously scan the environment, as well as evaluate 

markets and competitors in order to quickly accomplish reconfiguration and transformation ahead 

of competition (Teece, Pisano, and Schuen, 1997). Change is costly, however, which is why 

organizations must seek to develop processes that minimize low payoff changes. In accordance, 

Teece describes the acts of replication and imitation. Replication is a potentially difficult process 

involving the transfer or redeployment of competences from one concrete economic setting to 

another, and is also known as imitation when performed by a competitor (Teece, 1976; Teece, 

Pisano, and Schuen, 1997). In relation, it is important to note that the higher the degree of 

difficulty when performing self-replication, the act of imitation by an organization's competitors 

is likely to be that much harder. This is of utter importance, as it is “[...] the ease of imitation that 

determines the sustainability of competitive advantage” (Teece, Pisano, and Schuen, 1997, p. 

526).  

After having successfully sensed and seized an opportunity, the organization needs to to 

transform and reconfigure its tangible and intangible assets. According to Teece (2011), the 

intangible assets are of especially high importance as they are hard to build, difficult to manage, 

and not universally available to every organization. Some of the more notable intangible assets 

include, but are not limited to: technological knowhow, business process knowhow, intellectual 

property (IP), customer and business relationships, reputations, and organizational culture and 

values (Teece, 2011). In conclusion, LEO’s utilization of its intangible assets, or lack thereof, 

becomes very important. Especially due to the struggle of fostering innovation in R&D, as 

intangible assets often rely on complementary assets that makes them unlikely to be traded or, 

more importantly, acquired. 

 

In conclusion, we have identified the aspects of the Dynamic Capabilities framework most 

deserving for attention: Sensing by identifying and assessing a potential opportunity based on its 

position. Seizing by mobilizing resources in order to address and capture the value of that 

opportunity through processes. Transforming through continued renewal and reconfiguration of 

external and internal competences, as well as LEO’s tangible and intangible assets, to decide on a 

specific path. 
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2.2.1 Ambidexterity as a Dynamic Capability 
In addition to individually befitting the scope of this research, the two concepts of organizational 

ambidexterity and dynamic capabilities are also highly complementary of one another. When 

properly applied, aspects of the two theoretical concepts intertwine in a cohesive manner. This is 

evident when looking at the sensing and seizing aspects of the dynamic capabilities framework, 

which O’Reilly and Tushman describe as the key abilities for an organization to utilize through 

simultaneous exploitation and exploration (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013). Furthermore, O’Reilly 

& Tushman describe the following propositions as foundational elements for utilizing 

ambidexterity as a dynamic capability: a clear strategic intent, an overarching vision and values, 

an aligned senior team, an appropriate organizational architecture with targeted integration, and 

the ability of the senior team to manage the inevitable trade-offs and conflict (O’Reilly & 

Tushman, 2008).  

Conjunctively utilizing these two concepts is highly beneficial to our research. In addition 

to enhancing an organization’s ability to adapt over time (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2008), the strong 

correlation between the two concepts will help minimize the weaknesses of either one, while 

concurrently enhancing each other’s strengths. 

 

2.2.2 Dynamic Capabilities Literature Review 
The concept of Dynamic Capabilities was brought to the forefront of organizational research 

mainly due to the work of Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997). 
In recent times, the three authors have focused their research on entrepreneurial dynamic 

capabilities, such as the benefits derived from using their framework in a setting of creating innovation 

business models (Teece, 2014; Teece, 2016). This exact aspect is interesting in terms of our research. 

Until now, many of LEO’s platform participants have been smaller entrepreneurial biotechs. This may be 

because they see the potential in OI and are looking to disrupt markets with new treatments, but it may 

also be because they lack the necessary tangible assets in their own respective startups. This emphasizes 

the need for them to identify and utilize their intangible capabilities in the most optimal way, in addition to 

gaining access to more tangible resources through the LEO Pharma OI initiative 

 

It is worth noting that some researchers have criticised the framework for being too vague and not 

fully defined. One of such researchers is Codes-Berszinn, who critiques the framework for not 

properly reflecting the practices of corporate management. We find this to be somewhat correct, 

as there is an apparent lack of concretization regarding implementation and operationalization of 
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organizational structures and capabilities. It is argued that this makes it increasingly difficult to 

propose implementation suggestions for evolving dynamic capabilities within organizations 

(Cordes-Berszinn, 2013). To accommodate this, he believe there is a further need for creating 

holistic models of the relations between the dynamic capabilities and the organizational structure. 

In doing so, the structure of the organization becomes a determinant of its dynamic capabilities. 

Another perspective on the dynamic capabilities framework is brought forth by Tallman, 

who states that dynamic capabilities should be carefully investigated in order to assess their 

influence on an organization’s strategy and performance (Tallman, 2006). We see an obvious fit 

between this and the research as hand, as LEO can take advantage of their dynamic capabilities as 

a tool for making strategic decisions, especially in terms of deciding upon which innovative 

initiatives to embark on. In addition, it may support the company in increasing its relations to the 

external environment if the company can successfully repurpose and acquire the necessary 

competences. 

2.3 Open Innovation 
The term ‘Open Innovation’ was coined by Henry Chesbrough, adjunct professor and executive 

director of Center for Open Innovation at Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley (Haas School of 

Business, 2017), who wrote and published the book “Open Innovation: The New Imperative for 

Creating and Profiting From Technology” in 2003 (Chesbrough, 2003). 

 The main idea behind Open Innovation is that “ideas can come from inside and 

outside the company and can go to market from inside or outside the company” (Chesbrough, 

2003, p. 43). Hence, ideas stemming from inside and outside the firm boundaries are prioritized 

with equal importance. This is in contrast to the traditional approach known as Closed 

Innovation, which focus lies entirely on internal ideas and R&D processes through vertical 

integration of the firm (Chesbrough et al., 2006).  

Several reasons are behind this change of approach. Perhaps most dominant is the 

transformation of the knowledge landscape. With the advent of the Internet, knowledge has 

increasingly diffused to reside in a vast array of places. No longer is knowledge to be found only 

in the large companies and best universities. Instead, mobility has led start-ups, consultants, 

suppliers, universities and the likes, to become increasingly knowledgeable due to the amount of 

skilled workers and researchers they are able to attract. Hence, Chesbrough states that “Open 

Innovation assumes that useful knowledge is widely distributed, and that even the most capable 

R&D organizations must identify, connect to, and leverage external knowledge sources as a core 
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process in innovation” (Chesbrough et al., 2006). In addition to the changed knowledge 

landscape, Venture Capital funding increased vastly from 1980-2001 (Chesbrough, 2003). With 

more capital to spend, it became easier to attract the best talents and spend more on their 

research, while it also enabled them to make investments in the newest technology and possibly 

in ideas ‘sitting on the shelf’ in the large, closed organizations. If not developed, these ideas will 

leave the company at some point to be utilized by start-ups. Hence, more external options are 

available for those ideas. Related to the diffusion and mobility of knowledge and VC funding is a 

general increase in the capability of external suppliers (Chesbrough, 2003). Not only have 

external organizations and institutions become more knowledgeable, they have also become 

capable of research, production, innovation, and collaboration of higher quality than previously 

due to increased funding and skilled workers.  

 

These factors have all contributed to the change of approach many organizations are undergoing. 

As Chesbrough states, it is an environmental shift that is occurring: “What previously was a 

fundamentally closed, internal environment (where the firm had to create ideas in order to use 

them) has transformed into an open environment (where the firm can create ideas for external 

and internal use, and the firm can access ideas from the outside 

as well as from within)” (Chesbrough, 2003, p. 40). As this quote suggests, two facets to Open 

Innovation exists: “Outside in”, or “inbound”, where a firm brings ideas and contributions from 

the external environment into the company’s innovation process, and “inside out”, or “outbound”, 

where unused ideas are allowed to go outside the firm to be incorporated into their innovation 

processes (Chesbrough, 2011). The former of the two is recognized as the primary contributor to 

the competitive advantage gained by utilizing an Open Innovation approach, as the company does 

not have to rely solely on their own R&D. Ensuring actualization of internal ideas by passing 

them on to the external environment, however, is less frequently used (Chesbrough & Crowther, 

2006; Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014). Nevertheless, both are important aspects of the Open 

Innovation theory as they both contribute with “[...] purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge 

to accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation” 

(Chesbrough et Al, 2006, p. 1), which is the core of the Open Innovation paradigm.  

 A key factor for implementing Open Innovation is utilizing business models to 

define the requirements for the setup. This business model is seen as the “[...] cognitive device 

that focuses the evaluation of R&D projects within the firm” (Chesbrough et al., 2006). In other 
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words, the process of defining the value proposition/the ‘why’, the segment that is focused on, the 

internal structure for the process, the firms role etc., is extremely important if the company is to 

successfully implement Open Innovation and create value from it1, as it filters the inbound 

capacities to make sure they fit the scope of the firm.   

 

2.3.1 Open Innovation Literature Review 
Since Schumpeter defined innovation as the setting up of new production functions (Schumpeter, 

1939), the notion of innovation has been developed and redefined by a plethora of researchers. 

One of the more prominent developments was the above-mentioned perspective of Open 

Innovation by Henry Chesbrough (Chesbrough, 2003).  

 

Many upsides of OI have been identified (Lee, 2010), but most relevant to this thesis is the 

discoveries made by Wass and Vimarlund, who showed that OI has three distinct outcomes when 

used in healthcare (Wass & Vimarlund, 2016). First, it enables patients to become active actors 

that share valuable knowledge. Second, it enables collaboration with knowledgeable external 

stakeholders. Finally, it provides access to new markets. Even though these are positive 

outcomes, one must not neglect the cost at which they come. Before venturing into an OI 

initiative, matters including implementation costs, the loss of key knowledge control, intellectual 

property spillover, and possible contractual information asymmetry should be carefully 

considered, in order not to disfavor oneself (Ullrich & Vladova, 2016; Enkel, 2009). According to 

the authors, organizations should be prepared to face these consequences if they are to implement 

OI into their internal R&D.  

 

When considering costs such as those just mentioned, distinguishments of organizational size and 

the apparent OI fit should be examined. Large organizations, such as LEGO, have gained great 

value from open innovation due to their access to external resources and vast technological assets 

(Narula, 2004). However, it is argued that small and medium sized companies are even more 

likely to benefit from OI initiatives for circumventing challenges and improving competitiveness 

(Parida et al., 2012). This is primarily due to smaller organizations being less risk averse and 

often posses reduced bureaucracy, which makes them better suited to benefit from OI (Gassman 

et al., 2010). Even though OI is seen as a favorable approach, Lichtenthaler discovered the 

inclination of smaller organizations to utilize closed innovation (Lichtenthaler, 2008). This is 
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most likely due to the fear of not retrieving maximal financial value out of their innovative 

efforts, something that LEO has also experienced on their OI platform in recent years.  

Furthermore, as noted by Oakey, closed innovation should not necessarily be neglected 

entirely, as it is still effective. It is argued that the risky nature of R&D and the resources 

necessary for long-term success mitigates the applicability of OI (Oakey, 2013). Thus, while OI 

has its clear benefits, closed innovation is still the primary form of innovation, although the 

impact of good relations with externals is increasingly viewed as a crucial component for 

improving the innovation capabilities of organizations (Lasagni, 2012). Lastly, open innovation is 

more easily studied in larger firms, as SMEs have less ability to access external resources and 

fewer technological assets for which they can exchange compared to larger firms (Narula, 2004).  

 

2.4 Platform 
Platform architecture is defined as a structural design, which encourages positive network effects 

while minimizing negative ones. The architectural design should invite participation and provide 

tools and services that make it easy for producers and consumers to interact in mutually 

rewarding ways (Parker et al., 2016). The goal of the platform is thus to connect producers and 

consumers via the platform and allow for exchanges of value between them. According to Parker 

et al., three forms of value are exchanged; information, goods or services, and currency (Parker et 

al., 2016). 

 

Exchange of information, and the facilitation thereof, is of crucial importance for every platform, 

no matter what its overall goal might be. The reason behind this is that every interaction starts 

with the exchange of information on the platform itself, as this enables the parties to decide 

whether, and how, to engage in any further exchange. 

 The goods or services is the actual value being exchanged, whether it be a physical 

item being exchanged off the platform, such as a book, or intangible knowledge being on the 

platform. This is also known as the value units, which will be further described in the following 

paragraphs.  

 Currency can take many forms and are very rarely left out of a platform. On the one 

hand, currency can be of monetary form, transferred through e.g. credit card payments, PayPal, or 

Bitcoins. On the other hand, the attention provided to the producer can also act as a form of 

currency, such as amount of likes on Facebook, retweets on Twitter, views on YouTube, and so 
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on. Such currency, including fame, influence, and reputation, is also known as social currency. 

Whether it be monetary currency or social currency, the exchange often occurs on the platform. 

 

2.4.1 The Core Interaction 
Parker et al. further state that the fundamental purpose of a platform is to facilitate the core 

interaction, which they describe as “[...] the single most important form of activity that takes 

place on a platform—the exchange of value that attracts most users to the platform in the first 

place” (Parker et al., 2016, p. 38). Therefore, the first and most important thing to do when 

designing a platform is to define the core interaction and its three subparts: the participants, value 

units, and filters. 

 The participants are defined as the producers and consumers of the platform. A 

huge advantage for a given platform occurs when a participant can act as both. Thus, the potential 

of participants moving from role to role with ease should be emphasized, especially given the fact 

that incentives that encourage participation might differ, but the roles of the participants remain 

consistent. 

 The value unit is at the beginning of every core interaction, as the producer creates 

the previously mentioned valuable goods or services to be exchanged with the consumer. 

Therefore, the value unit can be defined as a basis for participants to decide whether or not they 

want to proceed with a given exchange. 

The value unit is then delivered to selected consumers through certain filters. This is 

described as “[...] an algorithmic, software-based tool used by the platform to enable the 

exchange of appropriate value units between users” (Parker et al., 2016, p. 40). Filters ensure that 

users only receive relevant and valuable value units, whereas poorly designed filters present a 

flood of valueless units to the user. 

 The core interaction can thus be summed up to the why of the platform design and is 

an essential part of the process, as the platform has no direct control over the production process 

of value units themselves, and should therefore be viewed as an information factory with no 

control over inventory, but facilitator of the factory floor. 
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2.4.2 Pull, Facilitate, Match 
This naturally leads to the how of the platform design, which is defined as the process of ‘pull, 

facilitate, match’: 

 

Pull 
An important aspect of every platform is that it must pull participants in order to enable 

interactions among them (Parker et al., 2016). When doing so, two different pull challenges often 

occur during the phase of platform design: Who to target first and how to keep users engaged. 

 

The first pull challenge met by platform owners is the classical chicken-or-egg situation: Which 

group of participants should be targeted first, producers or consumers? Various pull strategies can 

be effectuated in order to deal with this challenge. For the purpose of this research we focus on 

the following two pull strategies of seeding and piggybacking:  

The seeding strategy entails creating value units that will be relevant to at least one set of 

potential users which, once attracted, will in turn attract other sets of users who want to engage in 

interactions with them (Parker et al., 2016). In addition to being a great strategy for pulling 

participants, it also enables the platform manager to steer the direction of the platform by 

deciding which content to initially seed on platform. 

The piggyback strategy entails connecting with an existing user base from another 

platform and staging the creation of value units in order to recruit those users to participate in 

your own platform (Parker et al., 2016). This strategy has a huge potential for growing a platform 

in a quick and somewhat effortless manner, as a large desired user base could potentially already 

exist on another network, which in turn need to be identified and redirected to the desired 

platform. 

 

The second pull challenge involves keeping the participants interested while continuously 

attracting new ones. As an example, participants within a community find more value when there 

are more people they can connect with. Tools for keeping users engaged are the single- and 

multi-user feedback loops, which can help swell the network, increase value creation, and 

enhance network effects, in order to create a constant stream of self-reinforcing activity. 

The single-user feedback loop is ”[...] an algorithm built into the platform infrastructure 

that analyzes user activity, draws conclusions about the user’s interests, preferences, and needs, 
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and recommends new value units and connections that the user is likely to find valuable” (Parker 

et al., 2016, p. 45). This is a powerful tool for increasing activity, as the more the participant uses 

the platform, the more the platform learns about the participant, ultimately making more accurate 

recommendations to the participants. 

In a multi-user feedback loop, activity from a producer is delivered to relevant consumers, 

whose activity in turn is fed back to the producer, such as a post on Facebook made by a 

company who then receive information in return, in the form of likes, comments and views on the 

post. This can create a virtuous cycle of that encourages activity on both sides, which ultimately 

strengthens network effects (Parker et al., 2016). 

 
Facilitate 

In order to ensure optimal facilitation of exchanges, platforms need to “[...] create an 

infrastructure in which value can be created and exchanged, and lay out principles that govern 

these interactions” (Parker et al., 2016, p. 47). Thereby, one needs to make it as easy as possible 

for producers to create and exchange value through good governance and curation. In correlation, 

certain barriers to usage and participation need to first be identified in order to decide how to 

overcome them. In most cases, barriers need to be reduced in order to encourage interaction and 

expand participation, but in some cases it might be fruitful to increase certain barriers in order to 

establish a certain degree of trust on the platform, by limiting the amount of platform entrants 

through e.g. a screening process.  

 
Match 

Lastly, platforms need to enhance their matchmaking abilities, making sure that the most relevant 

goods and services are exchanged. An efficient way of doing so is to acquire as much data as 

possible about the producers, consumers, and the value unites created and exchanged. The rule of 

thumb is thus that the more data the platform has to work with the better, and the better designed 

the algorithms used to collect, organize, sort, parse, and interpret the data, the more accurate the 

filters will be, thereby enhancing the relevant and useful information exchanged (Parker et al., 

2016). Accordingly, a specific data acquisition strategy must be put in place. This can be done by 

enhancing incentives for participation and for users to provide data about themselves, e.g. by 

leveraging game elements, also known as gamification, to gather data from users. Or by acquiring 

data from a third party provider, piggybacking on their data acquisition strategy. Continuously 
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improving the data acquisition and analysis methods of the platform thus becomes an important 

challenge for any organization seeking to build and maintain a platform (Parker et al., 2016). 

2.4.3 Governance 
Parker et al. defines governance as the set of rules concerning who gets to participate in an 

ecosystem, how to divide the value, and how to resolve conflicts, including three fundamental 

rules: (1) Always creating value for the consumers you serve, (2) not using your power to change 

the rules in your favor, and (3) not taking more than a fair share of the wealth (Parker et al., 

2016). Good community governance thus entails orchestrating an ecosystem with the goals of 

creating fairly distributed wealth among those who contribute value to the community. 

If not done correctly, challenges such as monopolization of power or information asymmetries 

may arise, in which one participant of an exchange knows facts that the other participant does not 

and uses that knowledge for personal advantage. In order to avoid or overcome such challenges, 

good governance utilizes the tools of laws, norms, architecture, and markets (Lessig in Parker et 

al., 2016) 

 Whether it is a government in charge of a nation or an organization in charge of a 

platform, laws serve the same purpose. They are enforced rules and regulations that actors need 

to play by and get punished for if not doing so. When it comes to platforms, the basic principle is 

to give fast and open feedback when applying laws that define good behavior, but slow and 

opaque feedback when applying laws that punish bad behavior (Parker et al., 2016). For instance, 

rewarding someone instantly for doing a good deed through social currency or by making a 

platform user’s posts visible only to him or herself so feedback cannot be received. 

 On a platform, norms are reflected by the participants' behavior on the platform.  

Therefore, the norms can be governed through behavioral design on the platform, which entails a 

recurring sequence of trigger, action, reward, and investment (Parker et al., 2016). First the user 

is triggered by the platform e.g. through an app notification or email, which prompts the user to 

take action as a response. The action then produces a reward for the user, who then makes an 

investment of either time, data, social capital, or money. 

 The architecture is a summarization of the platform architecture design, as 

described in this section, as a whole. While supporting a cyclical pull-facilitate-match process, 

the platform design should support the enforced laws by encouraging and rewarding good 

behavior. 
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 The behavior of the platform can also be governed through its market. A way of 

doing this is through the previously mentioned ‘social currency’ traded on the platform market. 

Given the right valuation of currency, good behavior can be enforced through the distribution and 

utilization of social currency. 

  

Last is the aspect of openness, primarily in the form of user participation. As Parker et al. states, 

the open/closed dichotomy is neither black nor white, as their is benefits and drawbacks to every 

point of the spectrum. However, an important aspect of openness is to facilitate side switching, 

meaning that the same individual users who consume value units on the platform also can create 

value units for others to consume (Parker et al., 2016). The more a platform gravitates towards 

greater openness, the more continual reevaluation and adjustment of curation processes are 

needed to ensure consistent high quality on the platform. 

 

2.4.4 Platform Literature Review 
Following the market dominance of highly successful information systems (IS) in the 1990’s, 

such as Microsoft’s operating system platform, Window, many researchers became motivated to 

focus on the platform aspect of IS research. This was also highly due to Microsoft themselves 

establishing a “Platforms Group” in 1995 (Cusumano and Selby, 1995). 

 A preliminary part of platform research includes targeting two or more groups 

intended to use the platform, which is also described as “sides” (Gawer, 2009). This is a general 

theme which almost all research within platform theory at least touches upon, as the occurrence 

of two or more categorized groups of actors is a prerequisite for every platform. In most cases, 

this format is constituted by at least complementors and customers as described by Amrit Tiwana 

(2014). The complementors provide some sort of tangible or intangible value to the customers, 

such as iOS developers providing apps to the Apple Appstore, while customers consume by 

possessing an iPhone, iPad, Apple TV, or other Apple products.  

 Tiwana has been a large contributor to the research field, especially when 

collaborating with Benn Konsynski and Ashley A. Bush in becoming the first to develop a 

conceptual framework that takes the design and governance aspects of platform theory into 

account (Tiwana et al., 2010). However, it is one thing to account for platform design and 

governance, identifying them as contributing factors in a platform ecosystem, but it is a whole 

other to define how it should be managed and yield value because of it. It can therefore be argued 
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that the concepts of design and governance in their earliest stages was properly defined, but still 

needed work in regards to how to execute and manage them. This necessity is further supported 

by Mantena and Saha who underlines the importance of asking the questions of who, what, and 

how it is governed (2012). Later research has then provided further insights into how a platform 

can be managed through the two concepts (Smedlund & Faghankhani, 2015; Parker et al., 2016; 

Tiwana, 2014). We believe the contributions by Parker et al. to be especially rewarding as they 

respond to the aforementioned important questions put forth by Mantena and Saha, by eloquently 

combining the definitions of participants, core interactions and tools for governance and curation 

in a cohesive fashion purposefully for platform theory (Parker et al., 2016).  
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3. Methodology 
This section provides an overview of the methodological considerations made for the thesis. The 

purpose is to present our views and methods for conducting research in order to best answer our 

research question. This includes presenting our philosophical ontological stand and the 

epistemological paradigm adopted during research. Subsequently, the methodology best suited to 

our research will be outlined. This entails elaborating on our structure of reasoning best fitting the 

research, before finally presenting the research design and methods used.      
 

3.1 Research Philosophy 
Deciding on and presenting the philosophy of science adopted in our research is a paramount step 

in any thesis. The philosophy encompass critical assumptions about how one views the world, 

which is the base on which the research strategy is built (Saunders et al., 2012). We will now 

elaborate on the ontological and epistemological considerations that led us to adopting 

interpretivism as our research philosophy. 

  
Ontology  

Ontological philosophy relates to the way in which the nature of reality is perceived (Saunders et 

al., 2012). People have different interpretations of what constitutes facts. In other words, it is a 

manifestation of how people see the world and the facts in it. Two overall aspects of ontology 

exist, which holds vastly different positions: objectivism and subjectivism.  

If taking an objectivist position to ontology, it is believed that social entities exist in a 

reality that is external to the social actors they are concerned with (Saunders et al., 2012). To put 

it more simply, objectivism believes that facts reside in a world that is independent to our minds, 

thereby being the absolute truth no matter the personal convictions or beliefs: Facts are facts.   

As opposed to objectivism, subjectivism is a position in which “social phenomena are 

created from the perceptions and consequent actions of social actors” (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 

111). Hence, it can be said that the truth resides in the minds of individuals and is based on their 

perceptions and the meanings they give to the phenomena. With the subjectivist position, the 

truth is continually changing in accordance with the individual’s beliefs. 
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We are more inclined to agree with the latter of the two: subjectivism. We find that phenomena 

are based on subjective perceptions that can vary from individual to individual. Thus, during our 

research, we should attempt to understand the meanings attached to social phenomena by 

individual actors, as opposed to generalizing a single truth distinct from personal beliefs. 

 
Epistemology  
The notion of epistemology asks the question of how acceptable knowledge is made up (Saunders 

et al., 2012). A variety of epistemological research philosophies exist in the form of positivism, 

realism, interpretivism, and pragmatism. These philosophies correlate with the two ontological 

positions: (1) whether there is a single, objective truth that is observable and generalizable, or (2) 

if multiple truths exists and must be interpreted to reveal the underlying meanings. Hence, on one 

end of the scale, data-generated scientific facts are at the core. In contrast, the other end calls for 

analyzing and interpreting softer aspects, such as feelings and views, to uncover the truth in the 

given situation.    

We will now provide succinct elaborations of the four philosophies to improve the 

understanding and rationale behind our decision to adopt interpretivism as our epistemological 

philosophy. 

 

The philosophy of positivism is related to an objectivist position of ontology. In this philosophy, 

the researchers work with an observable social reality where the results are most often 

generalizable facts (Saunders et al., 2012). As of such, using data that is independent of the 

individual mind and objectively collected is important to the researcher. Techniques used with the 

positivism philosophy are usually highly structured in quantitative forms such as surveys, 

structured interviews, and statistics. While positivism has benefits from focusing intensely on 

quantification, it also receives critique for being inapplicable in situations of complex social 

research where cases are highly individual, thereby neglecting factors such as context and 

underlying meanings (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

 Another philosophy similar to positivism is that of realism. In essence, the view is 

that “[...] what the senses show us as reality is the truth: that objects have an existence 

independent of the human mind” (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 114). There are two forms to realism: 

direct realism and critical realism. The former is rather simple, as it states that what you see is 

what you get. The sensed experience is an accurate image of the world. A critical realist has an 

extra step to this, as the argument would be that the sensed experience is merely a sensation, or an 
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image of what we sense in the real world, and not the thing directly. As of such, a critical realist 

thinks an object can be manipulated and thereby be experienced different to what it actually is, 

whereas a direct realist thinks the object is exactly what it is sensed to be. Accordingly, realism 

states that credible facts are provided by observable phenomena, although these can be deemed 

misinterpreted with a critical realism approach. Methods fitting well with realism may be of both 

quantitative and qualitative nature as long as they fit the subject at hand.   

The philosophy of interpretivism contrasts vastly to that of positivism, while relating 

closely to the ontological position of subjectivism. Interpretivism takes into account the necessity 

for a researcher to understand the differences between humans as social actors (Saunders et al., 

2012). Accordingly, recognizing the role of the researcher’s interaction with social life and the 

impact it has is critical  (Moses & Knutsen, 2012). With this philosophy, the researcher has to 

enter the world of the subjects in order to properly understand their individual perspectives to 

uncover their truths. Qualitative methods are utilized within this research philosophy, which 

include in-depth investigations, unstructured interviews, and observations. Saunders et al. argue 

that the interpretivist perspective is highly appropriate for business research due to the uniqueness 

and complexity of settings (Saunders et al., 2012). However, it is important to note that this view 

lack generalizability due to its subjective nature. In addition, the high degree of involvement may 

inflict on the research due to biases, which in turn may reduce the reliability of the study 

(Saunders et al., 2012). 

 The last philosophy is that of pragmatism. While there are large contrasts between 

positivism and interpretivism, pragmatism offers an alternative in form of a philosophy that 

argues the research questions to be the omnipoint of the research (Saunders et al., 2012). Hence, 

the pragmatism view emphasizes that the methodology chosen for a given research should 

accommodate the research question. This is in order to provide the best grounds for thoroughly 

answering the question regardless of methodology. This philosophy recognizes that the other 

more extreme alternatives do not always fit with the entirety of the research. For this reason, the 

pragmatist view allows researchers to benefit from the methods appropriate to answering the 

research question, whether the nature is quantitative or qualitative. Pragmatism is able to create a 

full picture of the situation, although it requires certain engagement with the subject at hand. In 

general, a pragmatic philosophy is appealing as it lets the researcher study what is found valuable 

and in ways that is deemed appropriate (Tashakori & Teddlie, 1998). It is, however, critical to 

keep in mind that asking the right questions is crucial for such research, as the research may be 
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influenced by the values of the researcher and thereby affect the perceived outcome (Fendt et al., 

2008). 

 
Taking a stand and deciding on what kind of research philosophy to adopt can be an important 

factor for how the results should be viewed. However, as proclaimed by Saunders et al., ““[...] 

the practical reality is that a particular research question rarely falls nearly into only one 

philosophical domain [...]” (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 109). Hence, it can be difficult to assert a 

position within any of the given philosophies when doing research within social science.  

 We have decided to adopt the philosophy of interpretivism. The research at hand is 

of a subjective nature where it is necessary to understand the views of the different relevant 

stakeholders taking part in LEO’s Open Innovation project. We acknowledge the fact that it is 

highly difficult to avoid bias and objectively interpreting data when doing in-depth investigations. 

However, measures have been taken to circumvent this issue and create trustworthy research (we 

elaborate on this in 3.4 Research Quality). We hope that the uncovering of the dynamic 

capabilities necessary for undertaking an innovative project, such as the investigated, may help 

organizations that are similar to LEO in increasing their organizational ambidexterity. At the 

same time, it is believed that the research can help LEO become an example to follow for other 

companies within the industry.  
 

3.2 Structure of Reasoning 
When conducting research, two basic methodological research approaches exist: deduction and 

induction. Deduction contains the development of a hypothesis that is to be deduced through 

testing (Saunders et al., 2012). In other words, the approach attempts to verify or deny a given 

hypothesis, which is most often created based on already existing theory. The deductive approach 

is seen as top-down, where generalized theories at the top leads first to testing of a hypothesis 

through data, before eventually (dis)confirming the hypothesis (Moses & Knutsen, 2012). On the 

other hand, inductive reasoning starts with collection of observations before eventually 

attempting to develop a theory. For this reason, the inductive approach is viewed as bottom-up. 

Induction is more explorative by nature, as the researcher sets out with little-to-no knowledge of 

where they will end up. It is a highly open process as opposed to the closed process of the 

deductive approach.  
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 These two dissimilar approaches each have their advantages and disadvantages. 

Deciding on one, however, is not a necessity according to Saunders et al.: “Not only is it perfectly 

possible to combine deduction and induction within the same piece of research, but also in our 

experience it is often advantageous to do so” (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 127). As pointed out here, 

combining the two approaches can be plausible, and some might even argue that research is more 

often a mix of the two than either or. One such mix of the two is known as abduction. This 

approach can be explained as “a reasoning process that occurs when someone seeks to explain 

something in the light of some background context of existing knowledge” (Folger & Stein, 2016). 

The notion of a background context is crucial in this sense, at it allows for using an inductive 

approach within the boundaries of specific contexts. As noted by Saunders et al., a mixture of the 

two, such as the abductive approach, is most often used in practice: ““while you may commence 

with either an inductive or deductive approach, in practice your research is likely to combine 

elements of both” (Saunders et al., p. 490). Hence, the abductive approach is exactly the one we 

have decided to adopt, due to its apparent fit to our research. In being presented with a situation 

in LEO, certain boundaries are set as to what the research should be scoped around. However, 

this is the only existing knowledge prior to beginning the process, as the encompassed research 

areas are unknown until data has been collected. As of such, we start out with a limited area of 

interest in which we are to find interesting subjects in the data that can be delved into. 
  

3.3 Research Design 
In order to properly conduct the research, one must design how to carry it out in a way that fits 

the research philosophy and approach adopted. This design outlines how we intend to answer our 

research question. In the following section, we will elaborate on the research strategy utilized in 

this thesis, before explaining the research methods employed to gather data. Finally, we will 

highlight the importance of reliability and validity for conducting quality research.  

 
By nature our research is of an exploratory nature. As noted by Robson it is “a valuable means of 

finding out ‘what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in 

a new light’” (Robson, 2002, p. 59). This aligns well with our goal of exploring what LEO wants, 

help identify ways to do so, and assess whether or not they are able to at this point in time. 
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3.3.1 Research Strategy  
The research strategy chosen for this thesis takes the form of action research. As pointed out by 

Bryman and Bell, “Action is an approach in which the action researcher and a client collaborate 

in the diagnosis of the problem and in the development of a solution based on the diagnosis” 

(Bryman & Bell, 2014, p. 424). As further pointed out by Saunders et al., action research’s 

primary focus is to find a resolution for an organizational problem (Saunders et al., 2012). As of 

such, the action research strategy calls for the researcher to collaborate with the stakeholders 

within the organization to solve the issues identified. Hence, the roles adopted can be compared 

to those of consultants helping an organization, as opposed to purely researching the subject 

organization without the involvement of relevant stakeholders. However, it is important to 

emphasize the need for research during the process, as the task otherwise would be of a pure 

consultancy nature. The action research strategy is of an iterative structure, where the objective is 

to come up with suggestions for actions. This is based on cycles of diagnosing the problem, 

planning how to deal with it, taking action, and evaluating the outcome.  

 

The first part of this cycle is what we are going through during our research, where we first 

diagnose what LEO wants and the barriers to get there, before we assess whether or not it is 

possible to achieve (and what they need if it is not achievable). Once we have explored these 

aspects, LEO will then be in a better position to take action, before eventually reflecting on the 

process and outcome. Within this ‘outer cycle’, a set of ‘inner cycles’ occurs during our research. 

In collaboration with LEO, we decided to first conduct interviews with relevant stakeholders. 

Thus, we planned the first course of the research process. Next, we took action and carried out the 

interviews to get an elaborate understanding of the situation. We then reflected on the findings to 

find the emerging patterns to follow and adapt our future research to. Then the cycle started over. 

This process allowed us to continually decide on the next step of the research and what kind of 

methods to apply. This strategy is often used to improve the practice of the organization, which is 

an accurate description of LEO’s goal to increase their organizational ambidexterity (Merriam & 

Tisdell, 2015). 

This strategy suits our research as it is rooted in a highly practical problem of analyzing 

how to implement a concept and what capabilities are necessary to do so. Being involved with 

stakeholders increases the likelihood of actual implementation/action, as they are more likely to 

be convinced that the change is necessary due to their own involvement (Saunders et al., 2012). 
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With the strategy being very context specific, however, it may be difficult to replicate in detail in 

other situations. If the actions turn out to be dismissed, the research may become irrelevant and 

obsolete. As LEO is intend on carrying out this platform development, the belief is that this will 

not be the consequence of the research and we therefore hope that this issue will not threaten the 

work done.    

 

Practitioner-Researcher  

With one us being a part or the researched organization, the role of practitioner-researcher is 

adopted (Saunders et al., 2012). This has clear-cut benefits. An important one is that of gaining 

access to relevant stakeholders in the organization. Having already established relationships with 

these members, we are able to set up interviews and talk to people casually with ease. In addition, 

it gives us an elaborate understanding of the ongoings in the organization and the rationales 

behind different decisions. While these benefits are highly valuable, there are also disadvantages 

that must be taken into account. Having thorough knowledge of the organization may interfere 

with the research, as we may neglect asking questions that seem simple to insiders, but may be 

conceived differently by outsiders. For this reason, we have made sure that the outsider within the 

research team continually asked the simple questions that might otherwise have been ignored. 

Likewise, preconceptions of phenomena by the insider might have influenced the process of our 

research. To cope we have tried to be as objective as possible doing the entirety of the process. 

This is again done by taking a step back and allowing the other researcher be in charge, especially 

during early stages of the research when some of the subjects were well known by the 

practitioner-researcher.  

The role of practitioner-researcher fits well with the action research strategy, as it further 

increases the options for continually taking action and reflecting upon them. Being part of both 

the research group and the organization gives an elaborate understanding of the process and how 

it can be utilized in the given situation. As of such, it can be expected that the action research 

strategy will be benefited from in future situations within LEO. 

 
Qualitative Research  

When deciding on a research strategy, two different approaches exist: quantitative and 

qualitative. Neither is superior to the other, the value of a given strategy relies entirely on the 

objective(s) of the research. 
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 Quantitative research is generally based on the generation of numerical data. This 

most often results in findings that are generalizable due to the broader perspective with less focus 

on specific contexts (Saunders et al., 2012). Data collection techniques include questionnaires 

and surveys, which result in numerical data in the form of e.g. statistics or graphs. Alternatively, 

qualitative research is used for in-depth analysis of situations that are specific to the given 

context. It affords the researcher the ability to thoroughly understand complex scenarios through 

gathering the perspectives of people involved (Saunders et al., 2012). Techniques often used are 

interviews and observations, which leads to the generation of non-numerical findings based on 

language, accounts, and interpretations.   

 With the subjective interpretivist philosophy adopted in our research and an action 

research strategy, doing qualitative research becomes the obvious choice. Being able to enlighten 

complex situations through analyzing different stakeholder perspectives is one of the strengths of 

qualitative research. This is an apparent need in the quest to answer our research question. Thus, 

open techniques and questions in qualitative form allows the subjects to express themselves 

elaborately with their own words, which gives us a deeper understanding of their perspectives. In 

contrast, a quantitative approach would use closed questions that over-empower the researchers 

to decide the possible answers. With a qualitative strategy, however, acknowledging that the 

researcher is inevitably biased due to the subjective nature of humans is important and should be 

taken into consideration when evaluating the findings. In addition, the contextual aspects of 

qualitative research makes it difficult to replicate, thereby raising questions about whether or not 

the findings can be generalized to other situations. With the open innovation trends emerging in 

pharma and LEO being the first organization to build a platform such as the one being 

researched, it is believed that the findings will provide an example to follow for organizations 

venturing into the same kind of initiative. 
 

3.3.2 Research Methods 
In this section, we present the methods employed to answering our research question. With this 

thesis being rooted in interpretivism with a qualitative action research strategy, the methods used 

are of a qualitative nature. Hence, we are taking on a mono method approach without the use of 

quantitative data collection (Saunders et al., 2012). Although a mixed method of both qualitative 

and quantitative techniques affords a larger perspective due to differentiation in data, the mono 

method approach was deemed sufficient in this case. The reasoning behind this is the focus on 
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internal competencies to carry out an initiative that helps LEO increase their organizational 

ambidexterity. This calls for in-depth understanding of what LEO wants and why, while also 

assessing how the initiative can help LEO reach their goal. To do this, quantitative measures are 

not necessarily helpful and therefore neglected. 

 
When looking into research methods, two apparent types of data comes up in the form of primary 

data and secondary data. Primary data is data that is collected directly by the researchers. Thus, 

the data is obtained for the purpose of answering the research question chosen by the 

investigators (Easterby-Smith, 2012). Examples of primary data include observations, interviews, 

and surveys (Saunders et al., 2012).  On the other hand, secondary data is essentially already 

existing data that was previously collected for other purposes (Saunders et al., 2012). This kind of 

data can be highly valuable as it is less time-consuming to obtain. However, it is important to 

verify the validity of the secondary sources before referencing them in the research, as false 

information will discredit the validity of the findings.   

 
Primary data  
To collect the primary data for this thesis we decided to use semistructured interviews. As 

pointed out by Kvale and Brinkmann, a research interview is “a conversation that has a structure 

and a purpose” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 1996, p. 5). This purpose is to unveil information that 

enables the researcher to reach the objective of answering the research question. The 

semistructured type of interviews is open and guided (Easterby-Smith, 2012), as it is assumed 

that “individual respondents define the world in unique ways” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, p. 110). 

This is highly related to the interpretivist stand, where focus is put on how actors make sense of 

and interpret situations and happenings. Semistructured interviews allowed us to obtain a 

thorough understanding of the individual views, while simultaneously being able to adjust our 

question during an interview if, say, the interviewee talks about an unforeseen point that could be 

interesting for the research. Hence, the semistructured format grant us the opportunity to find out 

what is wanted, how it is to be achieved, and why it is an objective (Saunders et al., 2012).  

There are two alternative forms: highly structured and unstructured interviews. The 

former, however, is better suited for quantitative research due to its nominal outcomes and its 

inability to provide flexibility. In contrast, unstructured interviews are more often used when no 

knowledge of the subject is obtained, thereby making them better suited for very early, 

explorative studies (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Saunders et al., 2012).       
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 The interviews were held with key stakeholders identified with the Open Innovation 

team. The amount of interviewees was limited to contain only few people, as the OI project is a 

small part of LEO’s research organization and only few people have relevant knowledge of the 

subject of our research.  

As of such, interviews were held with the three primary knowledge attainers within LEO: 

Niclas Nilsson, Head of Open Innovation, part of Skin Research; Jakob Felding, Senior Director 

of Skin Research, part of Research; and Thorsten Thormann, Vice President of Research, part of 

Global Research & Development. An overview of the interviews and the subjects they covered 

can be found in Appendix 1: Interview Overview. 

 
Secondary Data 

Secondary data was also used during our research, especially in setting the stage and 

understanding the problem at hand. Documentary written materials in the form of the 

organization website and Open Innovation website, newspaper articles about the ongoing trends 

in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as reports from major consultancy companies such as 

McKinsey and Boston Consulting Group, were gathered. These data were used to provide 

background information about the dispositions of LEO and the relevancy for other organizations 

and industries, as proposed by Saunders et al. (2012). Likewise, platform websites, e.g. Reddit, 

and various research papers were examined to provide examples of how to possibly overcome 

some of the realization barriers that were identified in collaboration with LEO employees. 
 

3.4 Data Analysis 
Once data has been collected they need to be properly analyzed. This is done to provide greater 

understanding of the implied meanings (Saunders et al., 2012). The process may be both 

demanding and time consuming, which is why a sound strategy for undertaking the analysis 

should be established. As mentioned by Kvale, analysis of qualitative data is likely to start 

immediately once collection has been achieved, while recurring cycles of collection and analysis 

continues afterwards (Kvale, 1996). This is especially the case with our abductive structure of 

reasoning, where the inductive element of being dependent on data before progressing means that 

analysis must occur before collecting more data.  

 The semistructured interviews that were conducted during the course of the research 

were all sound recorded. This allowed us to transcribe them to gain a better overview of the raw 
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data. Once the data had been transcribed we summarised the data into key themes, hence 

compressing the long interview into brief points as suggested by Kvale (1996). This allowed us to 

identify themes, such as the barriers to seizing the opportunity (more on this in the analysis), and 

discuss the themes with the OI team in order to verify their correctness. The process of data 

gathering and analysis is illustrated below. In addition, the transcribed interviews are made 

available in the appendix. 

 

Data Analysis Overview 
1. Audio recorded interview(s) 

a. Transcribe 

i. Analysis: What does LEO want and why (Themes) 

1. Verification 

2. Audio recorded interview(s) 

a. Transcribe 

i. Analysis: Barriers to seizing the opportunity (Themes) 

1. Verification 

3. Audio recorded interview(s) 

a. Transcribe 

i. Analysis: Transformational needs (Themes) 

1. Verification 
 

3.5 Research quality 
Lastly, ensuring the research conducted is of an acceptable quality is of utter importance to any 

thesis. Assuring the quality of the research is attempted by mitigating threats to the 

trustworthiness of the research, which is done in the form of analytical generalizability (Yin, 

2003). Important to note is the difficulty of conducting quality research due to the subjective 

nature of the interpretivist philosophy. However, for the sake of conducting qualitative research, 

the criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability have proved to be the 

most appropriate for confirming trustworthiness (Shenton, 2004; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 

 

Credibility 
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In qualitative research, credibility concerns the degree to which the findings are consistent with 

reality (Yin, 2003; Shenton, 2004). We have tried to achieve credibility by adopting a proven 

research strategy in the form of action research, which is recognized as a well-established 

strategy for conducting qualitative research (Saunders et. al, 2012). In addition to this, our 

practitioner-researcher has contributed to the research with familiarity of the organization and its 

motives and rationales for taking different decisions, which has enhanced our understanding of 

how to go about the research. Finally, the interviewees approached have all decided to participate 

in our research in free will, as to ensure genuine answers in the collected data, which is an 

important aspects for a credible outcome (Shenton, 2004). We believe the interviewees all saw 

the benefit of their participation and therefore willingly decided to partake. 

 

Transferability 

The notion of transferability refers to “establishing the domain to which a study's findings can be 

generalized” (Yin, 2003, p. 33). To establish transferability it is important that the researchers 

provide thorough descriptions of the subject under investigation, as it allows the reader to 

properly understand the choices made and thus to assess the transferability themselves (Shenton, 

2004). For this reason, we made the decision to invest heavily in the introduction and 

introductory aspects of the analysis. Doing so allowed us to provide a holistic overview of the 

situation; the introduction conveys an industry perspective, while the early sections of the 

analysis gives a case-specific understand of the research subject. In addition to this, we 

acknowledge the importance of conveying the background of the research period. Accordingly, 

we have created a thorough table showcasing information about the interviews that were carried 

out. The table includes information such as who participated in the fieldwork, the number and 

length of interviews, and the time period for when they were conducted. 

 

Dependability 
Yet another criteria is dependability, which attempts to demonstrate that results can be produced 

repeatedly by others using the same data collection techniques (Yin, 2003). In other words, we 

seek to create a study that we know later investigators will be able to use for generating similar 

outcomes. As described by Shenton, dependability should be addressed by reporting the 

processes of the study thoroughly, as it allows the reader to assess the methodological choices in 

relation to future research (Shenton, 2004). Our attempt to ensure dependability is apparent in the 
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elaborate descriptions made of our research design, the transparency of our data collection, and 

the reflective chapter that follows closer to the end of the thesis. 

 

Confirmability 

Finally, the notion of confirmability is “the qualitative investigator’s comparable concern to 

objectivity” (Shenton, 2004, p. 72). In other words, it is about confirming the objectivity of the 

researchers. However, as earlier noted, it is extremely difficult to be completely with the 

philosophy adopted and the nature of qualitative research. Hence, it becomes a matter of 

mitigating subjectivity. To do so, we have incorporated two types of triangulation: Data 

triangulation and investigator triangulation (Denzin, 2006). Interviewing three stakeholders with 

individual perceptions of the situation ensured data triangulation. With the three interviewees 

being on different organizational levels, we got views from people with goals and rationales that 

were not necessarily the same. These views could be used to identify patterns to discuss and 

prioritize in collaboration with the OI team. Moreover, investigator triangulation was adopted to 

make sure the bias of a single interviewer could not affect the interview direction and data 

outcome negatively. 

 

Summary 
To sum up, several measures have been taken to ensure credibility, transferability, dependability, 

and confirmability. In addition to these, the elaborate explanations of choices and decisions made 

along the process further emphasize our attempt to write a thesis that is trustworthy. Combining 

all of these provide us with reason to believe that our research can be useful to other researchers 

with an interest in the field. 
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4. Analysis 
The analysis will be based on the concept of Dynamic Capabilities, as proposed by Teece, Pisano, 

and Schuen in 1997. This framework enables us to historically investigate LEO Pharma’s Open 

Innovation platform to find out what they originally sensed, seized, and transformed to establish 

the platform. In doing so, we will uncover the reasoning behind their recent decision to take the 

platform to the next level, which will lead us to looking into what LEO is sensing now, what to 

consider when deciding how to seize, and the transformation needed to further develop the 

platform in the intended direction. In addition, we will look at LEO’s current asset position, as 

well as how they can alter and utilize their organizational processes venture down the desired 

path.  

 First, we shortly uncover the needs and trends initially sensed by LEO that reasoned 

them into launching their Open Innovation Platform, how they seized the opportunity to explore 

ways of innovating their research model, and what transformation they are undertaking to enable 

this new initiative.  

Secondly, we unveil what LEO has recently sensed that led to their decision to further 

develop and expand their current platform to facilitate a scientific community. Next, we will 

examine LEO’s needs and plans for developing the platform in order to suggest how to seize the 

opportunity. Lastly, we will assess whether or not LEO is in possession of the relevant dynamic 

capabilities to capitalize on the development, as well as the actions they need to take if they lack 

the dynamic capabilities.   

This all leads up to the final section of the analysis, where we will elaborate on the 

possible impact on LEO’s organizational ambidexterity. We unveil how the development of the 

platform can be used to increase LEO’s explorative efforts, thereby being an instigator for 

improving their ambidexterity. Below is a breakdown of how we analytically apply and structure 

the theoretical frameworks throughout the analysis: 
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4.1 Past: Sense, Seize, Transform 
In this introductory section we will uncover what led LEO to launching their Open Innovation 

Platform in 2015. First, we elaborate on what opportunities LEO sensed a few years ago, before 

venturing into the ways in which they adapted by seizing those opportunities. Finally, we shortly 

explain how this has initiated a transformation within LEO that is making them more agile and 

able to react to threats and opportunities. This is in order to elaborate on their reasoning for 

deciding to further develop the platform in the upcoming future. 

4.1.1 Sense  
Three years ago, before LEO launched their Open Innovation platform, they sensed a change in 

the pharmaceutical research landscape. With an increased spread of competences among big 

pharma companies, SMEs, startups, and universities, the output from internal research pipelines 

started to stagnate, or even depreciate. This all happened while costs continually rose during the 

same period. Regulations made it more difficult to get drugs approved by the various 

administrations due to incremental pressures in terms of expiring patents and generics, as well as 

competition from non-traditional pharma companies, such as Apple and Google (Ward, 2015). In 

addition, surging demands from politicians and end users for transparency and lower drug prices 

all threatened the pharmaceutical research organizations.  

In interview 1, Niclas states that “Pharma is getting less output while spending more 

money. R&D productivity is not that good and pharma is having problems with their innovation” 

(Interview 1). This general claim was and is the reality for many within the industry. However, as 
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LEO is positioned within the niche of dermatology, they have been less affected by the pressures 

in the industry. With limited focus on the skin domain from larger companies, LEO has not been 

forced to make as many cuts and changes as others. Instead, they were in a ‘how to do more with 

less’ situation, which resulted in optimization of internal processes and exploration of innovative 

models (Interview 1). Thus, LEO sensed the increasing pressures that would eventually impact 

their line of business. In doing so they realized the need to change their path by becoming more 

ambidextrous. Through continually exploring new ways of improving their current capabilities, it 

was believed that running a business capable of helping more patients would be possible. It was 

feared that if they neglected going on a path focused on developing their exploration efforts, 

increasing the amount of patients helped would diminish in the future. 

 

As is the case for many companies in pharma, LEO was once capable of handling everything 

themselves; from ideation and discovery to clinical development, marketing, and distribution 

(Interview 3). LEO ran a vertically integrated organization that was able to attract the best 

scientists within the field of dermatology. While this was the case, times started to change. In 

order to grow, the company needed to leverage external competences (LEO Pharma, 2017). They 

needed knowledge about other disease areas that might contribute to their goals, as their current 

understanding was too niche oriented for future growth (Interview 2). Hence, they found it 

necessary to tap into the knowledge residing in the external environment. To do so, exploration 

efforts and innovation capabilities had to be improved both within drug research and business 

models. Thus, with digital developments enabling connectivity and collaboration across distance 

and time, LEO sensed the need for going on a path of utilizing the research ecosystem to better 

their odds of providing novel treatments for patients around the world.  

 

Open Innovation 

An approach to tapping into the ecosystem was Open Innovation. The concept of OI had already 

been tried out in other industries, while there was also a group of pharma companies that had set 

up various kinds of platforms for OI (See Nilsson & Felding for an overview).  

Before beginning their OI journey, LEO assessed what they would get from launching an 

OI platform; why they should do it. Several benefits were identified. One of these was the 

possibility to create an increased flux of knowledge and ideas within early research (Interview 1; 

Interview 2; Interview 3). The hope was that by establishing a university-like mindset where 
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sharing and collaboration is pervasive, LEO would be able to identify interesting opportunities of 

a more novel and diverse nature than was the case at the time. Not only could they increase the 

amount of knowledge and ideas, they would also obtain a first view of possible partners, which 

fitted well with their strategy of leveraging external partners (Interview 3). While LEO would 

receive new and different compounds to test in their assays, they simultaneously created the 

opportunity to continue collaboration with the external partners, as the organization possesses a 

set of capabilities that is lacking in smaller biotechs and universities, such as clinical trial options, 

production facilities, marketing strategies, and sales channels.  

Thus, LEO sensed a change in their environment and saw the development of a digital OI 

platform as an opportunity to improve their R&D pipeline input in terms of compounds, 

knowledge, and ideas, thereby initiating a shift from their previous exploitative position to a more 

explorative path. 
 

4.1.2 Seize  
In order to seize the opportunity LEO had sensed, they had to find a way of implementing this OI 

platform into their organization. If unable to do so effectively, the initiative would most likely not 

become successful.  

 

One of the first things they did was to appoint Niclas Nilsson as Head of Open Innovation, 

thereby enabling him to set up the new processes needed for launching the initiative. In having 

someone responsible for the project, LEO made sure that the OI platform would progress along 

the path decided and later be realized. Niclas was chosen based on his interdisciplinary 

background and interest in coming up with a solution for the problem at hand. The appointment 

was seen as mutually beneficial for both Niclas and LEO, and the former was sent on courses on 

Open Innovation to broaden his knowledge of the concept, thereby increasing the likelihood of a 

successful pilot (Interview 4).  

Another important aspect was to decide on a focus area for the platform, mainly the 

specific phase of research it should address. Discussions led to the conclusion that it should be 

early phase research, also known as drug discovery (Interview 1; Interview 2; Interview 3). It was 

believed that LEO would be able to provide significant value to the external environment. At the 

same time, they found that in targeting early phase research, participants would be more inclined 

to send their compounds to LEO as the risk is smaller during this phase (Interview 1; Interview 
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3). In contrast, monetary aspects tend to impact collaboration possibilities and increase legal 

complexity later in the process. 

 

The next step was to decide upon what value to give to the external environment. In other words, 

which tangible and intangible assets, such as domain specific know-how, intellectual property, 

and physical facilities, should be made available for the participants to benefit from. They 

decided to provide value in the form of four disease-relevant in-vitro bioassays (LEO Pharma 

Open Innovation, 2017). Besides revealing IP protected information to the external environment, 

LEO decided that participants should be able to have their compounds tested in the assays for 

free. In doing so, they provided the opportunity to benefit from LEO’s laboratories and state-of-

the-art equipment that is unavailable on a daily basis to many of the possible participants.  

In order to test external compounds, LEO had to set the boundaries and mold their current 

processes. They did so by defining what kind of molecules they could handle in their current 

system (Interview 2) and in what amount and solution they would be able to test them. This was 

primarily based on discussions surrounding what the current processes and procedures allowed 

LEO to do efficiently. Hence, to make it all work, LEO tweaked their internal processes to allow 

testing of external compounds (Interview 1; Interview 2; Interview 3). This included structuring 

how to receive the compounds, finding places in the right temperatures where they could be 

stored, and how to register them into the internal systems. Entirely new processes, such as report 

generating for the results in an easily understood manner, also had to be set up. 

A major barrier to overcome was that of legal rights. The participants had a hard time 

giving up their IP rights, which resulted in LEO customizing a simplified contractual agreement 

that ensured the participants’ with IP rights to all of the results (Interview 1; Interview 2; 

Interview 3). This was a means to enhance the incentive for participants to have their compounds 

tested on the platform. 

 

Finally, LEO needed to track and monitor their work with the OI platform: How many 

compounds did they test, who did they test them for, what were the results, where in the internal 

process was Company X’s compound, and so on. This led to the creation of a compound- and 

tracking overview by the OI team, which enabled them to test compounds and deliver 

information and results on time. Simultaneously, it provided an overview for the team to monitor 
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the value created from the platform for internal purposes, such as showing project progress and 

diversity of participants.  

  

Platform 1.0: First Iteration 

In summary, platform 1.0 focused on allowing externals to have their compounds tested in the 

disease-relevant assay portfolio made available by LEO Pharma. To enable this, LEO tweaked 

their current processes to enable testing of compounds from external sources. In addition, they 

created a modernized contractual agreement to lower the barrier to entry for possible contributors. 

The contributors targeted were essentially academic institutions and their members, as well as 

start-ups in the form of biotechs. Once testing of compounds is finished, a data report containing 

the results is generated and handed over to the external contributor who owns the data. If found 

interesting to LEO once evaluated, the possibility of further collaboration can be discussed in a 

more traditional manner. This is what platform 1.0 is capable of achieving, which is illustrated in 

the figure below. 

 

4.1.3 Transform  
In launching the OI platform, LEO started a transformational journey to become better at 

adapting to the external environment and exploring opportunities. LEO was increasingly looking 

to transform their R&D into a network-based process, where multiple stakeholders should be able 

to leverage each other’s competences in mutually beneficial ways (Interview 3). But not only 

were they looking to become more network-based, they were also in the midst of changing the 

organizational mindset, which is can be seen as a vision for this ongoing initiative. Traditionally 

in pharma, people are conscious when it comes to sharing IP protected assets and tend to keep 
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their cards close and secret. With the changing dynamics, however, LEO was looking to become 

increasingly open and improve their options for adapting to the ongoing changes.  

 

The OI platform provides a great example of an attempt to transform. They tweaked their 

processes to be able to test novel and different compounds, and possibly even test other things, 

such as devices, through the platform - although this has not happened yet (Interview 1). While 

this is one aspect, they also became less rigid about their legal affairs in which a less restrictive 

contractual agreement afforded better odds for external collaborations. The fact that the partner 

owns all the data created is innovative in the industry and it helps attract participants to the 

platform. LEO was doing these things to supercharge the research process and make it fit better 

with the challenges they were facing (Interview 1).  

The fact that LEO launched the platform was also a testament to the willingness of the 

management to try new things, become more innovative, and prepare the organization for 

changing dynamics through increased adaptability and competitiveness. Hence, the OI platform 

can be seen as an initiative from which to continually sense external opportunities and develop 

internal possibilities, and one that helps shape an ambidextrous vision that is explorative, 

innovative, and ready to adapt. 

 

The theory behind organizational ambidexterity says that for an organization to strive, it must be 

able to simultaneously explore new opportunities and exploit current value creating business units 

(March, 1991). To do so, structural and organizational separation is advised, with a senior team 

that is tightly integrated in order to be as effective as possible. While this may be the best solution 

in some cases, LEO’s scenario has called for a different approach. As the OI platform is tightly 

coupled with the ongoing processes within the company, creating a sub-unit that was separated 

from the organization, to encourage innovation and speed while reducing complexity, was simply 

not the optimal choice. Instead, it was decided that collaboration closely with the internal 

stakeholders taking part in the process would be more useful than disintegrating the OI team from 

the rest. This led to improved responsiveness and a larger set of people who could promote the 

platform within their professional networks.  

Although the management has become increasingly keen on the concept of Open 

Innovation, a clear and compelling vision of how to realize the potential was not established. The 

OI team worked on setting this vision, as is evident in their hope of changing the internal mindset 
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to become more open and collaborative, but this only part of what they want to accomplish. 

However, defining a thorough vision is a long and cumbersome process that takes time to settle in 

this very traditional industry and company, where change is rarely seen as an opportunity as 

opposed to a threat. In order to put more focus on the vision and how to further develop the 

platform, LEO recently initiated a search for an employee that will be split 50/50 between the 

Alliance Management department and the OI team. It was deemed necessary to bring in 

competences capable of bridging the gap between academia and LEO in terms of possible 

collaborations and partnerships, while at the same time freeing Niclas from some of his tasks in 

order to work on the direction in which LEO’s OI platform is headed. 

 

Having revealed the vision behind the launch of the platform and the path LEO has taken to 

transform its position with the pilot project, we will now continue to elaborate on the present and 

the future: What is the vision for the future of the platform and the barriers to get there, how does 

LEO overcome the barriers to successfully develop their platform, and do they possess the 

necessary dynamic capabilities to start this journey? These are some of the questions that will be 

addressed in the remainder of the analysis. 

 

4.2 Present: Sense, Seize, Transform 
We will now look into the current and future state of LEO Pharma’s Open Innovation platform. 

By disclosing what LEO is sensing and what direction they want to go with their platform, we 

will be able to analyze how they can seize those wants by comparing to other relevant platforms 

and theories. In the end, this will be the means from which we can identify what and/or who LEO 

needs to transform in order to possess the dynamic capabilities necessary for undertaking this 

platform development journey. 

 

4.2.1 Sense 
In 4.1 we elaborated on the changes in the external environment that was sensed by LEO, how 

they changed their processes in order to accommodate the explorative initiative of an OI 

platform, and what it meant for their transformation towards becoming an organization that is 

increasingly adaptive and better at continuously handling the opportunities and threats they are 

facing.  
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Potential for Development 

With a few years on its back, the initial platform is now set up and running. As previously 

mentioned, internal processes have been set up and there is an increasing interest from external 

participants who see the benefits of the concept (Interview 3). Hence, LEO has realized that there 

is a significant potential in their Open Innovation platform. As stated recently in an interview 

with MedWatch: “[LEO’s] conclusion is that the Open Innovation platform is a success and we 

are satisfied with the results, so we are planning to gear it up” (Nilsson in Johansen, 2017). This 

statement is a clear indication of how LEO thinks of its OI initiative. They believe it enables them 

to get more scientific knowledge from the external environment (Interview 1). In a sense, it can 

be said that LEO is looking to outsource some of the early research tasks of creating and 

developing compounds. As such, they are sensing a potential to to create even more inbound 

innovation than the current supply chain platform affords.   

This potential is multifaceted and somewhat of an unexpected outcome resulting from the 

pilot project. Initially, LEO were looking to create a better flow of ideas and knowledge in their 

research organization, as well as leveraging external competences to set up partnerships for 

possible collaborations with academia, biotechs and the likes. While the current platform has set 

the foundation for a change in mindset and opportunities with the external environment, setting 

up partnerships and adding compounds to the existing pipeline has not happened to the degree 

that perhaps was hoped for. Few compounds have been taken to further studies and initiated talks 

between LEO and the platform participant. Only three to five compounds have been found 

interesting and further investigated, but with a total of around 400 compounds submitted, this 

amounts to only one percent being somewhat interesting. With this in mind, LEO is truly looking 

for a needle in a haystack and must expect to test an immense amount of compounds knowing 

there is a risk that possibly none of them will ever enter their internal pipeline. Albeit it is a risk 

that is difficult to circumvent, LEO knows it is there and is willing to take it due to the potential 

in benefits they are sensing (MedWatch, 2017). 

Instead, LEO has found other benefits provided by the OI platform, which will be 

elaborated upon in the following sections.  

 

Branding  

One of these benefits that LEO finds highly rewarding is the branding potential that the OI 

platform affords (Interview 1). LEO is not a very well known pharmaceutical company among 
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the general public, whether it be in Denmark or internationally. This is something LEO is looking 

to change and they see Open Innovation as an obvious way of doing so. The current platform and 

the way it is set up is in itself very innovative, especially when thinking about the conservatism 

residing in the traditional pharmaceutical industry. Being innovative is a way of differentiating 

the company from the rest and it is helping LEO raise awareness of their brand and what they 

stand for. As LEO is attempting to leverage external partners by setting up collaborations, clearly 

showing the company is innovative and open for outsiders to collaborate, contribute, participate, 

and benefit from working with LEO is of immense importance. Hence, announcing their 

existence to the world through the OI platform creates better opportunities for LEO to leverage 

external partners and become the preferred dermatology partner, which is one of the goals set by 

top management (Interview 2).  

The branding prospects has previously been seen when LEO Pharma Open Innovation 

won ‘The Medicine Maker’s Innovation Award 2015: An award that recognizes the most 

interesting new technologies each year (Sutton, 2015). In winning such an award, industrial 

stakeholders within the innovation sphere gets to know LEO Pharma and the initiatives that is 

being carried out in the company. This sort of branding sets a lot of talk in motion about the 

innovativeness and openness of LEO Pharma, which ultimately helps boost the chances of 

external partners seeing LEO Pharma as the preferred partner within dermatology. 

 

Secondary Data  

Perhaps the most important benefit is that of secondary data points. In the current state, the 

primary data are the results from testing of external compounds. This primary data can be further 

discussed with the participant if they are willing to do so and see the benefits of it. The secondary 

data points then become everything related to the primary data point: Who is sending the 

compound and who think they have compounds that could be interesting in the field of 

dermatology? Where are they from? Do we know them already or are they an unknown entity? 

How good are they? How many compounds are they submitting and what type are they? How 

dedicated are they? (Interview 3). All these data points are helping LEO Pharma get an 

understanding of what is going on in the external environment. The data generates insights into 

the industry that is not easily obtained as it is not available in magazines, paper, or on online 

websites (Interview 3), which proves the OI platform to be an innovative form of data generation.  

It enables them to focus their own research if new trends should arise while it also indicates what 
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is found interesting and relevant in startup and academic environments alike. These secondary 

data points are actually deemed as valuable, or perhaps even more valuable, than the primary data 

due to the slim chance of the submitted compounds progressing into the external pipeline 

(Interview 3). Instead, the secondary data can guide LEO in the right direction both in terms of 

internal research but also in terms of possible collaborations and partnerships with externals. 

LEO is thus sensing the opportunity to obtain even more of these vastly important 

secondary data points about the external environment. To realize this, several questions comes to 

mind: How does LEO get more data points, what kind of data do they want, how does LEO 

systemize the data to get a competitive advantage, and so on (Interview 3). These questions are at 

the core of what LEO is currently exploring. However, while they are highly relevant, LEO first 

need to learn more about their participants in order to find out how much and what they are 

prepared to share and reveal with others.  

The journey is still in an early stage, but LEO is adamant that they can somehow answer 

these questions and reap the benefits of further developing their platform. To do so, they have 

identified the facilitation of an online scientific community as a key contributor, as it enables 

them to take advantage of a network-based mindset. It is believed that facilitating such a 

community will improve LEO’s chances of finding the ‘diamond’ that may go all the way 

through the internal pipeline, as opposed to keep feeding more or less random compounds and 

hope for serendipity (Interview 2).  

 

Becoming Network-Based 

With the believe that OI has an unfulfilled potential that LEO can benefit from, they have sensed 

a path that they now wish to explore. This path is based on becoming even more network-based 

than what platform 1.0 is currently affording. While the current format does open LEO up for 

external collaboration, it is believed that they can do even more to delve into the external network 

and create better relations to become the preferred dermatology partner. As Jakob Felding 

mentions, this is a necessary step to take for the organization: “As a company we have to keep 

moving in the direction of being more available to the outside world [...] There is a pressure in 

society to become more transparent, to form more partnerships than previously in the closed 

system we come from [...] That is the direction we are headed and you cannot survive as a 

pharma company if you do not open up in new ways” (Interview 2).  LEO is aware that there are 
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many ways to open up and achieve this, but in research they believe OI provides a concept that 

can offer value to the organization. 

 The belief that opening up is a necessity and an opportunity is shared among our other 

interviewees. Thorsten is adamant that becoming much more network oriented than has been the 

case is highly important. To him, opening up is an answer to a fundamental problem: “How do 

you keep getting fresh blood in, new things, with a higher speed” (Interview 3). Hence, utilizing 

the knowledge from and work done in the external network is critical for the pharma organization 

of the future. This vision is shared by Niclas, who sees the OI platform as a means to “create 

better relations to those that do science outside our organization and get them to help us in a 

better way” (Interview 1). While the pilot opened up LEO’s research facilities and IP to let 

externals test their compounds in LEO’s assays, the organization is now looking to increase both 

the outbound and the inbound value flow. This is in terms of new assays and availability of 

resources provided by LEO to others, in exchange for improved stream of possible pipeline 

candidates and secondary data points to LEO.      

 

Community Facilitation 

Since LEO is so intent on being the preferred dermatology partner, they have been looking for 

ways in which to achieve this status. The successful OI pilot proved the initiative to be a capable 

testing platform for trying new value-creating models within early research. Accordingly, LEO 

sees the platform as an option for testing both new ideas and more of the ideas they have been 

sitting on without taking any action. Specifically, LEO has sensed the opportunity to create a 

digital platform where it is possible to interact, share, and create opportunities together (Interview 

1). In other words, LEO is looking to facilitate a community using their existing OI platform as 

the basis on which to build upon. As mentioned in the introduction, competences are becoming 

distributed across organizations and geographical locations. This situation must be 

accommodated and it opens up the opportunity of creating a digital platform that can facilitate the 

community LEO is envisioning.  

LEO is taking inspiration from platforms they already know and are part of. Basically, 

they see the opportunity to create and facilitate a ‘Facebook for Drug Discovery’ (Interview 3). In 

doing so, they see a potential in being able to monitor what is being discussed and insights into 

what kinds of data are being shared. In a sense, they hope to create a network that feeds itself 

with relevant input. They believe an online community will enable self-feeding actions: “[We 
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want] To create a forum where it happens by itself because [the participants] get an added value 

from doing it” (Interview 2). Hence, facilitating a community on the OI platform is seen as an 

opportunity to create a self-feeding loop among platform participants by creating extra value. In 

turn, LEO is prepared to offer additional value to what is already available on the current 

platform model. There is an opportunity to match participants together based on LEO’s 

knowledge about them, while LEO may also allow participants to collaborate with the rest of 

LEO’s network, such as research groups, laboratories, test partners, and the likes (Interview 2; 

Interview 3).    

 

Platform 2.0: Second Iteration 

To actualize the facilitation of a community, LEO’s platform should be developed to enable 

interactions between participants. The interactions are what LEO can gain real value from in the 

community, as these are the backbone for identifying secondary data points and learning about 

trends within the external environment. Hence, while still maintaining and running the part of the 

platform concerning testing of external compounds, platform 2.0 must also facilitate interactions 

between participants. This includes the possibility to create profiles (participant type), to share 

data (upload/download), to communicate (e.g. forum/chat), and to find relevant information 

(search/match). Thus, the platform becomes two-folded; where it is possible to both take part in a 

scientific community and to have compounds tested. The community brings forth two new 

participant segments in the form of industry scientists and independent people. All of the 

participants will be elaborated in 4.2.2.2 Overcoming Barriers. Below is an illustration of what 

platform 2.0 entails:  
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Vision  

Fundamentally, the opportunity LEO has sensed revolves around the vision of establishing a 

network, an online community, within early research and drug discovery. They see potential in 

expanding their current dermatological network to improve the chances of positive collaborations 

with and among external stakeholders. In being the facilitator of this community, LEO can use 

their dynamic capabilities to offer distinct value to the participants and thereby enhancing the 

odds of attracting users to the platform. In return, LEO will be able to monitor the discussions 

and collaborations happening in the community, which provides them with valuable secondary 

data points, as well as options for branding and increased amount of compounds to test. This is an 

opportunity that should lead to LEO becoming the preferred dermatology partner for external 

stakeholders. In the end, realizing this vision will help LEO improve their exploration efforts in 

order to enhance their organizational ambidexterity.  

The decision to establish and facilitate an online community on a digital OI platform has 

recently been made by LEO. Hence, they are venturing into unknown territory. The organization 

has little-to-no experience in community creation and platform development. This makes it 

cumbersome to test whether or not a ‘Facebook for Drug Discovery’ can be successfully built or 

not. The first task they have decided to take on is finding out how to go about this. How 

utilization of certain processes can help LEO stay on the correct path. It is this notion of ‘how’ 

we will delve into in the next section, where we analyze how LEO can seize this opportunity. 

4.2.2 Seize  
LEO has set a new vision for the future of the platform. We will be focusing on the facilitating 

platform aspects, as proposed by Parker et al. and elaborated in the theory section, by looking 

into the perceived barriers they are facing and how to theoretically overcome them. 

Consequently, we analyze the barriers in comparison to other research and successfully 

established communities. Finally, this will enable us to present LEO with a set of best practice 

options for seizing their platform opportunity. In the end, these suggestions will be the basis on 

which LEO’s dynamic capabilities will be assessed as to learn more about the transformation 

ahead. 

 

The past three years of developing and running the platform have provided LEO with certain 

known variables as to how to proceed and what the future goals of the platform should be. This 

include being able to share and showcase their science and being able to create a network in 
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which early phase research tasks can be outsourced (Interview 1; Interview 4). However, LEO is 

still left with some unknown variables as to how they can achieve these goals. As Thorsten states 

when asked about how to realize the future goals for the platform: “How the hell are we going to 

make this happen? Because we are not quite there yet. In truth, Niclas need some more hands in 

order to get the engine to run so that he can continue to develop the concept further” (Interview 

3). 

As an organization, LEO has a firm grip on what the potential upsides of running a 

successful OI platform might be, but the process of seizing the sensed opportunities are still 

somewhat up in the air.  In other words, LEO now find themselves in a position where they know 

what they want along with why they want it, but they still lack the knowledge of how to get there.  

 

4.2.2.1 Barriers 
In the following paragraphs we will identify and analyze the three most pressing barriers: pull, 

trust, and governance. These barriers have been identified through our interviews and 

continuously ongoing conversations with the relevant stakeholders inside LEO. This will be 

followed by proposed solutions as to how LEO can overcome them in order to successfully seize 

the opportunities they have sensed.  

 
Pull Barrier 
 ”How can we define the value that is in it for others?” - Thorsten, Interview 3 
The first barrier LEO is facing entails recruiting participants to the platform. As Thorsten state in 

interview 3 the issue is to define the value potential for others than LEO themselves, to which 

Niclas agrees: “The incentive has to be crystal clear: ‘Right here I can do work that yield more 

value for me than what I normally do’. That message has to be crystal clear otherwise it will not 

be happening, which is going to be difficult to figure out”. Unfortunately, the barrier becomes 

even more complex to deal with as Niclas further state that most people do not understand the 

concept of OI or let alone what it is, and if they do, they do not necessarily share the same view 

on OI as LEO (Interview 1; Interview 4). From an analytical standpoint, this becomes a very 

interesting aspect, as LEO themselves know the difficulty of transitioning to a more open 

structure, as explained by Jakob: “the mental transition has been the toughest internally. The 

aspect of giving something away for free has been very overwhelming for people” (Interview 3). 

Therefore, LEO knows how it is to be in their shoes and in cohesion the necessity of properly 

educating external partners (Interview 1). 
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In conclusion, this becomes a two-sided barrier for LEO to overcome. First, LEO must 

educate potential participants as to what the concept of OI is and define why it might be 

beneficial for them to partake. Secondly, they must showcase that value and develop a strategy 

for attracting potential users. The necessity of overcoming this barrier cannot be emphasized 

enough, as a platform providing a vague or incoherent incentive to participate is doomed from the 

beginning. 

 

Trust Barrier 

”In order to be able to share with others, there should be no mistrust.”                                   

- Niclas, Interview 4 

The second barrier concerns establishing and maintaining trust. Trust is an essential part of every 

exchange and thus a crucial barrier for LEO to overcome. Remove trust and the exchange 

between participants will most certainly not go through. Enhance it and the number of exchanges 

is likely to increase. In order for an exchange to occur, a certain level of common understanding 

must therefore be achieved between both participants. This is important when dealing with 

sensitive aspects of business, such as data and IP rights. A common aspect leading to mistrust is 

the occurrence of information asymmetries, in which one participant possess relevant knowledge 

concerning the exchange that the other participant does not, thus enabling the former to utilize the 

knowledge for personal advantage. Ensuring that both participants is at the same level of 

understanding is thus one of the first steps in achieving trust between two parties (Interview 4). 

Furthermore, trust is a product of several factors and as for the aforementioned pull 

barrier, trust also relies on people's individual mindsets: “The largest is the mental barrier. You 

have to use a lot of energy on getting people on board, because we come from this very patient 

protected reality of having to be careful of sharing information” (Interview 3). The necessity of 

changing people's mindsets is again emphasized as a barrier in order to establish trust between 

two parties. This becomes a very important aspect, as it is one thing to decide whether or not you 

trust another participant found through the OI platform, but before even getting to that point you 

need to decide whether or not you trust the concept of OI as a whole, i.e. opening up your 

organization and engaging in the platform. 

During the early stages of the platform, LEO faced a barrier of establishing trust and as a 

consequence they focused on simplifying the contractual agreements. Being able to get contracts 

in place and remove the contractual barriers has been an ongoing internal challenge for LEO 
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(Interview 1). Niclas further elaborates on why contracts are necessary for there to be trust: “Had 

we had trust, then we would not need contracts. Contracts enable partners to trust us. Trust that 

we do not steal their ideas. It is about respect and that you can trust us” (Interview 4). The 

context concerns the participants of the platform and their ability to trust LEO as an organization. 

Therefore, in this situation trust can take two forms. One form is the aforementioned trust 

between LEO and participants of the platform, while the other is trust between two participants of 

the platform external to LEO. The barriers to be overcome differ depending on which type of 

trust relationship it pertains to: 

 

Trust between LEO and partners 

Traditionally pharma organizations have not been viewed as a trustworthy, because people often 

believe they are looking to steal their ideas (Interview 4). From an external perspective this is 

highly understandable, as we have previously discovered that the pharma industry is known for 

keeping its cards close and thus a potential participant might think twice about opening up in such 

a secretive and competitive industry. Thorsten support this argument and acknowledges the 

barrier of convincing people that LEO is not trying to steal their ideas, as he explains that some 

participants might find it suspicious and think: ‘why is a pharma organization like LEO running 

the community and platform?’ (Interview 3). Emphasizing our analytical perspective, Niclas 

believe the focus should rather be put on shifting from a relationship involving mistrust to a more 

neutral relationship, rather than attempting to make a direct leap from mistrust to a fully trusting 

relationship (interview 4).  

Trust between two participants 

As the platform manager, LEO need to enhance trust between participants even when the 

exchange does not include themselves, as enhanced mutual trust between every participant will 

enhance positive network effect. However, while acknowledging the necessity for LEO to 

support the creation of trust between other participants, this is good example of LEO knowing 

what they want, but not how to get it: “Ensure to create trust between two partners, excluding 

LEO. I do not know.. I actually do not know how to achieve it, but I expect a fairly long process is 

needed in order to build common understanding” (Interview 4). Hence, establishing a common 

understanding between participants of various relations is yet another obstacle to overcome. 

 

Governance Barrier 
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 “If you do not have quality then you cannot offer science.” - Niclas, Interview 4 

The last barrier concerns governing the quality of the content and the admittance of participants 

to the platform. One could argue that the more participants engaging in the platform the better, as 

this would enhance the positive network effects. However, a barrier arises when certain 

qualitative standards need to be met and therefore 'the more the merrier' simply does not hold 

true. 

This constitutes the first sub-barrier for LEO to overcome in relation to Governance. LEO 

intends to offer and retrieve science and, as Niclas states, an important part of science is quality 

(Interview 4). If everyone and everything is allowed on the platform a flood of poor or irrelevant 

content might quickly appear. This is a crucially important barrier to overcome because if not 

done successfully, the difficulty of overcoming the two aforementioned barriers will also 

increase. This is due to people's trust towards and incentive to use the platform diminishing if it is 

swamped by poor quality content. Therefore, the content needs to be “[...] functional, 

professional, [and] trustworthy” (Interview 4). 

Another sub-barrier to good governance is that of openness; who should be allowed on the 

platform and how many. LEO need to identify and target specific segments of actors for 

participation in the community, which we will the following section of Overcoming Barriers. 

However, a sub-barrier arises due to the fact that even though participant fit a certain segment, it 

does not mean their intentions are positive towards the community. Thus, this sub-barrier entails 

spotting “the rotten egg of the bunch”, e.g. a small biotech whose intentions are not to open up 

and engage in value sharing, but only seek to obstruct workflow of its participating competitors, 

thereby diminishing the quality of the platform. 

Not only is the level of participation and engagement of the platform at stake if quality is 

diminished, so is LEO’s brand. With the organization positioning itself as a quality manufacturer, 

creating and managing a platform that facilitates a community will reflect back on their brand. 

Therefore, the platform and its content need to be of a certain quality in order for it to live up to 

LEO’s standards (Interview 4). The necessity of overcoming this last overarching barrier of 

governance is thus emphasized through each of these coherent aspects in terms of quality of 

content, participatory degree of openness, as well as in relation to the LEO brand.  
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Having defined the barriers most crucial for LEO to succeed, we will now propose how LEO can 

overcome these barriers by utilizing certain organizational process and strategies, in order to seize 

the opportunities they have sensed.  

4.2.2.2 Overcoming Barriers 

To overcome these barriers, we have decided to look into three different aspects of platform 

theory: (1) Pull strategies for attracting and educating participants, (2) Architectural design for 

enhancing trust, and (3) Governance for managing content and participant quality on the 

platform. These aspects were chosen in collaboration with Niclas Nilsson based on their 

congruence with the abovementioned barriers. We will now address different theoretical 

perspectives on how platform design can help overcome barriers such as those stated by LEO. In 

addition, we will draw upon previous research findings and a set of already established platforms 

to learn how these issues have been managed and to discover what works in similar scenarios. 

Before we can embark on overcoming the barriers, we first need to identify the most 

relevant parts that make up the core interaction on the platform, namely the participant roles and 

the value units being exchanged. 

 

Participants 

In order to define the value units being exchanged by the participants on the platform, we first 

need to define the participants that produce and consume the value units. Before the launch of the 

platform in 2015, LEO carried out identification of potential partners. To build on that, further 

research was conducted last year in collaboration with two external researchers. This included 

exploring who could potentially participate in a community (Interview 4; Interview 5). Together 

with Niclas, we have divided the identified participants into three segments: academic-, 

industrial-, and independent entities. The segments are an attempt to bring a diverse range of 

participants to the platform, which theoretically should increase the likeliness of creating positive 

network effects on the platform (Parker et al., 2016). Descriptions of the participant roles will be 

presented below. The purpose of the descriptions is to grant a better understanding of who LEO 

would like to join their platform, and to provide a basis on which to discuss value units and 

incentives in the following sections. 

 

Academia  
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From academia, two basic types of participants exist: Academic Scientists and Students. Both are 

rooted in academic institutions and are primarily conducting research to expand the current body 

of knowledge within their given domains. 

 The role of Academic Scientists refers to positions including professors and 

postdocs. While often teaching on the side, professors tend to always be invested in research 

projects within their fields of expertise. They supervise students and help guide the course of 

future research. Academic Scientists is in possession of a broad range of knowledge and will 

most likely be able to use this knowledge to contribute in the community. Coming from the 

academic world, this role can provide high value to the community through their intense science 

knowledge. 

  Closely related to Academic Scientists are Students. For this role it is primarily 

Ph.D. students that are in the midst of conducting their scientific research. They are often related 

to an academic scientist, who may be supervising or collaborating with the student, thereby 

investing resources in improving the research conducted and possible outcomes. While Ph.D. 

students are the primary position taken in this role, master students may also have relevant 

research they would like to share within the community and are therefore also part of the Student 

role. As for the Academic Scientists, Students are often looking to add to the body of knowledge 

within relevant scientific areas. They are building a profile of being experts within specific 

domains. This sort of diversity will be useful for other members of the community.  

 

Until now, academia has been largely involved in the platform. University students and 

professors have contributed approximately half of the tested compounds and they are coming 

from countries including Australia, Belgium, China, Denmark, Germany, UK, and USA. Thus, 

the platform has reached possible community participants on a global scale. For this reason, LEO 

is adamant on engaging these two roles and having them be part of the community as well. 

  

Industry 

Within the industry segment, there are also two types of participants: Industry Scientists and 

Biotechs. Both roles work with science from a commercial perspective, and thus may have 

alternative perspectives on science and sharing of value. 

 Industry Scientists is a role that consists of scientists from various pharmaceutical 

companies. With the rise of an Open Innovation mindset going on in the pharma industry, it is 
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likely that an increasing number of companies will begin opening up to the external environment. 

Hence, Industry Scientists will be able to provide research opportunities and extensive knowledge 

about commercialization and disease areas to the other members of the community.  

The other industry role is that of Biotechs. Essentially, Biotechs are all the startups and 

minor companies that are exploring and developing compound libraries. The research focused on 

by the biotechs may vary and could be small molecules, large molecules, plant extracts, or 

clinically developed compounds. No matter their specialization, the amount of new, small 

companies doing scientific research is becoming larger by the day. These companies have a 

desire to get as much value out of their compounds as possible. Their willingness to seek out 

opportunities for commercialization can be highly valuable and they can therefore contribute 

greatly to the OI community.   

 

While academia amassed to contribute half of the compounds tested on the current platform, 

Biotechs were responsible for the other half of compounds. From countries such as Canada, 

Finland, France, Italy, United Kingdom, and USA, Biotechs have sent compounds to be tested in 

LEO’s assay portfolio. While the reasoning to do so may be different to that of academia, the 

willingness to use the platform has been equally great. The two roles from the industry category 

bring collaboration and commercialization opportunities to the community, which makes them 

another priority for LEO to become participants in the community.   

 

Independent 

Finally, we have the Independent category. Initially, it consists of what we refer to as 

Independent People. At first thought, this could potentially entail everyone. That is not the case 

however, as it refers to people with a background that enables them to provide value to the 

community. Examples of Independent People could be a person with a scientific background that 

has a dermatological disease, also known as a patient expert, or another highly educated 

individual who is somehow invested in dermatological research - whether it be because of a 

relative living with a skin disease or similar experiences. This role is believed to have personal 

interests in contributing to the community. Their personal experience with diseases enables them 

to provide a patient-centric perspective to the community, which can prove valuable to the 

community as a whole. 
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These five roles are the initial participants that should be part of the community facilitated by 

LEO Pharma on platform 2.0. While these are not conclusive, they are believed to be the key 

participants to test the community concept (Interview 4). In Figure 2, a visual representation of 

the roles and how they are related to the two iterations of the OI platform is provided. As evident 

in the figure, the roles of Independent People and Industry Scientists are new to LEO Pharma’s 

OI concept. They have had no previous contact with the platform, which may require alternative 

approaches to attract them to the platform, which we will elaborate further when proposing pull 

strategies. In contrast, the other three roles are possible participants that are familiar with LEO’s 

OI platform, thereby making them a good case for testing the community. In their entirety, the 

five roles can provide valuable knowledge and competences to the community, which will be 

elaborated on in the following section. 

 

Value units 

In collaboration with Niclas Nilsson, we have established what value the different segments can 

provide to the platform, which is based on LEO’s previous research and their communication 

with possible participants. Facilitation of a community presents two types of value units to be 

shared between participants: Science and Competences. Neither is superior to the other. Instead, 

both are equally valuable and depend entirely on the situation of the individual participants. In 

order to consider the incentives to become a part of the community, we first need to define the 

two value units.   

 

Value unit: Science 

The first of the two is science, or scientific results. Science comes in the form of data, 

information, or knowledge that is made tangible and shared in the form of a spreadsheet, a 

scientific journal, an article, or the likes. Science is produced by the research carried out by 

scientists. During the process of researching, certain results and findings are made. Once they 

have been transformed into tangible assets, they become shareable with external stakeholders. 

Traditionally, the science produced by researchers has been kept confidential by the owner in 

order to reap as much value as possible, whether it be in terms of monetary rewards, social 

recognition, or something entirely different. However, as pointed out earlier, pharmaceutical 

stakeholders are becoming more inclined to sharing data and benefit from each other’s assets. 
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This trend is affording us with the opportunity to share data with others, which is the first value 

unit. 

 

There can be many types of data and reasons for sharing it within the community. It could be a 

dataset shared by a biotech or an industry scientist that has exhausted their own research 

possibilities for it, thereby deciding to explore new opportunities by sharing the data. Another 

example could be a scientific journal authored by an academic scientist that is shared to generate 

awareness about the discovery of novel pathways or new opportunities. Students could also share 

the entirety of parts of their research simply to enhance the potential outcome by utilizing the 

value of Open Innovation. While this last example might be more utopian than the former ones, 

this is the outcome LEO should strive for. Hence, they should encourage current platform 

participants to share their data once received from compound testing in LEO’s assay portfolio. 

How to do so will be elaborated later on when defining the pull strategies. 

While both academia and industry may be able to share their science, it is highly unlikely 

that an independent person would be in possession of such data. For this reason, independent 

persons are more relevant for the next value unit. 

 

Value unit: Competences 

The other value unit that can be shared is that of competences. Each participant within the 

defined roles possesses a given set of competences. More often than not, these competences are 

in the form of knowledge, or expertise, that the participant has acquired over time. Knowledge of 

specific domains resides within all of the participants, and it is fairly easy to share with relevant 

externals if allowed through proper platform design. While knowledge is a big part of 

competences, other forms are also present. As an example, an academic scientist or a student may 

have acquired skills within a specific method or process that can be shared with other community 

members. There may also be industry scientists with vast networks they can tap into, thereby 

enabling them to contribute with opportunities interesting to the community.  

 In general, sharing competences is associated with less risk than sharing of science. 

While everyone may have competences they can easily share with others, science is almost 

always protected by IP rights in order for the owners to get maximum value out of their 

investment. While there is less risk-adversity when it comes to sharing competences, encouraging 

participants to take the action becomes of a different nature. The focus goes from mitigating risks 
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to demonstrating the potential value they may get in return. This will be elaborated on in the next 

section. 

 Whereas all of the participant roles are unlikely to provide science to the 

community, all of them are able to contribute with their distinct competences. Thus, it comes 

down to choosing the right strategies to encourage participation in the community. 

 

To sum up, all the participants on the platform could potentially produce and consume both value 

units, as the units are not mutually exclusive; participants might be in possession of both science 

and capable competences for utilizing it. Therefore, an important aspect of the community is to 

facilitate side switching, i.e. allowing users who consume value units on the platform to also 

create value units for others to consume. However, some participants are less likely to possess 

both, such as the segment of independent people (Interview 4). This is evident in Figure 3, where 

we see a visual representation of the participant’s likelihood to possess each type of value unit. 

 

Figure 3 

 
Having defined the participants and the value units exchanged on the platform, we will now 

proceed to proposing how LEO can overcome the pull barrier This is achieved by defining the 

incentive for participation, as well as providing strategies for attracting and educating 

participants. 
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Pull Barrier 

Establishing a successful community has the potential to yield significant value to LEO. In order 

to do so, they must find a way to attract users to their platform. The pull-barrier has two elements 

to it: first, defining the incentive for other participants, and second, developing a strategy not only 

for attracting users, but doing so in an educational manner. As Metcalfe’s Law of Networks 

states: There is strength in numbers (Hendler & Golbeck, 2008), and if LEO finds a way to attract 

the right participants, and lots of them, their chances of enhancing positive networks effects and 

yielding value from it will increase. 

 

Incentives 

The most pressing pull issue LEO is facing is to define the value for external users of the 

platform, or in other words, to answer the: “what is in it for me?” question (Interview 4). The 

other half of the equation: “what is in it for LEO?” have been thoroughly defined, as LEO know 

what they stand to gain themselves. Rooted in our empirical findings and in coherence with our 

action research strategy, we have collaboratively worked with LEO’s OI department in order to 

identify the incentives for participants to join the platform. Through an iterative process including 

day-to-day sparring, messaging, and referrals, we have combined LEO's own research and 

knowledge of participants with our own knowledge to define the aforementioned value units. 

This allows us to identify participation incentives, thereby enabling the development of strategies 

for attracting users. 

 

There are two factors coming into play regarding whether a given participant share one of the two 

types of value units: (1) you need to posses the given value unit in order to be able to share it, and 

(2) you need to posses a desire to share it. The first is an obvious one, as an independent person 

might not posses any scientific results that can be shared. He will, however, be able to share 

competences and knowledge for working with such data. The same goes the other way round for 

e.g. a biotech sharing recently acquired data, as they realize they are in need of the proper 

competences to utilize it. 

Therefore, the two types of value units complement each other in the sense that if you are 

in possession of only one, you will be incentivized to come to the platform to acquire the other. 

This help address the second factor and the most important part of the pull barrier for LEO to 
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overcome, as participants need incentives and desire to exchange and share the value units in 

their possession. 

 

Reward vs. risk 

The incentive for participants to share and exchange value units are tied to the constant 

assessment of value versus risk. This varies depending on the specific type of value unit shared. 

For instance, less risk is tied to sharing expertise and perspectives on certain data than there is to 

sharing what might normally have been confidential data, as you then expose yourself to potential 

competitors. However, participants sharing tangible information and data will be more likely to 

gain value from it. This is due to the fact that participants that do not share their science are 

dependent on those who do. Without any science they can apply their competences to, their 

proposed value to the community becomes limited. 

 As a result, the apparent value for participants to share and exchange value units 

need to outweigh the risk tied to it, which constitutes the incentive for participation. The 

incentive for sharing your competences presents value both in the form of contributing to the 

common greater good by scientific discovery, and keeping a finger on the scientific pulse 

(Interview 2). The incentive for sharing scientific data is heightened not only due to the 

aforementioned complementarity of the two types of value units, but also due to the concept of 

OI benefitting those who open up and share. If the sharing participant does not posses knowledge 

about their own scientific data, they will be able to receive tremendous value in the form of novel 

insights on how to utilize and progress the science. If the participant already posses qualified 

knowledge about their own data, they will still receive value from sharing it to a larger peer 

review. Even if they do posses expertise and relevant competences regarding their scientific value 

unit, they can still receive value by sharing it to a larger peer review, in addition to benefitting 

from potential novel insights. 

 

Thus the incentive becomes clearer if the potential reward of sharing the two types of value units 

outweighs the risk of doing so. This is achieved through the applied use of OI and the enhanced 

multisided positive network effects. Positive effects because value is generated for each 

participant due to the complementary of the value units, and multisided, because each participant 

can play the part of producer and consumer. This is indicative of many successful platforms, such 

as AirBnB, in which a person can both be a rentor and a rentee (Airbnb, 2017). 
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Segment Incentives 

Having identified the overarching incentives for participants to share their value units, we will 

now elaborate on each participant’s incentive to engage in the community. In addition, we 

identify how the two parts of the platform, compound testing and community, complement each 

other and incentivize participant engagement. We have developed a visual representation below 

in the figure of how the two aspects of the platform correlate with incentives for each participant. 

 

Figure 2 

 
Example: Students - A student has specific motives for participation.  

Primary incentives: (1) Assets: Students are primarily looking to benefit from the assets possessed by LEO to further the 

understanding of their science, and (2) Scientific Knowledge: Students are looking to benefit from the value provided by the 

community. 
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Secondary incentives: While not the most important reason for participating, the possibility of a partnership with LEO is still of 

interest. 

 

Both of the value units are encompassed in the incentive for engaging in the community, as 

scientific knowledge is apparent both in the value unit of research data, as well as in the value 

unit of competences in the form of knowledge of such scientific data. For the participants on the 

current platform, the assets provided by LEO opening up their laboratories serves as an incentive 

for engagement. This is due to those participants not possessing the same tangible capabilities, or 

even the same intangible capabilities, e.g. in the form of process know-how or IP protected 

assets. In addition, the incentive of a potential partnership with LEO is highly relevant, as many 

participants can benefit from the brand, tangible capabilities, commercialization process know-

how, and financial position that they might not possess themselves. While the incentive of a 

partnership also originates from the current platform, it differs from the incentive of assets, as the 

incentive of engaging in potential partnerships is also afforded with the platform 2.0. In 

conclusion, both scientific knowledge and partnership serves as incentive for every participant in 

one form or another, as there is potential upside for all in either one. The two aspects of the 

platform thus complement each other, as a primary incentive for engaging in one includes a 

secondary incentive for engaging in the other. 

 

The next step in overcoming the pull-barrier is to present the incentives and the value of OI in 

order to attract participants to the platform. It is one thing to only share part of your discoveries, 

but the true value of OI correlates with the degree of openness. The more value you share, the 

more value you get in return (Interview 2). Therefore, it becomes highly important for LEO to 

develop a strategy to both attract and educate potential participants as to the concept of OI, in 

order for them to open up and share as much as possible, which we will delve into in the 

following section. 

 

Pull Strategies 

Having defined the incentives for participants on the platform, the next step for LEO is to 

showcase these in a constructive manner. Therefore, we will now analyze certain strategies, 

presented by Parker et al. as ‘Launch strategies’, in order to develop processes and pull strategies 

for LEO to both educate and attract participants to the platform. This includes analytically 

comparing them to other scholarly examples of strategic applications. 
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One of the main obstacles in overcoming this barrier is the potential participants not 

understanding the concept of OI and thus not realizing the value it presents, especially for the 

academic segment: “Maybe this is more often the case when it comes to academia. Biotechs 

understand the concept quite fast because they see it as an opportunity to get a relation to a 

potential buyer, but you often have to explain what [OI] is and you have to do so in simple terms” 

(Interview 1). In addition, another difficult task is the development of a marketing and promotion 

strategy that showcases the value of the platform (Interview 4). 

 

Strategy: Seeding 

A strategy for attracting and making sure that participants not only understand the concept of OI, 

but also to make sure they see it from the same perspective as LEO do, is the seeding strategy. 

Most importantly, the strategy focuses on seeding content onto the platform where, “in many 

cases, the platform company takes the task of value creation upon itself by acting as the first 

producer” (Parker et al., 2016, p. 92). Furthermore, the strategy focuses on creating relevant 

value units to at least one set of potential users, which subsequently attracts other segments of 

participants who want to engage in interactions with the first set of participants. Therefore, if 

LEO can attract participants that engage in sharing the value unit of scientific data, other users 

who want to analyze and work with that data will seek to engage in the community as well.  

Accordingly, this is a good launch strategy not only for attracting participants but also for 

teaching them about OI, as LEO can lead the way by seeding the community with content that 

can attract important segments of participants. For instance, by sharing their clinical data, LEO 

can attract academics to the platform who can utilize their knowledge on the data, and thus 

subsequently entice other participants, like a biotech who also are interested in utilizing the 

competences of the academics on their own data. This contains two important educational factors: 

(1) it teaches the participants to share the type of content exemplified by LEO, thus they can 

attempt to steer the community in the direction best befitting their desired path. And most 

importantly, (2) it shares the message from LEO that: “If a leading pharmaceutical company with 

lots of sensitive information can open up, then so can you”. This will help promote the apparent 

value from engaging in OI. These educational factors are further supported by a study of how to 

develop critical mass in a community by seeding content: “when there is seeded content, users 

learn from that content and contribute similar types of content. Therefore, if websites prefer 
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specific types of contributions, seeding that type of contribution can be a valuable way to elicit 

appropriate behavior” (Solomon and Wash, 2012, p. 261). From LEO’s standpoint, this 

comparative analysis show that there is a tremendous value for them to obtain, as they can 

educate and shape the participants to work on and share the desired type of content, by LEO 

seeding it themselves. 

 

As LEO themselves has undergone the transition of opening up and engaging in OI, they know 

the challenges related to it: “Selling the idea internally had to be done step by step. At first, there 

was reluctance to disclose the secrets of our top biological assays, but now we tell everyone 

about our assays. It was a huge step, but as a result of that we will get access to innovation that 

we didn’t know existed” (Nilsson in Sutton, 2015). This is a huge advantage for LEO and should 

be utilized as such, as they know what it means to be in the other participant’s shoes. 

 

Strategy: Piggybacking 

Having defined strategies for educating, branding, and spreading the word about the platform, we 

propose utilizing an additional pull strategy predicated on increasing the platform’s reach and 

attracting more users. One of the most effective ways of doing so is to employ a piggybacking 

strategy. This entails connecting with an existing user base from a different platform in order to 

recruit those users to participate on the platform (Parker et al., 2016). LEO should seek to utilize 

this strategy by targeting relevant communities or organizations that may lead to increasing the 

number of participants on the platform. An example of this could be the Danish Psoriasis 

Association (Psoriasforeningen, 2017), which allows memberships to people related to psoriasis 

one way or another. Hence, the association has established a community of people with interests 

in the disease. These people go to the community for advice on dealing with the disease, for the 

newest research within the field, or simply to make donations to the cause. Within this 

community, patients and relatives with scientific backgrounds undoubtedly exist. Hence, by 

tapping into this community, LEO can encourage relevant Independent People to become 

participants of their scientific community on the OI platform. This could be done by providing 

insights into the current research conducted in LEO or by granting them a symbolic donation.  

Further research supports piggybacking as a viable strategy for initial growth and 

acquiring of participants to your platform. An example is Airbnb who successfully utilized the 

strategy by siphoning customers from Craigslist, an advertisement platform providing housing 
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listings among others. They did so by extracting information about property owners posting on 

Craigslist and invited them to list on Airbnb as well, which they did: “With nothing to lose, 

property owners doubled their chances of finding a potential renter, and Airbnb had a ready 

supply of homes with which it could attract customers” (Blanding, 2015). LEO could use the 

same form of piggybacking to attract participants from the Psoriasis Association platform to also 

share and utilize their competences and knowledge in the scientific community. 

 

In conclusion, LEO need to overcome the pull barrier of encouraging participants to engage in the 

platform through the identified incentives of scientific knowledge, partnerships, and assets. These 

incentives will be showcased through the pull strategies of piggybacking on external networks, 

such as the Danish Psoriasis Association, as well as LEO seeding content onto the platform, 

which in turn will educate the participants as to the values of engaging and contributing to OI. 

 Subsequently, we will now focus on the barriers for establishing trust on the 

platform. 

 

Trust barrier 

The second barrier LEO must overcome to successfully develop platform 2.0 is the establishment 

of trust. As earlier identified, this barriers entails both the establishment of trust between LEO 

and the external partners, as well as between two external partners on the platform. In this section 

we will look at how the architecture of the platform should be designed in order to afford 

platform transparency, in addition to specifying certain organizational processes for enhancing 

trust through the provision of contracts. 

 

Transparency 

One way of achieving trust is through transparency, which the OI stakeholders of LEO agree is 

an important aspect, but are uncertain as to how they can achieve (Interview 2; Interview 3; 

Interview 4). Transparency comes in two forms: First, LEO themselves need to be transparent 

about their intentions and how they expect to run the platform, so external partners trust that LEO 

will not do anything heinous with the information gathered on the community. Second, 

transparency needs to be enhanced within the community itself, in order to enhance trust among 

its participants. 
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During the management of the current platform, LEO succeeded in enhancing the first form of 

transparency through standardized contracts waiving all rights to the generated IP’s and data. 

However, the second form of transparency is highly important to establish and enhance within the 

community and between external participants, as it helps diminish information asymmetries by 

making everything equally visible for every participant. Therefore, transparency becomes 

important in regards to not only establishing trust, but also in regards to the exchanged value 

units and the aforementioned incentives of doing so. This can for instance be achieved by making 

the scientific knowledge exchanges within the community transparent. More specifically, if 

participant X shares a value unit of scientific data and participant Y contributes his or her 

competencies and knowledge to it, then this value exchange should be made apparent to 

participant Z, and all other participants who did not partake in the interaction. This level of 

transparency will allow participant Z to derive the value participant X and Y received from 

contributing and engaging in the community, thus incentivizing participant Z to do the same. Our 

empirical evidence further supports this argument: “We need to build it (the platform), so others 

can see that it provides value and is useful for them” (Interview 4). Parker et al. also argues that 

transparency enhances trust, emphasizing the transparency of premium listings on the review 

platform Yelp, as well as ads associated with Google’s search result, which differ in appearance 

from the organic results, thereby creating transparency for the user (Parker et al., 2016).  

 

This correlation of a high degree of transparency equals increased trust, has been highlighted 

throughout much research and strategized by e.g. the European Investment Bank, who has 

committed to establishing “trust through transparency” (Kirby, 2012; Arnot, 2015; European 

Investment Bank, 2016). The research emphasizes that actors who are transparent about the 

information they gather and their intentions with it will receive a higher amount of trust and 

therefore, others will be more willing to share (Morey et al., 2015). In addition, the more the 

platform knows about its participants and their incentives through increased transparency, the 

better its matchmaking abilities will become, which in turn further enhances trust when 

participants are matched correctly. The same analytical approach should be applied to both of the 

two types of trust. First, LEO should make their intentions clear, which they contractually have 

done in regards to the compound testing aspect of the platform. However, following their vision 

and goal for community, LEO need to emphasize their distinctive separation from each and every 

interaction occurring within the community, which does not include LEO. Second, making every 
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value contribution to the community transparent and visible to every participant will enable 

participants to selectively dissect the incentives of those involved. Furthermore, the more 

transparent the exchanges are, the more able participants will be to separate quality contributions 

from poor contributions, as well as which are most relevant to themselves, as is the case for the 

Yelp and Google cases. 

 

Contracts between external participants 

Like the exchanged value of the community should be transparent and simplified, so should the 

contracts. As stated earlier in this analysis, focusing on contracts has helped LEO establish trust 

between themselves and the external participants utilizing the compound testing opportunity on 

the current platform. In order to overcome the barrier of establishing trust between two external 

parties, LEO should seek to achieve the same by making simple and transparent contracts for 

external participants who wish to engage in a partnership or collaboration that does not include 

LEO. 

 

Since the launch of the platform LEO has actively focused on simplifying contracts and have 

successfully done so, especially by contractually waiving all rights to the IP and data generated. 

“Which also means that contractual aspects should be kept at a minimum.” (Interview 3) or as 

Niclas puts it: “Not requiring compound information is a great way to create trust.” (Nilsson in 

Sutton, 2016). Thorsten further argues that if the external partner owns all the IP’s and data then 

there is nothing for them to get upset over. In addition to waiving all rights to the content, LEO 

also utilized the creation of standardized contracts, which enables LEO to use the same 

contractual templates over and over. This helped minimizing cumbersome work of having to 

draw up contracts and starting over each time for every new potential participant.  

LEO should emphasize creating this same type of standardized contracts exclusively for 

interactions between external participants, thereby acting as a neutral third party with no stake in 

the interaction. Therefore, the same potential benefits as for the contracts used between LEO and 

external partners could be realized between two external parties. By simplifying contracts and 

making them more transparent, external participants seeking to engage in a partnership with 

another external participant will have less to worry about. Aspects such as dealing with 

contractual governmental regulations and worrying about establishing a fair contract with the 

counterpart will not take up as many resources, why the participants instead can focus on the 
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exchange of value units on the platform. Both the community and LEO will benefit from this, as 

participants will be more incentivized to partake and share. Knowing that there is an indirect 

objective mediating third party minimizing the occurrence of information asymmetries, will 

ultimately cause the overall level of trust to rise within the community. This proposed strategy is 

further backed in our empirical evidence, as LEO considers acting as an impartial negotiator to be 

a viable strategy (Interview 4). 

 

It is one thing to provide contractual regulations between participants as to how they should 

exchange and share value units within the community, which will be elaborated when tackling 

the last barrier of quality and governance, but it is another thing to provide contracts for 

participants to use for collaborations off of the platform. This is the case with the Google Cloud 

Platform. Here, Google provides modeling contracts for users of their cloud platform that helps 

them meet the EU Data Protection Derivatives (Google, 2017). This support our strategy of LEO 

providing standardized contracts for the community participants to use when engaging in 

collaborations or partnerships off of the platform, as the same benefits are highlighted with the 

Google strategy: The participants need to worry less about dealing with having to meet the 

contractual clauses set by the EU, which can be cumbersome for smaller actors not possessing the 

relevant regulatory knowledge, and they can instead focus on the value exchanges on the 

platform.  

As evident from our propositions for overcoming the barriers posed by trust, LEO can 

enhance the amount of trust in the community. This is not only by emphasizing transparency in 

regards to value exchanges within the community, but also the process of providing simplified 

and transparent contracts to be used between external participants. 

 

Governance 

The barrier of governance and curation of the platform is based on the what’s and who’s of the 

platform. In terms of quality, what should be allowed to be shared, and what is the definition of 

content that is of too low quality to be shared. Preceding this, and a determinant of quality, is who 

should be allowed to share. In order for LEO to overcome this barrier, seizing the opportunities 

presented by platform 2.0, we will analytically identify and propose governance strategies, as 

well as managerial processes for the curation of quality in terms of content and participants. 
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Quality 

As earlier mentioned when analyzing the trust barrier, we will now delve into how good 

governance can help curate and regulate the community. In doing so, we will make analytical 

comparisons to the website and community platform, Reddit, a website where users can vote on 

and discuss shared content (Reddit, 2017). In accordance, we will utilize the following 

governance tools of laws, norms, and the market, as elaborated in the theory section (Parker et al., 

2016).  

First off, laws against sharing obtrusive, untrustworthy, dismissive, or invalid content 

need to be put in place. In coherence, guidelines as to how and what one should share with the 

community also need to be provided, in order to ensure the aforementioned heightened levels of 

transparency in the community. These laws and regulations should reflect the high measures of 

quality when it comes to science (Interview 4). Good participant behavior and compliance should 

be rewarded swiftly by making the value unit visible for engagement, while punishments need to 

be slow and opaque for participants who e.g. continuously have provided violating content, by 

restricting its visibility to the participant alone, thereby slowly discouraging them from posting 

inappropriate content. 

 The norms should reflect the laws of the community and vice versa. A general norm 

need to be prevailing, which is that “only quality content is shared”, in order to encourage old as 

well as new participants to meet the quality standards necessary for scientific collaboration. 

However, it is important to note that quality content does not equal successful content. This is 

mainly because the notion of success is not predetermined on the value unit before it has been 

shared on the platform and, concurrently, content cannot be disregarded solely because it did not 

yield value for one participant, as it might do so for another. 

 Lastly, we will achieve the potential of social currency for establishing the 

aforementioned norms through the market. Participants should be allowed to rate and review 

other participants’ value contributions, as it will enable the community to recognize and reward 

quality value contributions, while weeding out the bad ones. The social currency form could 

largely reflect the social capital on Reddit, which is cultivated through ‘karma’ points, or upvotes 

and downvotes, which is how peer approval or disapproval is manifested on the website (van der 

Nagel, 2013). This constitutes the premise of the Reddit user’s reputation within the community, 

which is a dynamic profile that changes based on encounters with the community. This 

accumulates to a tangible score indicating both “link karma” and “comment karma”. It thus 
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becomes a rating system to help manage content shared by hundreds of thousands of participants, 

either in the form of up- and downvotes, likes, 5-star ratings, etc., and is now a common part of 

how online content is managed (Lampe et al., 2014). Emily van der Nagel case study of a specific 

sub-reddit (forum) suggests that karma points are perceived as valuable to the participants, as it 

alludes to a sense of satisfaction by receiving recognition for the value contribution you have 

made. Nagels research further concludes: “[...] It demonstrates that technological and cultural 

codes, while distinct, are also entwined - karma points really fall under both categories” (van der 

Nagel, 2013). Therefore, the research supports that utilizing social currency on the platform, e.g. 

in the form of Reddit’s karma points, can help persuade the cultural norms of the platform. 

 

Moderators 

The next step for LEO is to ensure that these regulations are actively being governed. To do so, 

we propose the appointment of moderators of the platform for actively governing the community 

and the content that is shared. 

The purpose of the moderators is to enforce the community laws while preaching the 

community norms and values. In return, they receive social currency and credit. Moderators 

should possess extraordinary abilities on the platform compared to regular participants. On 

Reddit, moderators can remove content if they feel it does not conform to the community’s 

standards (van der Nagel, 2013). This could be enforced in LEO’s community as well, as it will 

give the moderators the rights to selectively sort the content and weed out that which is wrongful. 

An example of such content could be a post that has been ‘flagged’ by community members who 

believe the content is inappropriate. In addition, if certain users continuously share posts that are 

flagged by other members, moderators will have the authority to suspend users or escalate a ban 

request if necessary. Further participatory skills in relation to sorting, visualizing, and managing 

the content, as well as monitoring its participants, should also be attributed to the moderators as 

the community progresses, drawing on inspiration from Reddit’s wiki on moderation 

(https://www.reddit.com/wiki/moderation).  

 

Utilizing the participant moderation concept raises two important questions: (1) what are the 

incentives for becoming a moderator, and (2) who should they be. Moderators on Reddit do not 

receive monetary rewards and neither should the moderators on LEO’s platform, as LEO both 

LEO and the moderators may lose credibility within the community if monetary rewards are 
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discovered. Therefore, the targeted moderators should be highly interested in the science at hand. 

Creating and learning more about science is one of the benefits of the community, and the 

moderators should therefore pertain an interest in keeping the content quality high for their own 

sake. In addition, the earlier mentioned incentives for exchanging value units applies again, as 

participants seeking to benefit the greater good should also be considered. Accordingly, LEO 

should seek to engage participants from the segment of Independent People, as this best fit their 

incentives profile. However, the aspect of determining moderators need to be further examined in 

order to establish who to target specifically. This is because the incentive for moderation pertains 

not only to a specific participant segment, but individual person archetypes and specific interests, 

as evident from the empirical evidence gathered on the moderators of the communities on Reddit: 

“I only moderate communities I’m interested in. [...] I really enjoy being a gardener and cleaning 

out the bad weeds and bugs in subreddits that I’m passionate about. Getting rid of trolls and 

spam is a joy for me” (Marketersguidetoreddit, 2015). As exemplified in this statement, 

participants seemingly become moderators for communities which they possess specific interests 

towards, incentivizing them to ensure high quality while fostering a community around the shared 

content.  

Finally, we propose the utilization of a multi-user feedback loop, which should be 

emphasized from the community’s beginning and the launch of the seeding strategy. By 

continuously providing content and receiving feedback on it from multiple users, LEO will be 

able to learn not only whether their seeded content provides any value, but also learn how the 

community is evolving. This helps LEO to continuously and iteratively ensure good governance 

based on feedback from those that matter: The participants.  

 

In conclusion, LEO can truly benefit from the self-governance and moderation aspects of Reddit, 

as it can help lift a burden off of LEO’s shoulders. In that way, the managerial processes related 

to utilizing LEO’s dynamic capabilities will be outsourced through the platform. Instead of 

governing and moderation the community continuously, LEO merely have to set up a strategy 

and guidelines for others to carry out the tasks. However, specifying what is allowed to be shared, 

as well as measuring satisfactory levels of quality content, is tough to do. Certain criteria 

regarding the specific type of shared science can be put in place, but enforcing these criteria is a 

highly subjective and interpretive affair, while also being very time consuming. It could become a 

very costly process, drawing on many resources both financially and time wise, if LEO had to 
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monitor this aspect of the platform themselves. Thus, there is tremendous value to win for LEO. 

If they can utilize the value potential through a combination of both the social currency and 

moderator roles, they will be able to induce a largely self governed and curated community that 

can run successfully. 

 

Openness 

The second sub-barrier of governing the community is defining and enforcing the entry-level for 

the community, including the degree of openness. In relation to quality, the higher the degree of 

openness becomes, the more continuous reevaluation and good governance curation is needed to 

ensure high levels of quality. Relating to user participation, we will look at the example of open 

versus closed (controlled) platforms. This is exemplified by the Google Play Store and Apple’s 

App Store, which provide applications for Android and iOS mobile operating systems 

respectively (Benlian, Hilkert, and Hess, 2015). While the App Store is governed in a more 

controlled way, the Google Play Store benefits from greater openness in the form of gaining more 

content to their platform (600.000 more apps than Apple’s App Store), although it is at the risk of 

diminishing the quality (Statista, 2017). On the other hand Apple benefit from enforcing a 

screening process of the content that goes on their platform, as it ensures a higher and 

trustworthier level of quality. The process of screening contributed content could be attributed to 

the moderators of the platform if deemed necessary and doable. However, making sure to acquire 

the right participants is a different task and therefore we propose having ambassadors who help 

ensure participant quality in addition to providing exposure for the platform. 

 

The idea of having ambassadors comes from the ‘Producer Evangelism’ strategy proposed by 

Parker et al. Essentially, the aim of the strategy is to “Design your platform to attract producers, 

who can induce their customers to become users of the platform” (Parker et al., 2016, p. 96). 

Thus, the strategy focuses on a platform design that facilitates the attraction of users who see the 

value provided by the platform, thereby enticing them to persuade their own customers to join as 

well. While the idea of having producers that attract participants through their personal networks 

is interesting, we believe another approach to this strategy may both improve participant quality 

and increase the number of participants on the platform. We call this ‘Ambassador Evangelism’. 

 To make sure the participants in the community are able to contribute value of 

sufficient quality, assigning key participants to the role of ambassador may prove a step in the 
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right direction. The responsibilities of an ambassador is related to that of a moderator, although 

the scope of their tasks is aimed at ensuring overall quality of new participants instead of content 

quality. In having key community participants from the different segments as ambassadors, LEO 

would be able to extend their options for attracting participants to the platform, while creating 

what replicates a participant screening at the same time. As both the ambassador and community 

as a whole will benefit from attracting quality users to the community, the incentive to become an 

ambassador should be apparent; (1) they enhance their options for gaining value from the 

community, and (2) they benefit from social currency by helping members of their external 

networks. Therefore, the ambassadors will also be incentivized to recruit participants of a higher 

quality, as it affects the value they retrieve from the platform as well. Offering special benefits to 

ambassadors could also be seen as an option, although we believe this is not recommendable. If 

other participants were to find out, the credibility of both LEO and the ambassadors would 

plummet and thereby harm the community. 

 

An ambassador should be someone who fully understands the potential of engaging in and 

contributing to the scientific community, while also having a large network within drug 

discovery. For this reason, it would most likely be someone who has used LEO’s Platform. 

Alternatively, it could be someone who already has a good relationship with LEO. Finding 

someone who has previously had positive interactions with LEO is crucial, as trust will already 

have been established between the two parties. Hence, the ambassadors will be confident in their 

actions when promoting the community in their network. In addition, the ambassador should be 

able to vouch for the authenticity of the platform.  

When looking for ambassadors, collaborating with entities across the distinct participant 

roles should be aimed for. A varied group of ambassadors will benefit the community as a whole 

by increasing diversity. Diversity on the platform entails participants who are able to provide 

different types of value. If people find more and diverse value on the platform, they will be more 

likely to join it. In addition, ambassadors from one participant segment is most likely better at 

evaluating the quality of participants from their own segments, as they are in the same 

environment and has experience from their day-to-day work. As an example, an Academic 

Scientist is likely to have considerable knowledge about other Academic Scientists of quality that 

could be interested in participating in the community. 
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To sum up, we suggest adopting the altered strategy of Ambassador Evangelism  to attract quality 

participants to the platform through network screenings. Having ambassadors recruiting quality 

participants to the community will help LEO spread the word and improve the quality of the 

platform, thereby improving the likeliness of success. 

 

4.2.3 Transform 
Having established the opportunity sensed by LEO and suggested how to seize it, we are now 

able to analyze the transformational needs associated with the development of platform 2.0.  

 To do so, we first point out the desirable capabilities from a general perspective. 

This will be followed by an analysis of and comparison with LEO’s current dynamic capabilities, 

which allows us to assess their requirements for realizing the opportunity. In addition, we will 

look at which of the capabilities that LEO do posses can be repurposed, as well as proposing 

suggestions as to how they should obtain the lacking dynamic capabilities, either through 

outsourcing or acquiring them internally, in order to run a sustainable platform.  

 

We will now define the dynamic tangible and intangible capabilities needed in order to develop 

the platform to facilitate a community, starting with the former. 

There are two primary forms of tangible assets that should be possessed in the form of the 

technological and financial resources devoted to building a successful platform. With the 

community being concerned with digital collaboration and hosted online, the need for having 

physical buildings where the participants can meet up as well as manufacturing assets is 

mitigated. Instead, several assets related to online business models are necessary to build a 

participation-based platform.  

In order to host the platform, a domain for the website and a certain amount of server 

space is required. If none of these are in possession, there will be no access to the community for 

external participants looking to partake. In addition, to keep it running steadily, the owner needs 

bandwidth that fits the scale of the participants and the information that is being shared. 

Bandwidth of an insufficient level will decrease the performance of the site and may discourage 

user engagement. In addition, if the organization is to upload large data sets to the community, 

they should make sure that it does not interfere with other internal tasks by weakening the 

Internet connection for colleagues. While these components are crucial for building and running 

the platform, it cannot be done without significant computer power. After all, the entire platform 
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will be developed and run by computers that should be able to deal with large amounts of data 

and processing. Finally, the platform should be integratable with current systems in use within 

the owner organization. This is especially important when attempting to benefit from the data 

generated on the platform. As mentioned by all our interviewees, value from the community 

comes in the form of secondary data points (Interview 1; Interview 2; Interview 3). To 

accommodate these data points, the organization must be able to integrate the information into 

internal databases for comparison or analysis. If the data is merely collected without being stored 

and fitted to formats used within other LEO systems, the chances of creating value through data 

vastly decreases.  

The technological assets highlighted are all fundamental for building and running a 

community on a digital platform. In order to acquire and utilize them, however, there need to be 

finances available to back up the entire process. It can prove very costly if an organization has to 

purchase the assets mentioned, let alone the capital needed to have it continually running. While 

the abovementioned tangible assets are necessary for developing the actual platform, a distinct set 

of assets are important for reaping the benefits of a future successful launch. It is hoped that the 

community will be able to attract more participants that send compounds to be tested on platform 

1.0. This would entail the need for a larger capacity in LEO facilities such as laboratories and 

storage rooms.   

 

Having established the tangible assets needed to build a platform that can facilitate a scientific 

community, we will now look into the intangible assets that are crucial for actualization. 

  

Technological know-how: First of all, building a platform from scratch call for adept software 

development skills, which are essential for creating a platform with the necessary features to 

support the community. Both frontend and backend coding is required when building the 

platform, while UI and UX aspects must also be taken into consideration during development. 

Thus, having expertise within these areas is a necessity for developing the platform.  

  

User involvement know-how: For the developer to build an efficient platform, the owning 

organization should attempt to involve the potential participants. As these are the ones who are 

going to use the platform, investigating their motivations for joining and design recommendations 

should be emphasized during development. To do so, utilizing people with experience in talking 
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to users should be aimed for. This sort of expertise will help the owner create realistic user 

journeys and thereby improve the chances of future engagement.  

  

Platform and community know-how: Once the platform design is ready and launch is imminent, 

the organization will need to have specific knowledge related to platform and community 

management. To establish a healthy environment within the community, certain laws and rules 

must be implemented and lived up to. Setting a strategy for doing so is highly important and 

should be carried out by someone who has experience from similar scenarios. Furthermore, to 

create continuous good governance, implementing the aforementioned multi-user feedback within 

the community should be aimed for. Hence, community/platform management capabilities which 

ensure quality, create activity, enforce norms and values, and setting the overall strategy for the 

platform becomes necessary for running a successful community.  

  

Open Innovation know-how: In addition to this, experience in Open Innovation and creating 

opportunities from that perspective is important, as OI is an overarching concept that surrounds 

the community. To utilize the benefits of true open innovation, someone with deep knowledge of 

the concept and how to carry it out is paramount.   

 

Data know-how: Finally, to realize the perceived value from the platform, know-how of 

capturing and analyzing secondary data points is crucial for LEO create value for themselves, but 

also for the community participants. With the vast amounts of data being generated in the 

community, having someone with knowledge of what to do with that data is paramount. This 

includes creating a standardized data format, extracting the data, and converting it into useful 

knowledge. The importance of this know-how should be stressed, as it can provide the means for 

a valuable decision-making capability.  

 

Business process and organizational know-how: This data know-how is closely related another 

important and necessary aspect: knowledge about internal business processes and organizational 

goals and objectives. The data should be analyzed in a manner that suits the internal processes 

and goals. If this is not prioritized, the amount of value derived from the data is reduced. In other 

words, there should be someone who can help steer the platform in a direction that fits the 

strategic purpose of launching it from an organizational perspective. These two capabilities 
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should be closely integrated in order for the data to be fitted to the scope and goals of the 

organization. Such combining of competences would increase the value obtained from the 

platform notably. 

 

LEO Pharma 

Having identified the tangible and intangible assets necessary for developing a platform that can 

facilitate a scientific community, we will now identify how LEO can utilize its specific asset 

position to transform and venture down the desired path. Therefore, we will start by addressing 

whether or not LEO possesses these assets. Afterwards, we will be able to suggest how LEO 

should go about obtaining them. 

 

Technology: The technical aspects of domain and server space, bandwidth, computer power, and 

legacy system integration are all things that are a bit outside the scope of LEO Pharma as an 

organization. While they are all possessed to some degree, they are not seen as crucial and the 

need for having them internally is not apparent. In addition, it is not allowed to use LEO’s current 

server space, as coupling the platform with the existing “.com” (LEO’s website: www.leo-

pharma.com) is not possible due to internal guidelines (Interview 5).  

  

Financial position: With regards to the financial capacity necessary for building and running the 

platform, LEO’s current position makes them capable of affording such an investment (Interview 

5). As a foundation owned organization the odds of being innovative and trying new models are 

sound, as LEO’s goal of helping patients weighs more than bottom line budget numbers. 

Although LEO is in possession of the capital, convincing management internally that a significant 

budget should be set aside for facilitating a scientific community is a difficult task. Doing so will 

take considerable time and a pilot project will most probably be necessary to create proof of 

concept.  

 

Facilities and resources: A hope for the community is to have more externals send in compounds 

to be tested in LEO’s available assays. If this is to come true, LEO must have the facilities and 

resources to cope with the extra testing that could occur within the compound testing aspect, 

stemming from the expansion to platform 2.0. This, however, is of no concern to LEO. They are 

prepared for large scaling of the current testing format and are in possession of resources, 
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facilities, and storage for more compounds. However, if they are to test other things than 

compounds in the currently requested format, new processes and knowledge may be required in 

the future.  

  

Technological know-how: As was the case for the technical aspects of the tangible assets, a 

certain degree of technological knowledge is a necessity for developing a platform. This is an 

expertise that is rather far away from the traditional pharmaceutical company. The same goes for 

LEO, although to a minor degree than most other companies. The LEO Innovation Lab (iLab) is 

an independent unit that was launched by LEO in 2015 (LEO Innovation Lab, 2017). The iLab is 

focusing on digital solutions for patients and is therefore in possession of some of the know-how 

that is needed to create user journeys, user interfaces and user experiences. This knowledge could 

be drawn upon, although the iLab are targeting patients directly, whereas the OI platform is 

targeting business-to-business relations. Overall, the technological know-how is something LEO 

is currently missing. They do have some experience with application development and 

consumers, but they lack the in-depth knowledge of developing an online platform that can 

facilitate a scientific forum for scientists, businesses, and professors for early stage research. 

 

Open Innovation know-how: To benefit from the concept of OI, LEO needs someone with 

expertise in Open Innovation. For this sake, Niclas Nilsson is the perfect candidate. He is the 

main OI expert in LEO Pharma and is renowned within the innovation community in the 

pharmaceutical industry. He is looking to create a truly open platform and is aware of the 

possibilities that it may bring. 

 

Platform and community know-how: While LEO is in possession of the right open innovation 

knowledge; they lack the platform and community know-how that is necessary to realize the OI 

opportunities. In fact, this know-how is perhaps the most important to possess for the given case. 

If there is no expertise available that can help foster the community, to build it and set the 

guidelines for quality discourse, then there is no reason at all to build the platform (Interview 5). 

LEO has a lot of knowledge when it comes to science and getting pharmaceutical products to 

market, but they have none, whatsoever, about running a community. Community creation is a 

new concept that LEO is yet to earn experience with, and they are therefore in a need to somehow 

obtain this know-how. 
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User involvement know-how: To make sure the platform is developed properly and in accordance 

with the strategic decisions made between the OI expert and platform/community manager, the 

involvement of possible users can prove decisive for a successful platform. When it comes to 

involving those users, having their say in both the design of the platform and how to incentivize 

them to engage in it is essential. If the community is not focused on the users and their needs, 

there will be no users at all. As a matter of fact, LEO actually do have some expertise when it 

comes to involving users, as there are a few existing employees with anthropology backgrounds. 

These employees, however, are working directly with patients and are highly sought after within 

their current business units. This means that even though they exist, they are not available for 

new tasks (Interview 5). For this reason, LEO is in need of the ability to carefully involve users in 

the design of the platform and community. 

 

Data know-how: The data generated on the platform calls for knowledge related to handling large 

amounts of data.. If the community is to be proved successful internally, LEO must be able to 

capture the value from the data points. In other words, they need the ability to make data into 

knowledge, which can be used for decision-making and in the end provides value to the 

organization. This competence is more related to scientific knowledge and big data skills. While 

scientific knowledge can be taught by someone internally, big data skills is not possessed in any 

form inside LEO, and they therefore need to somehow obtain this know-how to, essentially, turn 

data into knowledge.  

  

Business process and organizational know-how: The next step thus becomes to turn this 

knowledge into value, which can vary depending on the organization in question. To accomplish 

this, there is a need for someone with vast knowledge about the internal business processes and 

organizational motives. To capture the value from developing the platform and running a 

community, LEO need someone who is capable of translating the needs from an internal 

perspective and set up processes that align with the strategy and processes of LEO. This 

knowledge is already possessed in the form of Niclas Nilsson. He has extensive experience from 

the organization and is part of setting the goals for LEO’s OI, which is continually aligned with 

the overall strategy of Global R&D. Hence; they do not need to relocate an internal colleague 

with this sort of knowledge. 
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To sum up, LEO is already in possession of most of the capabilities needed to actualize the 

opportunity from its current asset position. However, there are some that they are lacking: (1) 

Technical assets in the form of server space, domain, legacy system integration, and bandwidth, 

(2) technological know-how of actually building the platform, (3) community/platform 

knowledge to foster the community, set guidelines, strategies and so on, (4) user involvement 

know-how in order to base the platform design on the future participants and to investigate 

participant motivations for joining the community, and (5) data know-how to capture the value of 

all the data generated on the platform. 

 

Dynamic Capability Strategy  

We now know what capabilities LEO are lacking to develop the platform. This allows us to 

highlight and prioritize LEO’s needs for actually developing and running platform 2.0.  

When doing so, it is important to keep in mind the path chosen by LEO as an 

organization, and their position within the industry they reside, in order to achieve the best 

strategic fit. In everything they do, LEO is always looking to help patients achieve healthy skin. 

This is at the core of their entire existence and the reason they are researching, developing, 

manufacturing, selling, and marketing pharmaceutical products for skin disease patients. Even 

though the company is innovative compared to its peers, it is still traditional business in the big 

scheme. Hence, while LEO is prepared to be innovative within their current business area, they 

are not looking to go above and beyond to completely revolutionize and reinvent themselves as a 

company. After all, they are still leading within dermatology on a global scale and intend on 

keeping that position.  

 

Technical Assets & Technological Know-how 
As with the current platform, we believe the development and technical maintenance of platform 

2.0 should be outsourced. LEO is a company with very little experience in this area. While they 

do have some recently acquired expertise when it comes to creating user journeys for patients 

(B2C), they have never done something similar for partners (B2B). They could draw upon their 

internal experience, but it would not provide a thorough end product. In addition, internal 

regulations means that it is not allowed to use existing technical assets, while they are also 

looking to decrease the organization’s fixed costs (Interview 5). All of these factors call for 

outsourcing the development and maintenance of the platform. In doing so, LEO could establish a 
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strong partnership with an IT company that has the right expertise, which they may potentially 

benefit from in future explorative efforts, and can instead focus on value contribution aspects as 

opposed to technical formalities..  

 

Community/Platform Know-how 

As previously mentioned, there is no need to build a platform unless you are able to foster the 

community and gain value from it (Interview 5). And when doing so, it is important to shape it 

around the needs and goals of the owning organization. For this reason, we believe that LEO 

should look to acquire this sort of knowledge and possess it internally. A decisive factor is to 

truly being able to understand the motives behind LEO launching the platform, in addition to 

possessing the ability to mold it in order to accommodate the standards desired by the 

organization. To do so, the person in charge must be internal and work closely with other 

members of the OI team. Facilitating, governing, and growing a community is a tough task that 

requires a lot of focus and hard work. Hence, internalizing this sort of know-how is perhaps the 

most important assignment for LEO in order to realize the opportunity. Additionally, this form of 

intellectual capital affords a vast competitive advantage due to the difficulty for others to imitate 

it. Hence, it provides LEO with a competence they will be able to benefit from for a long time. 

 

Data Know-how 

According to Teece, “The highest profits flow to those who develop extraction technologies, 

deploy them effectively and safely, and build privileged relationships with nation states and other 

constituencies” (Teece, 2011). We believe this is also the case for extracting data in LEO’s 

situation. To truly deem the community a success, they must be able to gather the data and 

transform it into knowledge that is useful to them. If not done properly, the value from the 

platform drops significantly. Hence, we believe that LEO should acquire this sort of data 

competence to help them make sense of the data that is generated. Optimally, this knowledge 

would be combined with scientific knowledge, as the data shared in the community will always 

be related to science. As for the community and platform know-how, internal knowledge about 

data specific to the organization is difficult to imitate and therefore valuable to have in-house. 

While having the knowledge internally would help LEO extract value for them, we also see a 

potential in having community participants doing data extraction and analysis. In this case, 

participants would help analyze each other’s data and thereby provide increased value for other 
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members (Interview 5). Thus, LEO would benefit even further from having data knowledge in 

order to seed the community with data in a format that is appropriate for both the participants and 

LEO.   

 However, when acquiring this know-how, it is essential to acknowledge the 

importance and difficulty of creating new processes. Doing so within a new domain can be very 

time consuming, especially if handled by a single employee. For this reason, the competence 

should be on boarded early in the platform development process in order to help shape it in a 

manner that enables efficient data extraction and analysis, thereby allowing for valuable 

knowledge to be conceived.  

 

User Involvement 

Lastly, LEO needs competencies in regards to involving users in the process of continually 

designing the platform and attracting users to the platform. We believe LEO should outsource 

this competency, as their existing capabilities for undertaking such tasks is not available for 

establishing the community (Interview 5). There is no real need to internalize this competence, as 

it is a rather generic task that can be done by anyone with experience in the field. As long as they 

are introduced to the expected outcome, they will know themselves the way to get there. This is 

also in line with LEO’s need to optimize their internal operations by reducing fixed costs.  

4.3 Organizational Ambidexterity 
Conclusively, we will now elaborate on how the initiative of facilitating a community may 

impact the current compound testing aspects on the OI platform, in addition to how LEO can 

utilize it to foster innovation and become more explorative. As the whole purpose for LEO’s 

transformation is to enhance organizational ambidexterity, we will look at its individual aspects 

in the form of cohesively balancing exploitative and explorative measures, and how it is 

supported by independent business structures. Finally, we proclaim how LEO can utilize their 

dynamic capabilities in order to become more innovative and, thereby, achieve their goal of 

increasing their organizational ambidexterity. 

As mentioned when describing the organization, LEO has prospered off of their portfolio 

for many years. From a LEO perspective, this included a lot of exploitation through being market 

leaders with their patented products, which combined for a ‘winning recipe’. As a result, the 

necessity for further explorative measures has not been as pressing or necessary relative to the 

value gained from exploiting their current markets. The problem for LEO now becomes that their 
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current business is beginning to stagnate and, therefore, it becomes increasingly difficult to 

continue exploitation of their “own” market when patent expirations become a reality. Thus, the 

time has come for LEO to not only enhance their explorative measures, but also discover a 

cohesive way of balancing the two. 

 

LEO’s first and second iteration platforms both help them in becoming more explorative, but they 

also help them balance and align the two, as they reflect the organizational ambidexterity of LEO. 

On the current platform, participants are able to have their compounds tested in certain assays 

provided by LEO. The keywords here is “certain assays”, as this entails that the extent to which 

LEO can explore new opportunities is limited by the assays they themselves provide to the 

participants. Therefore, the opportunities for exploration are not completely open. In other words, 

they are not able to explore opportunities that do not fit within this exact scope, even though they 

might be of an interesting character. However, this should be viewed solely as a constraining 

limitation, as doing so enables LEO to exploit their existing business in new ways. The OI 

compound testing thus allows LEO to constitute the framework for innovation, as they 

themselves determine the targets for asset exploration, thereby steering and limiting the OI focus 

to exploration within their exploitative business. 

  

Platform 2.0 presents LEO with the potential of exploring in a completely open manner. On the 

community part of the platform, LEO can even venture outside of their core areas of 

dermatological diseases. They can explore the opportunities presented on the platform from a 

distance, as all the value units shared in the community are in the form of information and, 

therefore, LEO does not have to actively engage in new, uncertain early stage innovation. Instead, 

LEO can passively absorb the value exchanged on the platform and comprehensively define the 

explorative opportunities, before eventually deciding to pounce and commit resources to 

embarking on a new exploratory initiative. The community therefore enables LEO to scan the 

changing environment in order to transform their organization for a competitive advantage. This 

is then achieved through value co-creation and helps LEO explore the opportunities presented by 

external partners. 

 

In combination, both parts of the platform afford numerous beneficial abilities. One of them is the 

ability to optimize their sensing of new opportunities. Opportunities such as research trends can 
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be sensed at both parts of the platform. The same goes for sensing potential collaborative 

opportunities or exclusive partnerships, which they also both afford. Thus, it can be said that the 

community becomes an asset for LEO for discovering new paths, as it enables the facilitation of 

external linkages to specialists within the field. The data generated about participants, trends, 

science, and external collaborations can be translated into knowledge that helps LEO sense 

current trends in the market and instigate partnerships if relevant. This gives LEO a competitive 

edge, as it allows asset alignment with externals and collaboration to jointly deliver new 

treatments to patients.  

 Furthermore, the whole aspect of engaging in new initiatives enhances LEO’s 

ability to explore. The word ‘exploration’ entails exploring new opportunities and for each time 

LEO engages in explorative actions, they become more experienced at it. This experience is 

extremely important for an organization that is looking to improve their innovation capabilities. If 

able to utilize it for future scenarios of exploration, they will have better odds for seizing 

opportunities they sense in an increasingly changing environment. Such opportunities could for 

instance be found on the OI platform itself. The process of exploring through the platform, in 

addition to developing the platform itself, thus enables LEO to become better at continuously 

exploring opportunities through their experience with innovation and testing of business models. 

The two different parts of the platform therefore complement one another, as they 

cohesively allow for LEO to continuously seek incremental and radical innovation 

simultaneously. 

 

Independent Structure 

According to theory, becoming an ambidextrous organization is often achieved by enforcing an 

independent structure, separating the explorative and exploitative business units, but with a 

tightly integrated senior management team. As of now, LEO’s OI department is what we describe 

as partially independent, as it is separated from the rest of the LEO’s core business possessing 

certain liberties which other subunits do not, e.g. being able to develop “open” contracts for 

attracting participants to their OI platform. However, the OI department still remains tied to the 

organization, as they rely on access to and utilization of LEO laboratories and employees to 

conduct the testing of compounds received from platform participants. The earlier mentioned unit 

of LEO iLab is an example of an internal business unit that is completely independent. iLab is 

able to make their own decisions as they possess a larger degree of freedom. This is due to the 
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believe that in order to create entrepreneurial surroundings that functions well within the fast-

paced environment of digital technology development, the unit had to be independent from the 

rather rigid and bureaucratic processes of LEO.  

 

Achieving the same degree of structural independence for the compound testing aspect of the 

platform is utopian at this stage. It is necessary to have access to LEO’s facilities, which would 

be very expensive for LEO to duplicate both in the form tangible physical facilities, as well the 

development of intangible competences just for the OI department alone. However, the 

community can and should strive to achieve the same degree of structural independence as the 

LEO iLab. As the community is a network consisting of mainly external participants, achieving 

the same degree of structural independence is a lot less resourceful to achieve than with the 

compound testing aspect. More importantly, the community should be fully independent, as it 

might otherwise present the image of an undesired bias in the form that LEO, as a large 

organization, potentially is seeking to steal ideas from the community solely for their own 

benefit. In addition, if LEO interferes too much with the growth of the community, it could 

present a distorted image of how the market is actually evolving, as it will not develop 

organically and independently. Instead, LEO should seek to achieve as high a degree of 

independence as possible for its community, as the potential apparent value grows in correlation. 
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5. Discussion 
In this section we will critically discuss the actions LEO already has taken, along with those we 

encourage them to take in this thesis. We will discuss the upsides and potential downsides of the 

strategies we have proposed for seizing the opportunities LEO has sensed, as well as for their 

transformation in order to realizing those opportunities. 

 We start out by discussing some of the findings from our analysis before venturing 

into LEO’s possibilities in a broader sense. 

 

Outsourcing of user involvement: Is it the right choice? 

In the transformation section of the analysis we proposed that LEO should outsource the user 

involvement competence. However, whether or not this is the best option for the organization can 

be discussed. There are two valid alternatives two the one proposed by us: reconfiguration of 

current assets or acquiring more of the competence.  

 As previously mentioned, LEO is already in possession of employees with 

anthropology backgrounds. However, an assessment of internal available resources found that the 

employees in question are unavailable to perform other tasks than what they are currently 

assigned to, due to managerial prioritization decisions. Therefore, it must be assumed that this 

decision is due to LEO down-prioritizing the OI initiative compared to other ongoing projects. 

Yet, if truly wanting to succeed with OI, there should be support from top management and the 

resources necessary should be allocated to assert the intention. Without proper support and faith 

in the initiative from a management perspective, the likelihood of success diminishes vastly. 

Hence, LEO should perhaps reconsider their attitude towards reconfiguration of their available 

competences to accommodate OI. At least for the beginning of the 2.0 development, as utilizing 

the internal competences to establish a solid platform base could prove to be a valuable decision. 

Depending on the resulting outcome, it could be evaluated whether continued reconfiguration is 

the best option, or if outsourcing or acquiring of the competence suits the operation better. 

This leads us to the second alternative. Due to the massive amount of work to be done for 

the aforementioned employees, the option of acquiring and internalizing more of the required 

competences should be carefully considered. The massive workload put on the current 

anthropologists could be seen as a trend that will only rise in the future, as LEO is branding itself 
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as a patient-centric company and is increasingly trying to focus on patients throughout their 

organization. Thus, it can be assumed that the need for user involvement competences will 

increase, which makes the option of acquiring highly interesting. 

In summation, an alternative proposed strategy for LEO could therefore entail 

reconfiguring internal user involvement competences, in order to get the earliest stages of 

platform 2.0 development off of the ground. Further initial needs could be outsourced, with the 

long-term goal of acquiring the capabilities internally. 

However, with LEO being determined to lower their fixed costs, acquiring additional 

employees with a user involvement skillset becomes an issue. If they were to make the decision 

to do so, it would require that there is enough work for the new employee(s). Even though the 

current employees are in over their heads, the calculation may show that there is not enough to 

hire a new full time employee. If this is the case, LEO could meet the demand for more user 

involvement knowledge halfway by employing a student assistant as part of the OI team. This 

solution would require less financial resources and it could be a good way to assess the ability of 

the person before eventually deciding whether or not to hire on a permanent basis. However, 

while this could be a viable option, we still find the option of outsourcing the competence to be 

the best fit in the current state. 

   

Alternatives to and cautions when employing platform pull strategies 

During the course of our analysis, we propose a combination of two different pull strategies for 

LEO to utilize. A piggyback strategy for acquiring participants through other already established 

networks and a seeding strategy for attracting and educating participants. We believe these to be 

the best fitting approaches for LEO given their current position and desired path. If LEO were to 

digress, however, other alternatives are also available. For instance, a micromarket strategy could 

also be applied, which entails targeting a market at a tinier scale comprised of participants already 

engaging in interactions and exchanges. Potential upsides of this strategy include the 

enhancement of the platform’s matchmaking characteristics in addition to reducing the critical 

mass required to enable interactions. Facebook famously utilized this pull strategy in a successful 

way by launching in the closed community of Harvard University (Parker et al., 2016). Attracting 

a geographically and socially concentrated micromarket ensured Facebook an active community 

at launch, which enabled them to bypass the chicken-or-egg problem. Applying the same 

methodological approach to LEO’s situation could be done by targeting a specific group of the 
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participants currently engaged on the platform. These participants are already actively seeking to 

engage in value exchanges with LEO and could therefore be leveraged in the development of 

platform 2.0. 

 

However, this strategy possesses some holes in regards to LEO’s situation. First of all, just 

because the current participants are actively seeking to engage in value exchanges with LEO does 

not entail that they desire to so with each other, or other actors than LEO in general. Secondly, 

locating smaller apparent markets in which participants are already actively engaged in value 

sharing of dermatological knowledge, as well as scientific knowledge not pertaining to LEO’s 

existing business, is a very tough task. This can in part be attributed to the fact that what LEO has 

sought out to achieve is highly innovative and not currently being done. While the concept of OI 

in pharma might not be new, the approach and structure LEO has taken is radically different 

compared to its competitors. Due to these reasons we still believe LEO is best advised by 

following our initial findings and pull strategies proposed in the analysis. 

Furthermore, LEO needs to employ the pull strategies with caution in regards to the 

independent nature of the community. Our initial findings suggest that LEO should employ a 

seeding pull strategy for both educating and attracting participants to the platform. In addition, 

this will also allow LEO to steer the community in the desired direction. On the contrary, the 

community should be allowed to develop and grow independently, so as to not being affected or 

distorted by the interference of LEO. The goal for LEO is thus to establish a coherent and 

sustainable balance between the two. A goal we believe to be achievable by seeding the platform 

with content to attract participants and steer the platform initially, but without controlling its 

direction along with every value exchange occurring on the platform. We do, however, urge LEO 

to approach this aspect of pull strategies with caution. 

 

Platform expansion vs. Absorption capacity 

First off, we will look at LEO’s decision to further develop their OI initiative from their current 

platform to a 2.0 upgrade. LEO already possesses a sustainable platform in which potential 

partnerships and collaborations can be realized, which has been deemed a success so far. 

However, this has been at the expense of waiving all of the rights to the generated IP and data. So 

in essence, LEO is currently in possession of a platform that enables them to possibly gain a 

partnership with an attractive participant of the platform, based on an uncertainty of whether or 
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not the participant wants to collaborate with LEO (mutual affection). Precedingly, there need to 

be value attached to the compound the participant in question wants to have tested, which is an 

uncertainty as well. A common aspect of OI, whether it be Lego’s, Samsung’s, or LEO’s, is the 

existence of an uncertainty layer for the OI platform owner, as they cannot know with certainty 

when or if an innovation will occur through their initiative. However, when innovation does 

occur, organizations like Lego has clear-cut procedures for capturing and absorbing this value. 

One of the issues with LEO's current OI platform is that another layer of uncertainty is added: 

when the innovation does occur, in the form of a participant having a compound tested which 

turns out to prove valuable, LEO still cannot be certain whether the participant in question is 

willing to engage in a partnership with LEO or not. Dealing with an extra layer of uncertainty in 

this manner is not favorable. Therefore, this poses the question of whether LEO should have 

focused on enhancing their absorptive capacity for their compound testing aspect of the platform, 

before starting to chase new forms of innovation by developing platform 2.0. One could argue 

that due to the fact that LEO has chosen to waive all rights to IP and data, being able to progress 

the favorable compounds submissions becomes even more relevant. The questions thus become a 

matter of tradeoffs. Are LEO willing to tradeoff potentially high value innovations occurring 

within the OI compound testing aspect of the platform, with LEO themselves not getting a piece 

of the cake, while enhancing their possibility of gaining value from the community. Or should 

LEO focus even more on absorbing the innovation on the current platform, e.g. by posing highly 

lucrative collaboratory contracts from the get go and therefore postpone the development of 

platform 2.0 until a sufficient procedure for absorbing the innovation has been put in place. 

 Looking at the current position of LEO as an organization, one could argue that 

LEO has made the right choice of expanding their platform. As a pharmaceutical company facing 

issues with their internal R&D producing lackluster and stagnating output, LEO need to explore 

as much as possible in order to ensure their place as market leader. Furthermore, given the fact 

that LEO is already in possession of a traditional set of procedures for acquiring or partnering 

with external companies, we believe the initial focus should be on increasing the amount of 

possible partners, before focusing on enhancing LEO’s absorptive capacity. This is mainly due to 

the fact that you first need to locate the innovation before you can absorb it. 
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Exploration within existing business vs. Exploration of emerging business 

In relation to the first topic of discussion, an aspect that LEO must take into consideration is the 

relationship between building their dynamic capabilities for emerging business while 

simultaneously seeking to further specialize themselves within their existing business. LEO sees 

itself as a specialized organization, which is deemed a necessity in order to be successful within 

certain pharmaceutical areas (Interview 1). Since LEO cannot be a specialist in everything 

themselves, they seek to further develop their dynamic capabilities by acquiring knowledge in 

other areas through initiatives like the OI platform. However, it could be argued that these points 

are somewhat contradictory, as specializing in existing business entails gathering resources and 

competences valuable for one specific purpose. Whereas on the other hand, developing your 

dynamic capabilities will help you become more agile and flexible in responding to markets that 

change both rapidly and radically. One could argue that if specialization is truly needed to 

become the best within the given market, then sensing and seizing opportunities that potentially 

fall outside of LEO’s scope will be a somewhat cumbersome process and one that pulls LEO in 

two different directions. This could put LEO at a crossroads within the near future, as 

contributions to the community could present an opportunity that differs greatly from their 

currently specialized core business.  

LEO would therefore need to make a decision: Would they specialize themselves further 

and only engage in exploration that pertains to their existing exploitative business, or would they 

rather engage in exploration of areas that fall outside their core areas of business? While the 

former can be afforded by both the current platform and the upgraded platform 2.0, the latter is 

limited to contributions from the community. Luckily, one does not necessarily exclude the other, 

as potential lucrative opportunities discovered in the new community could both be valuable in 

the form of either incremental or radical innovation supporting LEO’s current business. However, 

another lucrative opportunity, falling outside of LEO’s core business, might also present itself on 

the new platform without LEO intentionally seeking it themselves, which presents LEO with a 

tough decision. A decision they might be facing sooner rather than later. 

 Following our proposed strategy for facilitating the community, LEO can benefit 

from both of the two different, but complementing, aspects of the platform. LEO can actively 

engage in exploration of their existing business through defining the targets for exploration 

within compound testing, and they can passively absorb scientific knowledge shared within the 

community. This will allow LEO to further specialize themselves within their core business, 
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ensuring their position as market leader, while being able to passively assess opportunities that 

fall without LEO’s regular scope. Consequently, they can decide when to either pass them along 

to a better suited actor and when to pounce themselves. 

 

Is knowledge of existing business enough to validate opportunities in emerging business? 
If LEO decide to pursue innovation that differ from their core business area, or if an alternative 

but lucrative opportunity that is tough to turn down presents itself, then two important question 

are raised: Does LEO have the necessary capabilities for handling and managing science that 

does not fall within the scope of dermatology? And more importantly, does LEO possess the 

ability to evaluate the science that does not fall within the scope of derma? One could argue that 

this should also be one of the strengths of the new community on the platform. LEO decided to 

further develop their platform mainly because they sought to leverage competences they 

themselves do not possess. Therefore, a great variety of participants with differentiated 

competences and capabilities should complement LEO in regards such as this. However, these 

competences within the community are diminished if LEO cannot properly evaluate science that 

fall outside of their own scope, as the apparent value of a differentiated opportunity will not be 

identified by LEO in the first place. An important aspect of expanding the platform, in order to 

sense and identify new forms of innovation, is to make sure that your organization possesses the 

required knowledge. At a minimum this entails being able to qualitatively assess the potential 

forms of innovation, including which of them presents a value potential and which does not. 

Therefore, this becomes an important ability and one LEO must prioritize to ensure that 

apparent value potential and opportunities are not wasted. The ability includes wide ranging 

knowledge or a potentially large network for acquiring such, in order to assess scientific 

knowledge that falls outside of LEO’s traditional area of expertise. One could argue that this 

particular ability should pertain to the intangible asset of data know-how, and therefore we 

believe that LEO should seek to acquire both in cohesive fashion. 

 

A complete vision and the importance of knowing how to achieve it 
As O’Reilly and Tushman argue, a crucial aspect of achieving organizational ambidexterity is a 

clear, compelling overall vision set by top management (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2004). This is 

mainly because the independent structural units need to possess a tightly integrated senior team 

management. But more importantly, management need to lead by example and set the tone for 
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the organization in order to guide employees internally. This is highly necessary, especially in 

times of change. The vision should encompass why the changes are necessary and therefore why 

they occur, as well as it should entail how the transformation is to be fulfilled. As our empirical 

evidence shows, LEO has succeeded in developing a vision that encompasses the reasoning 

behind why they have decided to transform and, more importantly, why they need to do so. 

However, the second and executional part of the vision is somewhat lackluster. As also evident in 

the empirical findings, there are numerous examples of how LEO has sensed an opportunity and 

is aware that it has potential, but not grasping how to seize it: “We know what we will get out of 

it, but how it is going to look is not clear. And exactly how it should be build is even more 

unclear” (Interview 4). One could therefore argue that LEO only has halfway succeeded in 

developing a fulfilling vision that encompass both the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ of the transformation. 

In order for people to follow and believe in the vision, the vision itself has to be set from the top 

down, which LEO has correctly done. With this in mind, presenting a desired destination without 

providing a roadmap of how to get there is not ideal. 

However, LEO should not be too concerned as this is simply the current state they find 

themselves in. More specifically, the natural order is to first figure out where you want to go, 

which LEO has done, and then figuring out how to get there, which is what LEO is currently 

doing. Therefore, when LEO can fully define how to fulfill their vision, as elaborated in this 

thesis, LEO should make sure to incorporate it into their overall vision. 
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6. Reflections 
In this chapter, we will critically reflect upon the methodological dispositions we have taken 

throughout the course of the research process. 

 
The nature of Action Research  

The first area of interest here lies in the adopted strategy of action research. In the methodology 

chapter we pointed out the apparent fit to our research, as it allowed us to collaborate closely with 

LEO to diagnose the situation and come up with a resolution to circumvent the obstacles. 

However, an important aspect of the strategy concerns the iterative procedure of diagnosing a 

problem, planning how to deal with it, take action based on the plan, and eventually evaluate the 

outcome.  

 As the timeframe for our research is limited to less than five months, going through 

the full cycle becomes extremely difficult. The sensed opportunity is in an early phase and 

convincing internal management to commit resources to the project is time-consuming. Thus, for 

our action research to be complete a longer period of time should have been available to carry out 

implementation and, consequently, evaluation to prepare plans for future actions. Due to the 

incompleteness of a full cycle, it could be argued that the strategy adopted is closer to that of 

grounded theory. The premise is similar, as the abductive approach used has called for 

methodological decisions rooted in the empirical data. It is important, however, to keep in mind 

the objective of our research; to uncover LEO’s transformational needs to improve their 

organizational ambidexterity, and propose how to obtain the necessary assets to accomplish it. 

This objective is firmly based on a collaborative diagnosis of the situation to come up with a plan, 

which then is to be implemented at a later stage. The emphasis on taking action, or implementing, 

as opposed to developing theory is at the core of our approach, which must be considered when 

assessing our choice of research strategy. For this reason, we found the possibility of informally 

cooperating with LEO towards this goal throughout the research period to be the preferred 

research strategy.  

 

Choice of interview sample 
The interview sample used in the research is limited to contain three different stakeholders. 

Although it would not be nearly enough in a quantitative study, qualitative studies use different 
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measures for narrowing down on the amount of interviews and interviewees necessary to conduct 

valid research. During the data collection, continual evaluation of interviews and answers were 

prioritized to ensure we retrieved enough data for a proper analysis. This evaluation was based on 

the similarities of answers provided by the interviewees, which is also known as saturation. We 

found that after few interviews, the gathered data was practically in sync and afforded both 

holistic and congruent insights into LEO’s perspectives.  

 The reason behind this mutual understanding between interviewees is most likely 

due to internal talks prior to our research. LEO is adamant that there is more potential in their 

open innovation platform and have therefore discussed how to capture value from it. While 

acknowledging the fact that the interviews conducted are of a limited size, we want to highlight 

the prior work done by LEO as a determinant for the common understanding that resulted in 

quick saturation during data collection. Additionally, it is important to stress that only few 

internal stakeholders has knowledge of the intended direction of the open innovation initiative, 

which offered us a short list of possible interviewees to choose from, but also one that consisted 

solely of valuable options. 

 
Neglection of external data collection 

As we investigated how to pull participants to the scientific community, it can be argued that 

having possible (external) participants as part of our interview sample could have benefitted our 

analysis of the pull barrier. A more comprehensive and participant-based perspective of the 

motivations and desires to join the platform could have been useful, but it could also be the basis 

of an entirely new study. As a matter of fact, LEO has previously had master students looking 

into the topic of who should be part of the community. For these reasons, we found it more 

appropriate to focus on the internal changes needed to commence the platform development. Due 

to the novelty of the domain, LEO must first change internally to accommodate the needs of 

developing a platform. This should be antecedent to initiating the development and was therefore 

chosen as the area to be covered in this thesis. 

However, a side-note to this is to assess the usefulness of the pull barrier research. It could 

be argued that relying as heavily on LEO’s knowledge and perspectives, as is the case, might 

result in somewhat distorted and unilateral outcomes. Although our findings are based primarily 

on the knowledge accumulated by LEO over time and not on external data collection, the 

research is still believed to be relevant for the organization. This is mainly due to the fact that 
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LEO already has conducted much research regarding not only the participants for the current 

platform, but also regarding the newly targeted participants for platform 2.0. Therefore, in order 

to structure and optimize our research as much as possible, we decided to turn our focus towards 

more prominent areas of research that have yet to be explored by LEO themselves. When being 

so heavily invested in coming up with executable plans for a company, trusting them and black 

boxing research areas that they regard as concordant with facts is a necessity. This is part of 

delimiting the research to fit the scope of the subject organization. As such, collecting primary 

data from external participants was not deemed essential for investigating the internal capabilities 

possessed by LEO.  
 

6.1 Future Research 
This thesis is one of the first steps in LEO’s journey en route to developing their platform and 

facilitating a scientific community. However, due to its infancy, there is still research to be 

carried out in the near future. As mentioned above, such research could concern the motivations 

for participation in and engagement on the platform. If unable to convince the management to 

provide sufficient resources to outsourcing user involvement know-how, having another set of 

master students investigating these could be of great benefit to LEO.  

 Following the same line of thought, researching the concept of absorptive capacity 

could also yield immense value for the organization, as it could help them learn how to properly 

absorb the value created on the platform and how to convert it into a competitive advantage over 

their peers. 

 

While the above-mentioned research topics are focused on LEO and their needs, there are also 

interesting areas from an academic perspective. For one, the dynamic capabilities framework 

does not take into account the actual operationalization of undertaking the transformation. This 

addition to the framework could prove valuable for future adopters of the DC approach. 

Secondly, our research affords a perspective on how the implementation can help improve 

organizational ambidexterity in a medium sized organization. The OI concept is becoming 

increasingly accepted in industrial settings. It is our belief that further investigation into its usage 

and implementation in relation to organizational ambidexterity could be valuable to both 

academia and practice. 
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7. Conclusion 
LEO Pharma is currently under a lot of pressure, as issues such as increased competition and 

consumer demands, and difficulties in the development of drugs, are all diminishing their 

exploitative effectiveness and forcing them to take action. Consequently, they are exploring the 

opportunity to further develop their current Open Innovation platform to improve their 

exploration efforts. As of such, we investigated how the facilitation of a scientific community for 

early stage research could help LEO increase their organizational ambidexterity.    

 

Based on the collaborative action research approach, we found that the value from the sensed 

opportunity is rooted in secondary data points generated by the community. However, it was 

revealed that barriers consisting of pulling participants to the community, establishing trust, and 

governing the community are hindering LEO from seizing the opportunity.  

To overcome these hindrances, we suggest the utilization of (1) piggybacking and seeding 

strategies to pull participants to the platform, (2) transparency and contracts between external 

participants to establish trust towards LEO and among platform participants, and (3) moderators 

and ambassadors to ensure content and participant quality on the platform. 

Next, we identified the dynamic capabilities required to facilitate a scientific community. 

These amounted to tangible assets in the form of the technological capacity, financial power, and 

the ability to scale compound testing. In addition, the intangible assets of technological know-

how, user involvement, platform/community know-how, open innovation know-how, data know-

how, and business process know-how were found necessary for developing the platform.  

 

The capabilities were compared to those possessed by LEO, which led us to propose the 

internalization of community/platform know-how and data know-how, as these proved essential 

for retrieving value from the community. Additionally, we propose that technical assets and 

know-how thereof, as well as user involvement know-how, should be outsourced, as they are 

outside the scope of LEO’s organization. By conforming to our proposed solutions, LEO will be 

able to facilitate a scientific exploratory community. 

 

Finally, we revealed how the facilitation of an independent scientific community can help LEO 

increase their organizational ambidexterity. Facilitating the community helps LEO optimize their 
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sensing capability by being able to continuously scan the external environment for trends. Hence, 

they improve their options for exploring opportunities that can be pursued. In addition, the entire 

process of developing the platform becomes an opportunity in itself. The knowledge gained from 

their efforts can be translated into vital experience that may prove extremely valuable in future 

explorative endeavors, thereby increasing their organizational ambidexterity. 
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Appendix 
Appendix	1:	Interview	Overview	&	Transcriptions	

Interview	Overview	
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Interview	1:	Niclas	Nilsson	
Peter: Hvordan går det helt generelt i Pharma industrien? 
 
Niclas: Vi får mindre ud og vi bruger flere penge. R&D productivity er ikke så god og Pharma har 
lidt problemer med at følge med ift. innovation. Derfor har vi konkluderet at vi er nødt til at kigge 
på andre måder at gør det.  
 
Peter: Hvad for nogle pressures ser du?  
 
Niclas: Der findes de pressures at det bliver dyrere for os at lave drugs, der er meget der fejler, 
det koster mere. Internt koster det mere. En anden pressure er at folk vil betale mindre for det. 
Health system vil betale mindre for drugs. Det koster mere for os at lave og patienter forventer at 
vi lave bedre / mere personlige drugs, hvilket vil sige at det kommer til at koste endnu mere. Det 
ved vi ikke hvordan vi skal betale. 3. Så har vi en generic squeeze, ting som går off-patent og så 
kommer generic og producerer dem billigere. (incomprehensible). 4. andre aktører som ikke er 
pharma begynder at bevæge sig ind i life science og health, som f.eks. Google går ind og 
arbejder med healthcare. Bevæger sig ind i pharma, healthcare og medicin som tidligere kun var 
pharmaceutical companies.  
 
Peter: Med de her pressures og nedadgående R&D productivity, er det en trend du ser 
fortsætte?  
 
Niclas: Det er ikke min analyse, men hvad jeg har læst så ser det ud som om den findes stadig. 
Men den har forandret sig lidt. Det er ikke helt enkelt at sige hvordan vi måler det. Men hvis man 
kigger på f.eks. pharma industrien ser du jo mange firmaer som har det svært og skærer væk 
ressourcer og omstrukturerer, så det er ikke ‘happy days’. Og der kommer ikke flere ressourcer 
til kan man sige. Når folk skærer væk eller begrænser sig, så er det vældig svært at finde flere 
penge, FT?, mennesker, ressourcer til at løse opgaver.  
 
Peter: Og det gælder også for Leo Pharma?  
 
Niclas: Ja  
 
Niclas: Vi er ikke så hårdt ramt at vi er nødt til at skære utroligt meget ned, men vi kan heller ikke 
vokse. Det vi har, det har vi. Vi skal kunne gøre mere og anderledes ting med det vi har. Det er 
en klassisk situation: ‘How to do more with less’ og den kan man ikke løse traditionel. Men det 
kan være med en anden forretningsmodel inden for forskning at man kan løse den situation.  
 
Peter: Hvad har LEO Pharma gjort for at tilpasse sig disse ændringer i industrien, ift. R&D og 
productivity.  
 
Niclas: Generelt kigger vi meget mere på patienterne, eller “kundefokus”. Så vi forstår bedre 
patienternes behov så vi bedre kan udvikle nogle ting passer markedet og har et ‘behov’. Og det 
er vi blevet meget bedre til. Men det tilføjer også en ekstra udgift kan man sige. 
(incomprehensible) Patient interface, tidlig forskning, basic research problematik som er sværere 
at løse (incomprehensible). Og der kan vi konkludere at vi ikke mere er eksperter på alt, du kan 
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ikke være ekspert på enzymer reseturer (incomprehensible) du er nødt til at finde som er de 
eksterne eksperter. Så for at kunne førende med et rigtig godt drug, så skal du finde ekspertisen 
eksternt. Det er nogle ting som vi har anerkendt at vi er nødt til at blive bedre til. Det står også i 
vores strategi. ‘How to leverage external competence’.  
 
Peter: Du siger man skal ud og hente ting i de eksterne netværk? Hvad har LEO nu, hvad er 
LEO stærke på på nuværende tidspunkt? Er der nogle IP rettigheder, kompetencer, teknologi, 
relationer(partnere)?  
 
Niclas: Vi er stærke fordi vi arbejder indenfor for nichen dermatology. Det betyder for det første 
at vi er lidt beskyttede for “big pharma” fordi de synes dermatologi nichen er lidt for lille, så det er 
ikke en rigtig stor blockbuster. Så traditionelt holder de rigtig store firmaer sig lidt væk derfra. Det 
kan være det ændre sig, men traditionelt set er det sådan. Derfor giver det os en lidt beskyttet 
rolle og gør det nemmere for os at differentiere os, fokuseret. Vi kan det klassiske af 
dermatologien. Set eksternt fra er vores styrke at vi er god til topical dermatology.  
 
Peter: Det er ekspert området?  
 
Niclas: Ja og det indebærer også hele value chain. Vi har alt fra idé, forskning, development, 
marketing, life cycle management, produktion. Fully integrated ifht til topical dermatology.  
 
Peter: Vi har læst at LEO Pharma gerne vil ses som værende en innovativ virksomhed? Hvorfor 
har LEO Pharma behov for at være innovativ?  
 
Niclas: Det er et behov, men vi har ikke tidligere sagt at det har været vigtigt for vores brand, 
men det er det blevet mere nu. Jeg tror behovet nu er at kunne sige at vi faktisk vil vores 
patienter det bedste. Og det kan man kun gøre vi innovation da det vi har nu ikke er til vores 
patienters bedste. Vores patienter vil have noget andet end det vi har og skal vi kunne gøre det 
skal vi være innovative. Så jeg tror det er rimelig simpelt. Plus så lyder det godt.  
 
Peter: Det gør det også, det lyder godt.  
 
All: (laughing)   
 
Peter: Og det at være innovativ, hvordan passer det overens med den vision der er sat af 
ledelsen i LEO Pharma, kan man se det på strategien? Hvad bliver der gjort for at vise vi er 
innovative fra ledelsens side af?  
 
Niclas: Det er faktisk et godt spørgsmål. Den største ting som er synlig ekstern det er vores 
innovation lab. At vi afsat en halv milliard penge og lavet en ekstern spiller kan man sige, eller 
fokusere på at skabe value for vores patienter på ikke-prescription based drugs. Patienter har 
ikke kun brug for drugs, de har brug for andre ting også. Det har vi noteret og det har vi skabt en 
struktur for at håndtere og det synes jeg er meget innovativ og det er der meget fokus på.  
 
Peter: Så det er så en hel ændring af ens måde og arbejde på og fokusområdet er skiftet fra 
tidligere medicin til innovative produkter?  
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Niclas: Ja, så det har vi gjort. Plus også internt har vi struktureret os om LEO Pharma R&D for 
bedre at kunne håndtere sådanne ting. For at kunne tage action på den indblik vi får fra 
patienterne og ikke kun “ointment i en aluminium tube”. Og der har vi været nødsaget til at 
ændre vores interne struktur for at kunne støtte det.  
 
Peter: Er der nogle eksempler på hvordan strukturen er ændret?  
 
Niclas: F.eks. har vi fået mere fokus på devices. Det havde vi slet ikke tidligere. Nu er det 
selvfølgelig også connectivity med devices.   
 
Peter: I har jo startet en Open Innovation platform, hvordan hænger det så sammen med det her 
nye fokus?  
 
Niclas: Det handler om at når man har konkluderet at ekspertisen findes eksternt så gælder det 
om at få bygget en platform som gør at man kan få fat i ekspertisen. Ellers så har man jo et stort 
problem. Vi har traditionelt arbejdet med business development og partnering og ekstern 
collaborations. Og det er en lang og en kompliceret process at komme i gang med external 
partners. Så for at løse det problem har vi opbygget Open Innovation platform for hurtigere at 
kunne afprøve partnerskaber og få dem til at henvende sig til os med innovations løsninger som 
vi ikke kender i forvejen. Så det er en kæmpe forandring i hvordan vi arbejder med eksterne 
partners og gør det nemmere for dem at finde os i stedet for at vi skal finde dem først. Det kan 
hjælpe med at fylde vores pipeline med ny muligheder, kompetencer, som vi ellers ikke havde 
fået.  
 
Peter: Var der andre specifikke problemer ift. at man gerne vil have flere partnerskaber med 
eksterne virksomheder som har ført til valget af Open Innovation?  
 
Niclas: Ja andre typer altså flere, ja. Men også andre typer, andre teknologi, andre targets andre 
molekyler som vi ikke har kompetencer indenfor. Hvis du skal ud og finde nyt så vælger du ofte 
det du kender til. Det er svært at vælge noget du ikke kender i forvejen. Så for at få noget 
diversity og flere muligheder men også hurtigere. Så vi selv kan vælge dem der giver mening.  
 
Peter: Så at man har ekspertise inden for et nicheområde kan være en fordel, men det kan også 
være et problem fordi man ikke så ikke har kendskab til andre innovative løsninger som kan få 
gavn af?  
 
Niclas: Ja det er faktisk et interessant spørgsmål fordi vi lever i en verden hvor vi specialiserer 
os mere og mere, og skal du success skal du være specialist i nogle ting. Skal du lave et rigtig 
godt drug skal du være specialist indenfor for molekyler i forskellige targets, men du kan ikke 
være specialist indenfor alt. Så på den måde gør vi at vi nemmere kan få fat i ekspertisen som vi 
ikke selv har. Jeg kan faktisk ikke helt huske spørgsmålet.  
 
Peter: Spørgsmålet var om det var en ulempe at være så niche orienteret fordi det er et problem 
da man ikke har alle andre kompetencer?  
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Niclas: Niche orienteret i forhold til dermatology?  
 
Peter: Ja netop, altså ift. problemer der gjorde at man valgte at bruge denne platform.  
 
Niclas: Det handler også om at vælge sit forretningsfokus, hvad vil du kunne og hvad vil du være 
dygtig til. Og den rejse LEO Pharma er inde på nu er at vi fokuserer mere og mere på at forstå 
vores kunder og levere den bedste løsning til dem. Og det betyder at vi skal finde de bedste 
teknologi providers til vores kunders behov og det er ikke altid os selv. Så du er i en niche ud fra 
de markedsperspektiv og det betyder at du er nødt til at opnå andre muligheder i fronten? 
(incomprehensible)  
 
Peter: Hvorfor valgte man Open Innovation over andre innovationsmuligheder? Er der nogle 
bestemte fordele ved Open Innovation som man anså som udslagsgivende for valget?  
 
Niclas: Det er kombination af pragmatiske actions og visionære holdninger. Hvis du kigger på 
vores pipeline ser du en masse (incomprehensible) molekyler og progressive molekyler, og hvis 
man kigger en succes kommer igennem x mange molekyler, så vil vi skrue op for antallet af 
molekyler som kommer ind, så får du også flere molekyler der kommer ud, kan man sige. Det er 
rimelig simpelt tænkt. Så det er faktisk grundtanken, hvordan kan vi speede up vores process 
som kører i forevejen. Så Open Innovation var mere en måde at ‘super charge’ vores 
nuværende process ved at få flere ting ind. Og når du stiller spørgsmålet, ‘hvad skal der til for at 
få flere ting ind’, det vidste vi ikke var Open Innovation i sig selv til at starte med, vi så problemet 
her og fandt ud af hvad der skal til for at løse det. Så efterfølgende kom vi frem til at ‘nå det er 
det der kaldes Open Innovation’, så blev det til Open Innovation.  
 
Peter: Så det var faktisk en approach som i egentlig havde besluttet jer for og så viste det sig at 
det passede sammen med Open Innovation  
 
Niclas: Ja og når man så forstår det som kaldes ‘ Open Innovation ‘ så kan man begynde og 
bruge teorier som gør det mere funktionelt. Så det var fordi vi havde et specifikt problem som vi 
gerne vil adressere. I sær når man begynder at arbejde med det så er det også rimelig klart at 
der findes en knowledge ‘out there’ som er utroligt større end den vi har internt. Så hvordan du 
fat i flere artikler, flere datasæt, flere ekspertiser, flere academic groups, alt det som du ellers 
bruger til at bruge dine projekter. Vi læser artikel som er skrevet af andre, jo. Hvordan kan vi 
skabe bedre relationer til dem som skaber al science uden for vores organisation og få dem til at 
hjælpe os på en bedre måde.  
 
Peter: Du siger det går hurtigere med at få ting ind, i får flere ting ind, flere stoffer, man kommer 
ud til et større eksternt netværk af viden, er der flere fordele ved Open Innovation som har gjort 
at i har valgt det?   
 
Peter: Jeg speed, volume og reach.  
 
Niclas: Diversity også, den er vigtig. Hvis taler med en del Open Innovation eksperter så mener 
de fleste Open Innovation kun for speed men jeg vil også highlighte diversity og novelty, altså at 
vi får andre ting ind. For mig er det utrolig vigtigt. Helt lavpraktisk, nye targets, nye pathways, de 
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er nemlig også vigtige. Men også at brande LEO Pharma som en innovativ forretning og at vi 
bliver en preferred partner, så når andre tænker ‘jeg har en ting inden for dermatology’ så går 
man til LEO Pharma. Der er Open Innovation en vigtig del at bygge op, den relation med verden.  
 
Peter: Hvad er det overordnede mål med platformen?  
 
Niclas: Der har vi vores fire ting:  
 
1. vi vil skabe en bedre pipeline. Flere nye ting i vores pipeline.  
 
2. vi vil få en bedre forståelse af molekyler, disease understanding, nye targets, ny biologi, til at 
blive bedre til at forstå sygdomme. Det kan man gøre med den platforme.  
 
3. vi vil brande os. Vi vil synliggøre os selv. Vi er et firma som findes og vi er specielle og i må 
gerne komme til os. Så der differentierer vi os med andre indenfor pharma.  
 
4. en platform hvor vi kan afprøve nye ting.  
 
Niclas: Det er de fire ting som platform skal levere.  
 
Peter: Hvad er fokusområdet for platformen? Nu er vi research and development, tidlige fase. 
Hvilket fokusområde har i valgt for platformen?  
 
Niclas: Fokus er i research, så i tidlig forskning og tidlig pipeline. Det gør det også nemmere for 
der er kontrakterne lidt mindre komplekse og pengene i transaktionerne er lidt mindre. For går 
du op i kliniske faser så er det store kontrakter som er lidt mere traditionelle og svære at ændre 
på. Og det vil ikke give meget speed i det. (incomprehensible). Så der er nogle små muligheder 
som der findes mange af, de findes i den tidlige fase. Der hvor der er høj risiko? Og det er det vi 
må blive bedre til.  
 
Peter: High risk, high reward?  
 
Niclas: Ja præcis, det er det vi går efter.  
 
Niclas: Og at opbygge langsigtet relationer til eksterne  
 
Peter: Hvordan passer Open Innovation platformen med strategien? Nu nævner du at der er 
fokus på patienter som en del af strategien, hvordan passer platformen sammen med strategien 
som er lagt?  
 
Niclas: Det er som jeg nævnte tidligere. Hvis man skal finde den bedste løsning til ens patienter, 
så skal man først forstå patienternes behov og så kan man bryde det ned til tekniske løsninger, 
for det kan være du er nødsaget til at finde andre tekniske løsninger som vi ikke kender i 
forvejen. Der kan vi bruge vores platform til at få afprøvet nye muligheder som kan bedre hjælpe 
os med at dække vores patient behov. Så i princippet kan man sige at vi er patientfokuseret fordi 
vi at vi prøver kigge på den bedste mulighed, hvorend den findes.  
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Peter: Så man kan sige i har fokus på patienter for at blive bedre til det i laver nu, og samtidig 
finde ud af om man skal udforske nye ting f.eks. igennem en Open Innovation platform ud fra 
hvad patienterne vil have.  
 
Niclas: Ja  
 
Peter: Det er du enig i?  
 
Niclas: Godt sagt!  
 
Peter: Tak (laughing)   
 
Peter: Kan vi så snakke lidt om hvad der er opnået indtil videre?  
 
Niclas: Ja  
 
Peter: Hvad er målsætningen for platformen? Er der nogle KPI’s der skal opnås?  
 
Niclas: Vi havde KPI’s i starten, men lige nu har vi ikke nogen KPI’s på den måde mere, med at 
vi forventer at der kommer ind nye kontrakter. Og hvad jeg kan se så har vi fået flere kontrakter 
nu end vi havde tidligere. Så derfor kan man se at den kører og den kører lidt stærkere end 
tidligere.  
 
Peter: Er der nogle succeskriterier?  
 
Niclas: Succeskriterierne er at vi får nogle ting som skaber nye projektmuligheder. Det at den 
kører, betyder ikke at den kører godt. Den kører godt hvis vi også får ind ting som bliver til nye 
pre-projektmuligheder, kan man sige. I pre-projekter kan vi koble ind Open Innovation 
platformen til vores interne ¿stagekit? model og der kalder vi dem ‘preprojekter’. Så der har vi jo 
flere hundrede molekyler som kommer derind, men ingen vigtig værdi i sig selv, i hvert fald ikke 
numbers game. (incomprehensible) 
  
 
Peter: Lidt mere kvalitativt end kvantitativt?  
 
Niclas: Ja!  
 
Niclas: Og vi arbejder med strategien af platformen for at få mere kvalitet gennem alt vi discloser 
af vores science. Så vi fortæller om hvilken science vi finder, hvordan det virker, gør det 
muligheden større for nogle andre at sende ting ind med høj kvalitet.  
 
Peter: Hvad har i så lært indtil videre? Nu er det to-tre år siden platformen startede? Hvad har i 
lært? Hvad for nogle erfaringer har gjort jer? Hvad har fundet ud af er vigtigt for at få sådan en 
open innovation platform op og køre? Og få folk til at bruge den?  
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Niclas: #00:03:14-3#  
 
1. Skal nogen bruge en open door, så skal du fortælle dem om den. Så du er nødt til at promote 
din platform ellers sker der ikke nogen ting. Det kan vi kun gøre mere af. Der har vi ikke skruet 
helt op på endnu.  
 
2. Det kræver interne ressourcer at holde processen kørende og der kræves måske mere fokus 
på science internt end hvad vi har haft. Og når du så finder nogle ting som kan være potentielt 
interessant, så er det igen svært at spinne ind i firmaet, men det er nemmere nu, meget meget 
nemmere end tidligere, fordi vi skaber et internt dataset. som vi bruger. Så derfor vores scientist 
relaterer til det på en helt anden måde end tidligere. Det er ikke sådan at vi har et problem med 
nye projekter. Vi har jo projekter nok til antallet, så der er ikke et hul vi skal fylde på den måde. 
Så det handler om at tage et eksternt projekt og få det til at blive et internt projekt og det er 
svært at få til at ske. Fordi du kan ikke planlægge for det. Vi kan planlægge at vi ‘skal have tre 
interne projekter i 2017’, men det er svært at planlægge for hvis vi innovation under vejen og 
hvilken type vi finder. Så det er utrolig svært strategisk at planlægge for hvad der kommer til at 
ske så du er nødt til at have en fleksibilitet for at kunne bruge den og den er svær at indarbejde 
strikt struktur.  
 
Peter: Og hvordan har i fået det til at fungere indtil videre her når det er meget faste processer, 
en rimelig strikt struktur man har? Hvordan har i så fået det passet ind? #00:04:59-6#  
 
Niclas: Vi har prøvet og passe det ind ved at hooke up på de interne processer som findes. Vi 
har advisory boards som kigger på det videnskabelige og sammenligner med interne 
muligheder.   
 
Peter: Så i kobler op med de nuværende processer?  
 
Niclas: Ja, det gør vi.  
 
Peter: Det du nævner er meget internt, hvad med i forhold til eksterne. Markedsføring. Er der 
andet der har været vigtigt i har fundet ud af i løbet af processen, for at folk de bruger platformen 
og sender stoffer ind?  
 
Niclas: Ja, det er faktisk for det første at forklare hvad det er for en ting, for de fleste aner ikke 
hvad det er for en ting. De fleste mennesker forstår ikke begrebet Open Innovation, de ved ikke 
man skal bruge det til og de ved ikke hvordan de skal forholde sig til det. Det gælder måske frem 
for alt academia, biotech’en de forstår rimelig hurtigt fordi de ser det som en mulighed, at få en 
relation til en potential buyer. Men man skal oftest forklare hvad det er for en ting (oi) og være 
helt lavpraktisk. Internt har det været svært at få alle kontrakterne på plads, at fjerne alle 
kontraktuelle barriere. Men også at forklare for dem eksternt at vi kan findes. ‘Educate external 
partners’ til hvad det her er for en ting.  
 
Peter: OK, så det er nogle af de barriere i har overkommet indtil videre. Prøve at forklare hvad 
det er vi vil, få sat en kontrakt på plads, få lavet de interne processer så man kan teste det man 
skal teste?  
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Niclas: Men også at forklare hvad potentialet er. Hvis du nu går med den her platform hvad er 
potentialet, hvad kan du…  
 
Peter: Hvad udbytte de kan få ud af det.  
 
Niclas: Ja det skal man også kunne forklare.  
 
Peter: Er der nogen barriere eller problematiske situationer som i oplever lige nu som der 
stadigvæk er væsentlige?  
 
Niclas: Barriere? Altså ting som står i vejen?  
 
Peter: Ting som står i vejen eller ting som gør det langsommere.  
 
Niclas: Ja okay noget der gør det langsommere er at vi måske savner en optimeret intern 
process som gør at vi kan skrue op for det hele. Lige nu kan man klare en, to, tre men for 
virkelig at kunne klare fire, fem, seks, syv, otte og for at få noget mere science fokus på det her 
så mangler vi måske nogle ressourcer som er mere dedikeret til den opgave. Og så mangler vi 
at få et system som virker på tværs mellem internt og eksternt, som handler om at tracke 
processen og visualisere det hele, fordi det er sådan nogle ting som firmaer ofte har helt internt. 
Hvordan kan vi få et system som virker både internt og eksternt.  
 
Peter: Lidt gennemsigtbarhed i hvad der foregår og hvor langt man er nået? 
 
Niclas: Ja den process, den savner vi også. Og at arbejde med promotion eksternt.  
 
Peter: I har besluttet jer for at i gerne vil tage den platform videre. Man kan sige at i er kommet 
fra A til B og nu vil i gerne fra B til C.  
 
Niclas: Ja.  
 
Peter: Hvorfor mener i at det er tid til at tage det skridt og hvordan ser det ud, hvad vil i gerne 
hen i mod?  
 
Niclas: Ja det er godt spørgsmål (laughing)  
 
Peter: Skal vi starte med hvorfor?  
 
Niclas: Ja, hvorfor. Det er jo fordi indset at der findes et potentialet i Open Innovation der gør at 
vi kan få fat i science eksternt. Og vi tror at vi kan få fat i endnu mere, så helt simpelt at ‘gear up’ 
og få endnu mere ud af det. Og at i princippet også outsource lidt af vores traditionelle interne 
discovery aktivitet til at læse artikler og skabe forståelse og finde nye targets og molekyler, den 
del af vores arbejde kan vi også eksternalisere lidt. Hvordan kan vi skifte fra en lineær holdning 
til ressourcer til hvordan kan vi få mere ud af de her resourcer. Og jeg tror at hvis du skaber den 
her platform, så kan du i princippet outsource den type af tidlig forskningsopgaver til et 
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community og skaber incentives for dem selvfølgelig. Men det ligger i platformen og hvordan 
man bygger den. Men vi tror at vi kan få fat i mere ekstern science.  
 
Peter: Nu sagde du ‘community’, det lyder som i godt ved hvor i vil hen? Hvad det er i vil?  
 
Niclas: Jamen det er at skabe interesse for andre at hjælpe og med vores forskning, men på 
samme gang hjælpe sig selv med sin forskning, så skaber man en win-win situation platform 
hvor nogen kan en få nogle ting og vi kan få nogle ting og så skaber vi en synergy effekt og det 
er jo hvordan du bygger platformen. Det er der vi vil hen. Vi vil skabe en platform og et 
fællesskab hvor der findes mutual benefits og flere der ser potentialet og vi får mere ud af det og 
de får mere ud af det. Og der kan vi også mixe alle der er involverede i pharma forskning og der 
taler vi hele vejen fra patienterne som også har indblik til biotechs, akademien, kemi, biologi.  
 
Peter: Der er mange forskellige typer i gerne vil have med på den her platform.  
 
Niclas: Ja.  
 
Peter: Det lyder som i ved hvad i gerne vil, ved i hvordan i vil gøre det? Er der nogle bestemte 
problemer for at i kan tage det til det næste skridt? Hvad er issues som i ser lige nu.  
 
Niclas: Hvordan kan man overtale andre om også i at blive åbne. Vi ser en benefit, det er en 
lang process for firmaer at gå fra at være closed til at være open så skal det virke så skal vi 
overtale andre om at åbne op og dele ud. En anden ting man er nødt til at adressere det er 
hvordan skal motivere andre til at gå med og skab incentive til at dele. Den tredje ting det er 
faktisk at bygge platformen som muliggøre det her.  
 
Peter: Og hvad mener du med det?  
 
Niclas: På en måde skal du jo facilitere et netværk og ikke at man skal samle mennesker i et 
rum. Der er det nok man skal have en digital platform hvor man kan interagere, dele og skabe 
muligheder.  
 
Peter: Og det er selvfølgelig ikke nogen kompetencer i har så dem har i hentet ude fra så åbne 
som i er?  
 
Niclas: Ja, der sidder nogen som hedder Peter og Mathias.  
 
Peter: Ja okay, det må vi se om de kan klare så.  
 
All: (laughing). 
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Interview	2:	Jakob	Felding	
Q: Hvorfor har i valgt at lave en OI platform? 
 
A: Den oprindelige idé var: Vi er et mellemstort medicinalfirma, dvs. at vores 
forskningsorganisation er en relativt begrænset størrelse. Så idéen om, at alle gode idéer 
kommer fra den mængde af hjerner, er ret usandsynligt. Idéen kom i virkeligheden fra at sige 
’Hvordan får vi åbnet vores laboratorier til omverdenen, så vi kan få et større flow af idéer til at 
løse de problemer vi står med’. I virkeligheden var det en idé om at skabe øget flux af viden og 
idéer fra omverdenen og ind i vores laboratorier. En lille pind af det var så også at begynde at 
arbejde med innovation på en mere struktureret måde. Det vil sige at vi søsætter piloter, til at det 
her er en måde at gøre det på. Så OI var også en pilot til at sige: Kan vi få det her til at fungere, 
eller skal vi gøre det på en anden måde? Så OI startede som sådan en to-fold, der var det her 
med at gøre vores assays og de der indledende armbøjninger i in vitro landskabet tilgængelige 
for omverdenen, og så det her med at prøve og sige: De problemer vi har, kan vi bruge 
crowdsourcing og OI til at løse de problemer? Det var ligesom de to veje frem vi startede med at 
prøve. Konklusionen blev til at de kan bruges på meget forskellige måder, til at løse forskellige 
problemer. Crowdsourcing er meget god til sådan nogle meget specifikke, tekniske device-type 
problemstillinger, hvor ideation og den slags, det kan man godt, men det er som om at der får 
man lidt mindre værdifulde materialer. I hvert fald i vores erfaring. Hvorimod OI er den der er 
groet mere efterfølgende, fordi der får vi virkelig sat kog i idéer og vidensgenerering og mulige 
nye projekter. Så det var ligesom ganske kort der vi startede. 
 
Q: Du siger det her med, at der ikke altid er viden inhouse der er tilstrækkeligt, og at man 
kan hente noget ude fra. Hvis man sammenligner det med LEOs position i markedet: 
Hvordan den hidtil har været, og hvordan den er nu. Hvordan synes du så behovet for at 
skulle ud og hente ny innovation, hvordan er det nu ift. Hvordan det har været? Hvor stort 
var behovet for 20 år siden ift. Nu? 
 
A: Det [Behovet for innovation] er stærkt stigende. Måske også med den måde virksomheden 
har flyttet sig, hvor vi er gået fra det her topikal fokuserede firma, hvor vi havde fuldstændig styr 
på life cycle management delen og reforumleringsdelen, det var i psoriasis primært. Vi er 
begyndt at bevæge os ind i andre indikationer, men vi var i høj grad på hjemmebane i de 
projekter der kørte. Til nu at gå over i andre indikationer, som eksem, men også i det systemiske 
landskab, hvor du har alle de store spillere: Pfizer, Novartis, dem alle sammen. Det er dem du 
konkurrerer med. Så vi er også lidt gået fra en virkelighed hvor vi havde en niche lidt for os selv, 
til at det i virkeligheden er ændret sig fuldstændig:  Big pharma ser også dermatologi som et 
interessant område, specielt det systemiske landskab er interessant for dem. Dvs. konkurrencen 
bare er øget enormt. Det giver et øget krav til at sige: Hvor får du idéerne til at løse de problemer 
der er vigtige at løse?  
 
Q: Så givet LEOs position historisk set, så har det ikke været så nødvendigt som nu at 
innovere? 
 
A: Ja, det synes jeg godt man kan sige. 
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Q: Hvordan vil du sige OI initiativet passer ind i den overordnede strategi for LEO? 
 
A: Det passer meget, meget smukt. Det er en af vores strategiske målsætninger af blive ’the 
preferred dermatology partner’. Det har vi oversat til at sige: Godt, så er det os der skal være det 
første firma omverdenen tænker på at sende stoffer der har en ny mode of action, eller stoffer de 
mener har en værdi i den dermatologiske sygdom, der bør vi være dem der bliver tænkt på. Så 
det er en måde at skabe adgang på forskellige niveauer, men specielt i de tidlige faser, til 
omverdenen. Men det er også en måde, det er der hvor vi har udviklet OI initiativet, til at sige, at 
det kan bruges som branding til at blive the preferred dermatology partner, hvor man faktisk 
interagerer med nogle lidt ud over bare den videnskabelige verden, men også 
patientorganisationer og andre type spillere inden for healthcare. 
 
Q: Og det er ny for LEO generelt? 
 
A: Nyt i hvilken.. hvad tænker du? 
 
Q: I hvert fald i OI regi, at have så meget fokus på det der ligger udenfor, 3. parter 
 
A: Det er i hvert fald en rejse vi har været på siden 2009, hvor det er blevet mere og mere 
tydeligt, at vi er nødt til at gøre mere i det space. Der har vi jo set OI, og det er derfor vi startede 
et sted med OI, og har så drejet den en smule, til at sige den også inkluderer branding og 
patientorganisationer, interaktioner med andre stakeholders. Men det er jo også en trend der 
kører i industrien, med at der kommer pres på priserne, på innovationshøjden. SÅ der er bare 
øget, en øget forventning om, at man interagerer på flere fronter end bare at komme med et nyt 
lægemiddel. 
 
Q: I forhold til OI, hvorfor valgte i netop OI kontra andre alternativer? 
 
A: Vi søsatte jo to. I virkeligheden var det et forsøg på at lave innovation lidt mere struktureret, 
hvor industrien kommer lidt mere fra den der ’tech push’: vi finder på et eller andet, vi udvikler 
det til et lægemiddel, og så serverer vi den. Anerkendelsen af, at den model fungerer, men i 
virkeligheden skal innovationsprocessen også kunne håndtere, måske i øget grad, at du går ud 
og snakker med patienter, payers, prescribers og forstår, hvilke problemer der egentlig skal 
løses, inden du vælger din teknologiske løsning. Så du lader problemet styre teknologien, og 
ikke den anden vej rundt, hvor du finder problemet efter du har fundet teknologien. Det er også 
den optik man skal se. Vi tænkte at med den måde at tænke innovation på, hvad er det så vi kan 
søsætte, som kan bringe os videre til at løse problemer, hvor vi ikke bare selv kan sidde og 
udtænke dem alle sammen. Vi kan finde problemerne, og det er også det vi skal rigtig gode til, 
og jeg tror i virkeligheden pharma industrien skal blive bedre til, men løsningen behøver vi ikke 
selv at sidde på. Den skal vi bare kunne få adgang til, og så kommer den næste idé: 
Crowdsourcing og OI kunne være to måder at få løsninger udefra ind. Fordi vi kommer med 
problemstillingen. 
 
Q: Der hvor i siger man kan få løsningen ind ude fra, så længe i kan få fat i det.. Hvem er 
det i henvender jer til med platformen? 
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A: Vi startede med en mapping hvor vi kiggede, og sagde at det dybest set kunne være alt fra 
universitetsverdenen til biotech til big pharma. Vi tænkte det nok ikke var så realistisk at targete 
big pharma. Det ville være super interessant at komme ned i den tidlige fase, men måske mest 
værdifuldt at få fat i biotech firmaerne, da de har en bedre forståelse for hvad der skal til: Hvad 
der skaber værdi, hvor meget værdi det de kommer med har. Vi tænkte: Lad os prøve at 
targettere det segment først, og så mere ned mod den akademiske verden end mod big pharma. 
Men i virkeligheden vil vi gerne kunne tilbyde noget attraktivt til alle. Det er bare ikke så 
realistisk, at big pharma ser det som en fantastisk mulighed, da de har mange af tingene 
stående selv. Det var måden vi scopede det på til at starte med. Det betyder også meget 
hvordan du promoter det. Hvis det er universitetsverdenen, så er det typisk adgang til meget , 
meget lidt. Derfor kan du tilbyde dem meget lidt, som har stor værdi for dem, da de ikke har 
noget stående. Hvis det er biotech verdenen, så har de noget stående selv: test systemer, 
forskellige former for in vitro assays, så de skal have lidt mere. Så det har vi lagt op sådan, så 
de får noget som er gratis og frit tilgængeligt for dem og dataen er deres, men i virkeligheden er 
det den forståelse der er bagved, hvor vi har en translatorisk platform, hvor vi siger: Virker det 
godt i de her assays, så har vi viden og hvad der skal til i den næste, lidt mere avancerede del à 
til dyreforsøg à til klinik. Det er i virkeligheden den forståelse som du også får med, og ikke bare 
dataen og så er du videre, du har publiceret, og så skal du ikke mere. OI handler om det første, 
men på bagkanten af OI er der også en mulighed for at lave en aftale som er mere traditionel, 
fordi vi har hele den her translatoriske forståelse på plads. 
 
Q: Ved start af platformen, var der da nogle kompetencer/ressourcer/processer/viden i 
manglede, som i skulle tilegne jer? 
 
A: Et godt eksempel er i starten. Til det allerførste tog vi nogle af de assays vi havde stående. t. 
Også selvom det er små start assays. Det har været nok den største overvindelse. Rent 
teknologisk har vi kunnet se da vi flyttede os fra at håndtere small molecules til nu også at være 
inde i antistoffer. Det er vores interne system ikke gearet til på samme måde. Ting skal foregå i 
vand, du kan ikke fryse det ned på samme måde. Du skal tjekke stabiliteten på en anden måde, 
det er en helt anden type molekyler. Der er vi ved at bygge noget oven på: Hvordan håndterer vi 
andre drug teknologier, end de klassiske small molecules, som er dem vi kan skyde afsted med 
det samme. Når man åbner op for kassen, så kommer folk jo med alt muligt forskelligt. Og der er 
ting som ikke lige passer ind i maskinrummet. Der har vi stødt på nogle udfordringer. 
 
Q: Hvad med uddannelse af personale? 
 
A: Det har mere været på den mentale plan. Mest på det teknologiske plan. Kan vores robotter 
håndterer et nyt medie? En videreuddannelse er måske lidt stort, men i hvert fald en forfining af, 
hvordan OI processen kører. 
 
Q: Så ikke uddannelse ift. Det uddannelse, men mere ift. Konceptet som er nyt? 
 
A: Ja 
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Q: Hvordan har målsætningen ændret sig? Kan du beskrive konkrete KPIer/målsætninger 
fra da i startede? Og hvilke der er indfriet og ikke indfriet? 
 
A: Da vi startede, der var der meget fokus på at få platformen op at køre. Have en webpage så 
det er tilgængeligt. Have en proces der er clearet med legal og andre stakeholders internt. Det 
var simpelthen: get it up and running = KPI 1. KPI 2 = Få 10 aftaler ind, altså aftaler i form af en 
light version med intet juridisk bindende. [Indsendelse af stoffer til test]. Det lykkedes vi med 
inden for det første år. Det viste os at der er hul igennem. Der kommer noget, men det kræver 
også, at der er en der tager ud og promoter det. En og gerne flere. Der skal puttes energi i det. 
Det kommer ikke bare af sig selv. Det skal ligesom være noget organisationen ejer, ikke noget 
nogle enkelte personer ejer. SÅ fungerer det ikke. Da vi var kommet forbi den fase, og så at 
crowdsourcing og OI virkede ok, fandt vi ud af, at det var OI vi ville satse på. Så kom der en 
drejning: I virkeligheden vil vi ikke bare have en masse tidlige projekter. Vi har selv nogle, der 
kommer et væld ind. Det er måske mere noget med, at få viden om hvad der rører sig. Hvad er 
det for nogle biologiske mekanismer, hvad er det for nogle spillere, altså lidt som facebook. Dem 
der har viden om hvad der sker omkring dig, har også en ekstra værdi. Ikke fordi de kender fulde 
detaljer om alt, men de ved”den der mekanisme, den der spiller, så er der noget der rører sig i 
det her felt, upcoming pathway her’. At få skabt det er lige så værdifuldt som at få skabt et 
projekt i pipelinen. SÅ vi har drejet det fra at tænke meget fuel the pipeline, til at prøve at finde 
diamanten til pipelinen. At kunne sortere groft i hvad der kommer ind. Men alt det vi ikke tager 
ind i pipeline, det har værdien af, at det giver overblik over hvad der er interessant og hvad der 
ikke er. Det ikke at gøre noget har også en værdi. Vi sparer en masse penge. PÅ et tidligt stadie 
kan vi sige, at denne biologiske mekanisme ikke er interessant, da vi allerede har testet det. Så 
behøver vi ikke bruge krudt på at læse litteratur og lave reference stoffer og alt det der. Så får vi 
det ind den vej rundt. KPIen der er lidt mere ulden, fordi den har noget at gøre med at bygge en 
corporate memory, som stiger. Men at vi får den ind i vores corporate memory, så de fejlslagne 
forsøg kommer derind og bruges som en værdiskaber, i stedet for bare at sige, at de ikke 
virkede og kommunikere det til partneren. Det har ændret lidt på vores interaktion med dem. Før 
sagde vi, at vi skulle vide så lidt som muligt. Nu har vi skruet op for, at vi gerne vil vide hvilke 
mekanismer vi tester. Vi behøver ikke struktur mv pga IP og kontaminering, men vi vil gerne 
vide, om de gider fortælle de biologiske mekanismer. Det giver os den øgede forståelse af, hvor 
vi skal kigge mere hen, og hvor vi har kigget. Den anden pind er hvor vi bruger det som 
branding. Den har vi lagt op imod ’become preferred dermatology partner’ og op imod.. KPIen 
der har været om vi kan få Head of R&D (SVP) og CEO til at tale om OI. Når de holder oplæg, 
så skal de tale om OI. Så vi får communication med på, at det er vigtigt vi taler om det som et 
firma, og som en måde at arbejde på og interagere med omverdenen på. Ikke kun som noget 
der foregår blandt to mand i research der synes det er en spændende måde at skabe 
innovation. 
 
Q: Overordnede mål fra start til nu – succes eller? 
 
A: I allerhøjeste grad. Noget der bliver ved med at udvikle sig. Det er også et tegn på succes, at 
det ikke kun fik et afgrænset formål. Det kunne ligesom udvide formålet. Og der er andre uden 
for research der begynder at se værdien af at kunne gøre det her. Vi har lige haft en diskussion 
med vores medical kolleger om, hvordan vi kan udvide det ift. At bruge avanceret 
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patientmateriale til at forstå non-responder/responder. Det med at folk begynder at tænke med 
et initiativ, er også et tegn på succes. 
 
Q: Konkrete definitioner på nuværende og fremtidige KPIer for OI? 
 
A: Vi har skærpet den til at sige, at antallet selvfølgelig er vigtigt, men det handler mere om at 
finde diamanten. Og at få det til at fungere i USA! Indtil nu har det været succesfuldt i Europa, 
men vi har ikke gjort nok i USA. Vi har et stort fokus på at få hele markedet og de biotekfirmaer 
der er, til at se idéen i at sende stoffer til os. Der har vi indgået en aftale med US Tech Hub, om 
at der er en der får til opgave at bruge tid på at promovere OI assays og måden at tænke 
innovation på. Det bliver den store KPI for det næste trin. Kan vi få udvidet, så vi har både EU og 
USA dækket af. 
 
Q: Hvad er de næste skridt for platformen, for at kunne opnå de ting her? 
 
A: Der er noget organisatorisk der skal ske. At vi får plantet det som en arbejdsopgave hos 
nogen i USA har været et stort mål. Vi får spredt ejerskabet af at promovere platformen. Ansvar 
deles ud. Både det at toppen af firmaet taler om det, men også at der er nogle nedenunder der 
gør noget aktivt, så det ikke kun er få mand der skal præsentere det. Det går helt ned til,, at vi 
har lavet en folder som alle scientists der tager til konference kan tage med under armen, så de 
bare kan give den ud. SÅ er vi et skridt videre. 
 
Q: Hvilke barrierer har i mødt i denne forbindelse? 
 
A: Den største er den mentale barriere. Man skal bruge meget krudt på at få folk med på det, 
fordi vi kommer fra den her meget beskyttede patient-beskyttede virkelighed af, at man skal 
passe på med at dele informationer. Det er også rigtigt, og det skal man være varsom med. Men 
at få dem med på, at det kompromitterer man ikke ved at gøre det her, fordi det vi giver væk, det 
er ikke noget der er IP i. Man kan altid sige, at vi bliver en gratis screening maskine for andre, 
fordi de kan gå deres vej efter vi har testet for dem. Men der har vi lagt små stopklodser ind, så 
vi tester 10-20 stoffer maks. Vi kører ikke årevis for biotechs der bare kan bruge os som 
screenings facilitet. Men inden man har forklaret det, så tror folk det bare er en open ended 
check hvor du bare kan blive ved og ved. Sådan fungerer det ikke. Men det er også vigtigt at, 
det er måske det mest banebrydende/vanskelige for folk, at jo mindre værdifuld det du giver 
væk, des mindre værdifuldt får du tilbage. Det skal gøre lidt ondt, det du sender ud, og have en 
værdi. Ellers er det ikke værdifuldt for den anden part. Det er den balance af, at hvis man vil det, 
så skal man være villig til at afgive noget, som du måske traditionelt ikke vil give væk som det 
første. Men det er først det r det giver værdi. De rejse kræver meget stakeholders management. 
 
Q: Hvordan går det med det? I har åbnet op for faciliteter frem for at give så meget ud, 
hvordan går det med rejsen? 
 
A: Jeg synes det går fremad. Vi er ved at opgradere de standard assays vi havde. Næste fase 
bliver, at vi tager de senest nye  udviklede avancerede assays som vi selv har lavet, det er dem 
der kommer ud. Hvorfor? De adresserer eksem, som er et af vores store satsningsområder. Vi 
kan ikke ligge og sende halvgamle assays der kun adresserer psoriasis ud, og tro vi kan flytte 
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innovation inden for eksem, det giver sig selv. Vi er nødt til at give nogle af vores seneste, 
nyeste assays. Vi skal holde det på en niveau hvor vi ressourcemæssigt kan følge med, og har 
det godt i maven med det. Men også hele tiden presse citronen på, at det skal være værdifuldt 
det vi sender ud. Så kan man lige så godt lade være 
  
Q: Hvordan vil du sige i er i stand til at gøre det her? Skal der erhverves kompetencer? 
 
A: Nej, det tror jeg ikke. Nu er vi kommet igennem i hele organisationen, hele vejen op. Nu er 
der commitment til, at det her skal vi gøre. Nu er det mere noget med, at blive ved med at gøre 
det. Blive ved med at tænke med. Der tror jeg ikke vi er som organisation endnu. Nogle vil 
stadigvæk holde lidt igen. Det kommer til at kræve nogle interne diskussioner, men hvis du ser 
på hvor vi er ift. Verdenen, så tror jeg vi er relativt langt. Har ikke set andre initiativer der er lige 
så åbne omkring data og hvor alt er gratis. Det kan være det kommer. 
 
Q: Uddybe det lidt? 
 
A: Vi har skrevet review paper (Nilsson & Felding) 
 
Q: Nu vil i gerne tage platformen videre til næste skridt.. Hvorfor har i valgt, at det skal 
ske nu? 
 
A: Hvis man ser det fra et firma perspektiv.. Som firma er vi nødt til, at blive ved med at flytte os 
ud i den her retning af at være mere tilgængelige for omverdenen. Ikke kun i den 
videnskabelige, men også i patientorganisationer, payers, andre stakeholders. Det har noget at 
gøre med hvor pharma rykker sig hen. Det med at blive mere transparent. Det kan ses i mange 
henseender. Vi giver alle vores kliniske data ud, det er der også andre der begynder på. Vores 
pipeline er offentligt tilgængelig. Der er et pres i society for at blive mere transparente, lave flere 
partnerskaber end tidligere i det lukkede system vi kommer fra, som måske er 10 år gammelt. 
Det er den vej det går, og du kan ikke overleve som en pharma virksomhed, hvis du ikke åbner 
op på nye måder. Der er OI et godt svar på noget af det her. Der er mange andre svar, men det 
er noget som research kan tilbyde. Hvor du kan have ’the educated patient’ som kan komme 
med nogle idéer. Du kan interagere med patientorganisationer eller dele af dem på nye måder. 
Det kunne være et eksempel på, hvordan det her fungerer. 
 
Q: Hvordan vil i komme ud og tale med disse patient eksperter? Hvordan kommer i i 
kontakt? 
 
A: Måske gennem patientorganisationer. Vi ser for os en biokemiker der har eksem, som har 
forståelse udover hvad lægmand har-. Ikke fordi han er ekspert, men han er ekspert på sin 
sygdom mens han har en videnskabelig baggrund. De har en ekstra drivkraft for at hjælpe med 
at finde løsninger til disse problemer. De forstår problemerne om nogen. De vil have en drivkraft 
til at gøre et eller andet. SÅ en måde at få fat i dem kunne være via patientorganisationer. Der vil 
de typisk også være interesserede i at være en del af dem. En god, stærk samarbejde med 
patientorganisationer giver os mulighed for at komme i kontakt med sådanne typer. 
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Q: Niclas sagde, at i gerne vil skabe et community og facilitere et møde blandt disse 
typer. 
 
A: Der er vi ret tidligt, men idéen er, at du som på facebook og andre social media platforme, 
kan skabe et sted, hvor innovation og problemer og løsninger diskuteres. Hvor vi bliver mere en 
facilitator for at det kan ske. Og OI kunne være et værktøj til at facilitere det. Mere end det er os 
der skal drive kontakten: Nu snakker vi med patienter. Nu Finder vi løsninger. Hele tiden os der 
driver det. At skabe et forum, hvor det sker af sig selv, fordi de får merværdi af at gøre det. 
Enten via: du har en sygdom, du vil gerne gøre noget ved det og hjælpe til løsninger, så får du 
adgang til måske laboratorier, forskningsgrupper, læger, hvad du har brug for, som vi har stillet 
til rådighed via en OI platform. Det kan også være på den videnskabelige side, hvor nogle får 
adgang til nye partnerskaber, som kan lede til nye løsninger inden for dermatologiske 
sygdomme. Fordi vi har givet adgang til dette netværk. Dels skabes det i OI, men måske også 
gennem andre typer samarbejder vi har i forvejen. Hvis vi har en postdoc gående på et uni i 
USA, der arbejder inden for kortlæggelse af AD, så kan vi måske koble det på som en bid af 
communitiet. 
 
Q: Så i giver noget ud af værdi, og håber der kommer noget tilbage? 
 
A: Ja, vi giver ud, Ellers lykkes det ikke. Det er nogle af de tanker vi har om, hvordan næste 
generation kan være. Der er vi ikke så langt ud over tanker endnu. 
 
Q: Er der tanker om hvordan det skal ske? 
 
A: Niclas er nok bedre til at svare på præcis hvordan. Men tankerne om retningen er interessant. 
Man skal nok se det som en pilot: Kan det her lykkes? Kan vi skabe den her merværdi? Så er 
det interessant. Kan vi ikke, så må vi genoverveje. 
 
Q: Rent strategisk, beslutningen om en pilot for at  facilitere et community, hvordan 
hænger det sammen overordnet set? 
 
A: Det binder tilbage til ’be the preferred dermatology partner’. Formår du at skabe det her, så er 
du the preferred derma partner. Og dem fra toppen kan godt se, at det her har noget potentielt. 
Hvordan man gør og får det til at lykkes, det har vi ikke knækket endnu. 
 
Q: Så prøver man lidt forskelligt og ser hvad der lykkes? 
 
A: Præcis. Sådan startede initiativet også lidt. Det er den anden erkendelse: Lad være med at 
sætte dig ned og tænk ”det er sådan det fungerer”. Gå ud og piloter det, se hvad der virker, drej 
det en lille smule, drej det en lille smule”. Pilot, pilot, pilot. Ikke bruge 2 år på at planlægge 
hvordan det skal se ud, så ender det alligevel galt. 
 
Q: Hvordan ser du OIs fremtid i LEO? Kæmpe stor og vigtig del af LEO, eller er det noget 
der fader lidt ud? 
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A: Det håber jeg! Altså, det er underligt hvis vi ikke fejler med noget. Men jeg ser det som noget 
der gror og bliver større. Men også som noget vi skal passe på bliver sin egen business unit. Det 
skal det ikke nødvendigvis være. VI har vist, at med relativt få ressourcer kan komme rigtig 
langt. Grundidéen er, at du får omverdenen til at arbejde med dig. Du får adgang til en masse 
ressourcer, uden selv at bruge så mange selv, fordi du lægger noget værdi de ellers ikke får 
adgang til. Den tanke tror jeg har en fremtid for os. Man får adgang til en masse, fordi man giver 
noget værdi. Men ikke nødvendigvis så mange ressourcer. 
 
Q: Hvis der kommer en masse nye idéer ind, og man gerne vil følge op på dem. Vil det så 
ikke være lettere at følge op med dem med en business unit, hvor der er hurtigere 
beslutningger? Lidt som iLab? 
 
A: Man kunne måske forestille sig, at den her måde at tænke på kunne andre områder på LEO 
også benytte. Hvis nu regulatory siger ”Hvorfor er det ikke vi prøver at kopiere den her måde at 
tænke viden der kommer ind udefra ind i firmaet?”. Så er du ude over OI som vi tænker det, så 
er det et mindset du prøver at kopiere i organisationen. På den måde kunne det gro. 
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Interview	3:	Thorsten	Thormann	
Q: Vi vil gerne høre lidt om hvorfor i valgte at starte OI, hvad var årsagerne dertil? 
 
A: Det som det kom af, var at vi gerne ville have en anden kultur i vores forskningsorganisation. 
Vi ville gerne have en kultur, som var mere innovativ, mere drevet af interesse og science. 
Måske lidt ligesom en universitets gruppe. Nu er i jo begge fra CBS, og har et IT track.. Jeg ved 
ikke præcis hvordan miljøet er der. Men kommer man fra en videnskabelig gruppe på universitet, 
det der videnskabelige miljø er meget tæt og meget tungt og man har mange oplæg fra 
hinanden. Der er en stor flux af folk gennem systemet, hele tiden nye specialestuderende, 
postdocs, PH D studerende, forskere fra andre steder i verden, man publicerer med andre fra 
andre steder. Vi vil gerne se hvordan vi kan få et miljø, som lugter lidt mere af det. Det var 
egentlig der det startede. Så tænkte vi, kan man forestille sig vores laboratorier, nogle af dem 
kunne man komme ind og lave sit speciale her, sin PHD, eller bare bruge vores faciliteter. 
Ligesom krydre vores miljø med det man nu havde med. Ligesom for at være med i 
diskussionen. Flere der råber, griner, flere der deler ideer med hinanden. På den måde få noget 
kryds facilitering. Få et større flow igennem af folk. Det er ikke sådan lige til at gøre. Det kræver 
noget at lukke folk ind; Må de så være her i weekenden, er der nogle bestemte tider, der er 
mange praktiske ting. Hvad kunne vi så finde på? Så kom vi op med det her, hvor vi sagde: Vi 
kører jo allerede en række af de her assays, som er relativt specialiserede. Hvad vil der ske, 
hvis vi åbner det op til omverdenen? Så kan folk sende interessante stoffer til os, så kan vi teste 
dem. Hvis de ser spændende ud, så kan vi måske få en dialog og en diskussion i gang. Det var 
egentlig interessen. Man kan sige, at det som vi skulle levere var når folk sender stoffer. Og det 
vi skulle have ud af det var ligesom et ‘first view’ af noget der måske kunne være interessant; 
kan man få nye partnerskaber ud af det? Det var den korte business case. Så var der en kæmpe 
diskussion: Det var en stor barriere at sige, at hvis det her skal være let, så skal der være et 
framework i stand. Hvordan kan vi lave entry baren så lav som overhovedet muligt? Hvordan 
kan vi lokke folk til at sende stoffer ind? Det kunne vi måske ved at gøre det gratis. Og ved at 
lave det uden nogen strings attached. Vi fik lavet det kontraktuelle framework, så man bare 
kunne sende stoffer, få testet stoffer, og få dataen igen hvor man ejer dataen. For en pharma 
virksomhed er det et relativt stort skridt at tage. Det lyder måske som et lille, man skal jo tænke 
på, at det kun er 4 modeller der er tale om her [assays]. Men det gik vi så i gang med, hvor 
Niclas har kørt eksperimentet i et par år nu. Det viser sig, at der er en masse som rent faktisk er 
interesserede i at være med i det her. Det har fået en masse ekstern omtale. Også vores CEO, 
Gitte, brugte det som eksempel i Barcelona i starten af ugen [EyeForPharma conference 2017] 
om hvordan vi håndterer partnerskaber. Det er den korte baggrund for det hele. Og så tror jeg at 
der hvor det er på vej hen, det er efterhånden som vi får noget erfaring med det; Hvad kan det, 
hvilke informationer får vi, hvad er det så vi vil udvikle det til? Det er sådan lidt open ended kan 
man sige.  
 
Q: Nu er du kommet ind over mange af de ting vi gerne vil have uddybet, så vi snakker lidt 
nærmere om de her ting. 
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Q: Et skridt tilbage: Inden i startede det; Der må have være nogle problemer eller noget der har 
forårsaget at i skulle være innovative. Var der bestemt ting der gjorde, at i skulle prøve noget 
nyt? 
 
A: Der skal man endnu længere ned i koden på sådan en virksomhed. Da jeg startede her for 14 
år siden, der sagde vi sådan set: LEO er en fuldt integreret virksomhed. Det vi mente var: Vi kan 
selv få alle idéer, lave al tidlig discovery, sen discovery, al tidlig udvikling, sen udvikling, vi kan 
selv registrere, markedsføre. Vi kan det hele selv. Fuldt produceret, fuldt integreret. Vi havde 
egne lastbiler der kørte ud i verden, ikk. Det er tiden løbet lidt fra. Der er kommet en 
anerkendelse af, at det godt kan være de klogeste mennesker ikke sidder lige præcis her i 
Ballerup - Måske er der andre kloge mennesker rundt i verden. Måske er der fordele ved at 
arbejde sammen. Det udviklede sig hen imod, at den verden vi lever i når vi laver lægemidler er 
så kompleks, at hvis man gerne vil favne lidt bredt, så kan man ikke det hele selv. Man er nødt til 
at have eksterne partnere. Jeg tror personligt selv på, at når man har en forskningsorganisation, 
så er man nødt til at gøre den langt mere netværksbaseret end det jeg startede i for mange år 
siden. Det er det underliggende problem, om man så må sige: Hvordan bliver man ved med, at 
få noget friskt blod ind, nye ting, med lidt højere hastighed. 
 
A: Det var også der ideen startede. Hvordan kan vi lave vores laboratorier åbne? Det er så lidt 
svært. 
 
Q: Hvordan passer initiativet ind med den overordnede strategi, hvor man gerne vil være 
preferred dermatology partner og andre mærkesager? 
 
A: Det passer meget godt med, at man gerne vil være preferred partner. Det med partnerskaber 
er meget centralt, både med patienter, patientorganisationer og andre forskning organisationer, 
kommercielle virksomheder. Hele vejen rundt, passer det med partnerskaber rigtig, rigtig fint. 
Det her er jo bare en måde at lave partnerskaber på. Man skal ikke se det som en model, som 
man siger: Nu er den startet, så laver man den til et færdigt koncept og implementerer den. Det 
er ikke sådan. Det er noget som vil være open ended altid. Det vil være et initiativ, som nogle 
gange fylder meget og andre gange lidt. Det vil have nogle udstikkere i resten af organisationen. 
Det kan udvikle sig i mange retninger. 
 
Q: Hvad var visionen da i tog beslutningen om initiativet? 
 
A: Visionen var at identificere potentielle partnere, kommercielle partnere, som leverer molekyler 
os vi potentielt set kan sige: Her er et startpunkt, her er et hit, som vi kan arbejde videre med i 
vores laboratorier og arbejde videre med. 
 
Q: Hvem henvender i jer til med platformen? 
 
A: Da vi startede den, og hvor vi er nu, tænkte vi universitets grupper, biotechs/små 
virksomheder, i mindre grad pharma. Og det er også dem vi rammer. Vi kunne godt tænke os at 
ramme de akademiske grupper lidt mere.  
 
Q: Og hvilke fase er det inden for? 
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A: Alt sammen er meget tidlig fase. 
 
Q: Og det er en bevidst beslutning der er taget - fordi? 
 
A: For det første er det den ende vi er i, den tidlige fase, her. Det er det vi laver, kan man sige. 
Det er den naturlige ting. Den anden ting er, at i den tidlige fase er folk ikke så bekymrede for at 
dele, som de vil være i en senere fase. Der er så langt til man har et kommercielt produkt. Det er 
helt klart man kan komme hurtigere afsted hvis man arbejder sammen med nogen. Hvis det 
derimod er senere i forløbet, så kan man måske sige: “Vi prøver at klare det selv, Så kan vi få en 
større gevinst selv.”. Der er mere at vinde. 
Risikodelingen i den her ende er meget mere værdifuld end den er senere. 
 
Q: Var der mange store ændringer der skulle ske internt i LEO; Ressourcer, kompetencer, 
processer, da i satte projektet i gang? 
 
A: Vi forsøgte at holde det relativt low key. Sammenlign det lidt med innovation lab, som er en 
stor investering på adskillige mio kr hvert år. Den her investering har været absolut minimalt. Så 
få ressourcer på som overhovedet muligt. Selvfølgelig fordi vi ikke kunne afsætte kæmpe 
ressourcer til det, men også fordi det.. Hvis vi sulter Niclas en lille smule, så finder han løsninger 
som er anderledes. Så får han kvikke hovedet som jer til at komme ind, i stedet for vi skal hyre 
Accenture til en høj pris, som ikke bidrager med noget som sådan, fordi det er så nyt. McKinsey 
og Accenture og BCG kan ikke komme med noget. Vi skal have nogle ind, som er mere 
pionererne kan man sige, nogle der tænker mere ud af boksen og ikke er så bange for at fejle. 
Hvis man har investeret en masse penge, så bliver man pludselig bekymret; Hvad hvis vi går i 
hegnet, hvad hvis vi har investeret forkert? Uden det pres, så tør man lidt mere. 
 
Q: Niclas.. Hvordan kan det være han står for Open Innovation og ikke andre? 
 
A: Niclas har en helt speciel baggrund og kompetence her. Det som Open Innovation platformen 
oprindeligt byggede på, den teknologi som den bygger på, den har han været med til at etablere. 
Den kender han, han har den i hænderne og ved hvad der skal til. Derfor har han været god til at 
drive den. Så har han også en tilgang til tingene; Han havde lyst til at prøve noget andet. Nu er 
han jo blevet Mr. Open Innovation. Han rejser rundt i hele verden og fortæller om det. Det har 
givet en mulighed for ham, som han har grebet. 
 
Q: Processer.. Hvordan har i skulle ændre processer for at det kan lade sig gøre, at man får 
tilsendt stoffer, testet, sendt retur mv. Har de være store? 
 
A: Vi havde allerede det her med, at vi samarbejder med firmaer for at teste deres stoffer. Det 
foregik allerede. Men mere på den måde, at man mødtes måske med nogen, snakkede om 
stoffer, og så lavede man en konkret aftale, hvor man får lov til at teste stoffer på særlige 
betingelser, som man forhandler. Der er måske penge involveret. Så tester man, deler data og 
lignende. Det vi gjorde var at strømline den proces. At sige.. Det her med at vi skal møde folk på 
en anden måde. Vi skal invitere dem hjem. Vi har en hjemmeside, vi har oplæg mv., så de 
kommer til os, i stedet for vi skal ringe til dem. Det var den ene del, at strømline processen. Den 
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anden var at få det kontraktuelle framework på plads. Der er ingen grund til, at vi hver gang skal 
lave en ny kontrakt. Vi kan bruge den samme, ihvertfald hvis vi fjerner det der gør det svært for 
modparten at være med i det. Hvis vi siger de ejer data og får det hele, så er der ihvertfald ikke 
noget der, som man kan blive sur over. På den måde tilpassede vi processen. 
 
Q: Du nævner kontrakter..  Var det en barriere der skulle overkommes med nogle nye forhold? 
Og var der andre barrierer der gjorde det svært? 
 
A: Der har også været nogle interne barrierer. Der er altid  en ressource diskussion. Skal vi 
hellere teste vildt fremmede menneskers stoffer, vi betaler for de får data, hvad får vi ud af det? 
Skal vi hellere arbejde på egne projekter? Der er en kultur barriere der. Det er selvfølgelig rigtig 
nok, men der blev vi nødt til at løbe det i gang, for at se hvad det evt. kunne blive til. 
Noget der hjælper med at nedbryde sådan en barriere er, at man gør det meget transparent. Det 
er SÅ mange stoffer, det er DENNE omkostning og så videre. Så er det nemmere. 
 
Q: Pilotprojektet er slut. Det har været en success. Hvorfor, hvilke parametre har man målt på? 
 
A: Godt spørgsmål (nice). Det som vi håbede på var at få en masse nye partnerskaber ud af det. 
Det har vi ikke fået, fordi det viser sig, at der er langt mellem snapsene. Men det som vi 
opdagede undervejs var, at sammen med folk sender et stof ind til os, og så tester vi det og 
sender data retur.. Hvis det er det primære data punkt, så er der en masse sekundære 
datapunkter: Vi finder ud af hvem der sender ind, hvem arbejder med stoffer de mener er 
interessante i dermatologi, hvor bor vi, kender vi dem, hvor gode er de i virkeligheden, hvor 
mange stoffer sender de ind af gangen, er det en dedikeret indsats. Der er en hel masse 
sekundære data rundt om det primære datapunkt. De er i virkeligheden meget mere værd. 
 
Q: Hvorfor skaber de så meget værdi for jer? 
 
A: Fordi de siger noget om, hvad der rører sig i det her miljø. Som vi ikke kan læse nogen som 
helst steder. 
 
Q: Det er noget med den her flux af info, hvad der sker i miljøet.  
 
A: Simpelthen noget om trafikken. Og hvem der kører på vejen, om man så må sige. 
 
Q: I har valgt at tage platformen videre til næste fase. Hvad er visionen fremadrettet? 
 
A: Nu er det her med de her modeller, man tester og sender data, det er ligesom oppe og køre. 
Der er en proces for det, og der kommer nogle kontakter ind på den måde. Det næste pilot 
projekt kommer måske tilbage til det her.. Det har en åben ende. Det der giver virkelig værdi det 
er de sekundære datapunkter. Hvordan kan vi få flere af dem? Hvad skal der til? Nu har vi egne 
data, kan vi f.eks. få endnu flere datapunkter? Kan vi få lov til at se deres strukturer? Kan vi få 
dem til at teste de samme stoffer hos andre og stadig få de data? Kan vi få at vide hvem de 
sender dem til? Hvad for flere datapunkter kan vi få noget ud af? Det er noget vi diskuterer, 
hvordan kan vi explorere det koncept endnu mere. Jeg synes at det der reddit lyder som et 
super koncept, hvor man i virkeligheden skaber et netværk som bare føder sig selv. Hvis man er 
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i stand til at sidde bag ved, og tappe og korrelere de data på den rigtige måde, så får man en 
fantastisk information som folk interesserer sig for. Og hvilke svar der kommer, hvor i verden de 
kommer fra og hvad ved jeg. Det var egentlig den diskussion som Niclas og jeg vi havde da vi 
sad og brainstormede om det. Hvordan kan det her være sådan en Facebook for drug discovery 
i virkeligheden? Hvor man sidder bag ved som os, og monitorerer hvad folk snakker om. At de 
deler deres data. Og det vi diskuterede var, om vi kunne etablere et netværk, som baseres på 
det vi kan bidrage med, men også de partnere vi samarbejder med i andre sammenhænge, de 
kunne måske få lyst til at være en del af vores dermatologi netværk. Vi kan sige hvis vi har en 
partner i Indien, som vi tester vores stoffer hos.. Det kunne godt være, at den her partner kunne 
tænke sig at være en del af vores netværk. Hvis man allerede er kommet ind i vores Open 
Innovation platform så kunne måske få rabat der. På den måde kunne det så være at vi, udover 
at vi tester stofferne i vores egne, også ville kunne få adgang eller information om andre 
datapunkter. Evt. hvad for nogen assays de tester dem i. Og det skal man så finde ud af 
hvordan pokker man vil kunne bygge det op.  
 
Peter: Så det vil sige i giver dem en mulighed for at de kan spare nogle penge ved at bruge jeres 
leverandører så kunne i måske få lidt mere information om hvad de arbejder med? Noget for 
noget?  
 
Thorsten: Ja lige præcis.  
 
Peter: Ser i det som værende det næste skridt? “Nu skal vi ud og have flere datapunkter ved at 
skabe et netværk”? Hvad er skridtet for at få det til at ske?  
 
Thorsten: Det er det som vi arbejder med lige nu. Hvordan pokker kan vi få det til at ske? For der 
er vi ikke helt i hus. Niclas har brug for nogen hænder i virkeligheden til at få maskinrummet til at 
køre så han kan arbejde med at videreudvikle konceptet.   
 
Peter: Er der nogle barriere eller problemer som gør det her svært?  
 
Thorsten: Det som vi forestiller os som kan være svært, det er: hvad skal incitamentet for at gøre 
det her via os være. “Hvorfor er ‘de’(LEO) med i netværket?”  
 
Peter: Hvorfor det skal være lige LEO Pharmas og ikke andres netværk?  
 
Thorsten: Ja, lige præcis. Er det suspekt at det er en pharma virksomhed som sidder på 
netværket.  
 
Peter: Som man måske ikke rigtig stoler på og hvad deres henseende er med det?  
 
Thorsten: Ja. Og det er jo helt reelt, vi sidder jo ikke for at stjæle folks idéer, men vi sidder jo for 
at lære noget og så er det klart at der er jo også noget i det for os, ikke.  
 
Peter: Jo. Det er så en måde formidle på hvad der er i det for jer, men samtidig skal man bevise 
hvad der er i det for dem, måske?  
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Thorsten: Ja. Man kan sige i den eksisterende model hvor de sender stof, som vi tester og de får 
data. Der får de noget helt konkret. De ved hvad de giver og de ved hvad de får. Der skal vi 
ligesom finde ud af hvordan vi kan definere den værdi som er i det for andre også. Jeg tror det 
her med at sørge for at det er transperent. At det ikke er suspekt. At man ikke bliver fanget i 
noget. Det tror jeg er et ret vigtigt element. Det gør også at det kontraktuelle skal absolut holdes 
på et minimum. Vi skal ligesom fralægge os alle rettigheder og det samme skal potentielle 
partnere gøre.  
 
Peter: Ja. Så man deler alt med alle i princippet, hvis det er muligt?  
 
Thorsten: Ja.  
 
Peter: Nu er det her jo et lidt andet område end hvad i ellers har arbejdet indenfor, hvis man skal 
ud og skabe netværk. Hvis det skal kunne lade sig gøre, hvordan ser det så ud ift. ressourcer, 
processer, kompetencer? Skal man ud og tilegne sig ting? Er der nogen man skal lære op i nye 
ting?  
 
Thorsten: Jeg tror at der er klart nogle kompetencer som vi har brug for. Og det er ikke bare her. 
Det er sådan hele vores organisation, som handler om datahåndtering. Der er data infrastruktur 
som er nødt til at være bedre. Der er noget datahåndtering både i form af hvordan vi gemmer og 
arkivere data, men også hvordan vi kan analysere det. Lave meta analyserne af de her data. 
Der har vi brug for nogle folk som vi ikke kender i dag. Det interessante er jo at Niclas og jeg og 
alle de andre, i hvert fald de fleste, er jo ansat i en tid hvor man går til tingene meget mere 
mekanistisk. Hvor man ikke betragter data som et asset hvor man skal finde mønstre, men man 
har ét datapunkt og så bygger man det næste. Og det betyder at vi skal have nogle folk ind som 
har ¿ortoponalt? (incomprehensible) mindset i virkeligheden i hensyn til data og det er en ret 
stor udfordring.  
 
Peter: Hvordan ifht. process hvis der kommer virkelig mange nye tiltag og det skal sættes op så 
jeres netværk måske kan bruge jeres eksterne partnere. Kan man bare gøre det uden lige?  
 
Thorsten: Godt spørgsmål. Rigtig godt spørgsmål.  
 
(laughing)   
 
Thorsten: Umiddelbart ville mit forslag være at sådan noget ville man etablere udenfor. Både for 
ikke at belaste vores egen infrastruktur, men også for at have noget som er dekoblet en lille 
smule.  
 
Peter: Det vil jeg egentlig gerne have at du uddyber lidt. Er det at dekoble det, gøre det 
independent, er det en mulighed for Open Innovation hvis det skal lykkes? Er det så det man 
skal gøre? Eller skal det holdes som en intern del af virksomheden, som det er nu, research? 
Eller hvordan?  
 
Thorsten: Det er jo altid en god diskussion. Det er altid en fin balance, fordi tit kan man få ting til 
at køre i et andet tempo hvis man river det løs fra det store. Men der hvor det giver værdi det er 
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jo også når man kan integrere det tilbage igen. Så hvis man tænker på at man har lavet en stor 
gryde spaghetti som så er blevet lidt kold så hænger al det der spaghetti sammen, så i stedet for 
at begynde og filtre det ud så er det nemmere bare at koge noget ny, i virkeligheden og så have 
det udenfor. Men hvis så skal blande tingene på et tidspunkt, så begynder det også at blive ret 
svært. Så man skal finde den rigtige balance der.  
 
Peter: iLab er vel blevet dekoblet fordi at de skal have friheder, de skal kunne tage hurtige 
beslutninger. Hvad med Open Innovation som det har været indtil nu, har det været med i 
overvejelserne om man skal sige: “ Open Innovation er Open Innovation, og research er 
research, og dele det op”, eller har det ikke været med i overvejelserne?  
 
Thorsten: Nej det har ikke været med i overvejelserne. Jeg ved heller ikke rigtig om jeg tror på 
modellerne. Det er klart at når noget bliver så stort og tungt at det mister agiliteten, så er det 
farligt. Måske også af den grund er det jo rigtig værdifuldt at det er nogle få kræfter der kører det 
der Open Innovation projekt. Det skal ikke omslutte lige pludselig. Det er nødt til at være nogle få 
kræfter som kan være agile i forhold til og så skal vi have det integreret. Det som er godt skal 
integreres og det som er skidt skal man bare lade køre ude.  
 
Peter: Så det er måske i virkeligheden et mindre team af Open Innovation for at det kan tilpasse 
sig det miljø de er i.  
 
Thorsten: Ja absolut. Det sker jo også at organisationer der kommer ud, kommer til at blive så 
store at de nærmest bliver en konkurrent og så er man sgu nærmest dårligere stillet end man 
var fra starten. Så jeg er ikke en kæmpe fan af at hive ting ud, bare for at hive det ud. Jeg tror i 
virkelighed hvis man skulle gøre det, så skulle man hellere købe et asset uden for, en 
virksomhed udenfor, for at få nogle kompetencer. Hvis vi nu ikke kunne identificerer eller 
tiltrække medarbejdere som kunne lave de der analyser som jeg snakkede om før, så kunne 
være vi skulle købe en virksomhed som kunne det. Samarbejde med det og trække det ind som 
var nødvendigt.  
 
Peter: Få nogle kompetencer ind i stedet for at hive noget ud og så prøve og bygge det op 
nedefra.  
 
Thorsten: Ja. 
 
Peter: Okay. Hvordan ser du så Open Innovation, nu har det kørt i tre år efterhånden, hvordan 
ser du det om en fem, ti år? Hvordan kunne det se ud? Hvordan udvikler det sig? Det kan gå i 
mange retninger som du siger.  
 
Thorsten: Ja.  
 
Peter: Men hvad håber du?  
 
Thorsten: Jeg tror at Open Innovation er en endnu mere integreret del af vores research 
platform. Jeg tror det mindset som det i virkeligheden er, omkring at have en netværksbaseret 
organisation, det tror jeg er endnu tydeligere om fem til ti år. Derfor tror jeg også at det der med 
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at folk sender ting ind som man arbejder videre med og man deler. Det vil der være meget mere 
af.  
 
Peter: Har du noget at tilføje? (looking at Mathias)  
 
Mathias: Nej, egentlig ikke. Jeg synes vi nåede godt om det hele.  
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Interview	4:	Niclas	Nilsson	
Mathias: Allerførst vil vi gerne høre hvad der kvalificere dig til at arbejde med Open 
Innovation, har gjort dig til “Mr. Open Innovation”? Om du har fået noget træning eller 
været på kurser?  
 
Niclas: (laughing) Det næsten noget du skal spørge min chef om. At kigge på sig selv 
og sige: “hvorfor er jeg kvalificeret?”. Det er vel mere faktisk at jeg tog mig af opgaven. 
Jeg har kvalificeret mig selv for at gøre det. Havde nogen andre gjort det, så havde de 
været kvalificerede. Men i stedet for at tale om hvad der kvalificere mig, så kan man 
måske tale om hvad som har muliggjort mig at gøre det. Det er i så fald at jeg har valgt 
at kigge på det interdisciplinært. Det er et spørgsmål, en problematik, hvordan man får 
fat i eksterne partners nemmere og hurtigere. Og så kigger vi på problematikken fra et 
interdisciplinært perspektiv eller transdisciplinært og det her var den store forskel. Så i 
stedet for at prøve og dykke ind i det videnskabelige, business, legal, konfidentialitet, 
så har jeg kigget på det hele. Derfor har det lykkedes med at komme så langt. Jeg fik 
formelt opgaven af management, at gøre det. Fordi jeg har identificeret muligheden, 
eller problematikken. Og jeg har også fået træning. Jeg har også været på nogle typer 
kurser inden for det her. Men jeg kan selv sige at jeg har talt på kursus mere end jeg har 
været på kursus. Men der findes ikke så meget konkret omkring det.  
 
Mathias: Hvis vi kobler op til hvad vi snakkede om sidst, der fik vi jo forklaret meget de 
overordnede mål med det, hvorfor det blev sat i gang og hvor det er på vej hen. Og der 
snakkede vi også om at i gerne vil lave et community, eller facilitere et community. Kan 
du give en begrundelse af hvorfor et community er noget i har valgt at fokusere på?  
 
Niclas: Vi tror at vi kan finde flere idéer og at vi kan få i gang flere muligheder end vi 
ellers kan. Og mange ting handler jo om i tidlig forskning, at det er høj risiko projekter. 
Og som det er nu så er det meget svært for os at dedikere ressourcer, at kigge på 
tidlige høj risiko projekter. Så vi siger til dem “Nej tak” og så gør vi det ikke. Med et 
community der håber vi at vi kan få sådan nogle ting til at ske, på en anden måde. Og 
så får vi så flere muligheder på den måde. #00:02:51-9#  
 
Mathias: Hvem er det så i tænker skal være en del af dette community? 
 
Niclas: Vi har forskellige tanker omkring netop dette faktisk. Sidste år havde ti to som 
jer, der kom til os og skrev om.. potentielle partnere, kan man sige, som kunne være 
interesserede i denne form for platform. Hvad de helt specifikt kom frem til det har jeg 
svært ved at huske her og nu. Jeg tror de kaldte dem scientists og startups. Men det er 
jeg ikke helt sikker på, det må vi følge op på efter interviewen er slut. Men vi er 
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ihvertfald kommet frem til en fem forskellige roller der kan blive vigtige for os. De er 
nogle forskellige typer som kan bidrage med forskellige ting til det community her. 
 
 
Mathias: Det må vi lige huske så. Har i nogen planer om hvordan community’et skal 
opbygges på nuværende stadie?  
 
Niclas: Der skal opbygges fra et eksternt perspektiv. Så vi skal ikke bygge det fra vores 
perspektiv. Vi skal bygge det så andre kan se at det giver værdi og er brugbart for dem. 
Gør man det så kan man lykkes. Gør man ikke det, så kan man ikke lykkes. Så 
incentives, motivation og ‘whats in it for me’, fra nogle andres perspektiv er absolut det 
vigtigste.  
 
Mathias: Så hvis du skal prøve og gå i dybden med det og udpege nogle key 
points/features/funktionaliteter som den skal understøtte, platformen eller 
community’et.  
 
Niclas: Ja den skal understøtte forskellige ting for forskellige typer af mennesker, 
forskellige roller som vi har talt om tidliger. F.eks. vi vil tiltrække en biotech som har 
interesse i at skabe kontrakt med en pharma for sin teknik til klinikken(?) og lave en 
drug og få hjælp til at udviklingen, hvilket de har behov for. Så skal vi kunne tilbyde dem 
måske at vi har en translationel platform, så hvis det lykkedes så kan de se et klart 
behov for os om at hjælpe dem. Så hvis de kan se at vi kan hjælpe dem hele vejen til 
markedet f.eks., men taler vi med en akademisk forskningsgruppe så er de ikke så 
interesseret  i det aspekt. De er måske mere interesseret i at de får science og data 
som de kan publicere, f.eks.. Så kigger på det fra de forskellige perspektiver og så 
tilbyde det som de har behov for. Der findes ingen generel løsning på det. Men mere at 
forstå hvilke roller man vil få involveret og så bygge det op fra det perspektiv.  
 
Mathias: Hvis vi så kigger på platform tekniske aspekter der kan hjælpe, nu nævnte du 
f.eks. den her data og science som kunne komme ud af det. Hvad ville du tro er nogle 
af de vigtigste aspekter for at kunne få det til at ske? Såsom at man kan dele ting, er 
brugere profiler vigtige med meget information om sig selv?  
 
Niclas: Nu skal jeg pege på jeres billede (laughing) (peger på tavlen).  
 
Mathias: Ja det må du gerne (laughing)   
 
Niclas: På det det her midterste billede, der er tre mennesker eller fem mennesker. 
Mellem de to mennesker som er længst til venstre der er der en grøn pil som går begge 
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veje, der ser man fællesskabet. Det er meget nemt at tegne det der, men platformen 
skal se til at det sker. Og det skal man tænke på.  
 
Niclas: Nu kommer jeg til at tegne på jeres billede 
 
Niclas: Der har i mennesker herovre eller grupperinger. Som ikke nødvendigvis er 
involveret i noget relevant. Det kan være de vil kigge på det og lave lidt science, men 
der findes ikke noget match. Så det er et match imellem de her to mennesker, ud fra 
100 forskellige mennesker. Så hvordan finder du de to’s match i platformen. Den skal 
man tænke på. Så hvis det sker med matchmaking eller at man bare tilbyder at de selv 
skal finde hinanden, det ved jeg ikke. Men aspektet at muliggøre at det sker. Det er 
vigtigt for platformen. Exact hvordan det sker det må vi tænke på. Men det er et vigtigt 
aspekt hvordan vi bygger et community. Så at dele med sig burde måske og sine 
behov ønskninger og hvad man kan tilbyde. Det er vigtigt.  
 
Mathias: Så hvis skal man opsummere, kan man så godt sige at der ikke er 
overensstemmelse mellem hvor man gerne vil og hvordan man gør det. I den forstand 
at man godt ved hvor man vil hen, men man ikke er helt sikker på endnu hvordan man 
kommer derhen? 
 
Niclas: Ja det kan det være. Det kan være derfor du vil gå med f.eks. du har nogle ting 
du gerne vil komme videre med, men du ved ikke hvordan. Ellers så går du ind og ser 
hvilke muligheder der findes. Jeg ved ikke hvordan, men det kan være jeg finder nogen 
ting her. Der findes jo mange aspekter af hvorfor man skulle ‘gå med’. Hvis man kigger 
på patienter, så kan det være at man er helt desperat: ‘jeg synes ikke der er noget der 
virker for mig. Jeg vil selv gøre en forskel, kan jeg det?’ f.eks.. “Eller studerende f.eks.. 
Det er fandme svært at få job, kan nogensinde fremvise mig selv at jeg er dygtig til 
sådan nogle ting”. En anden årsag kan også være lysten til at hjælpe, bidrage til den 
her samfund og dens patienter som kan få nytte af det.    
 
Mathias: Og hvis man så tager det ift. LEO Pharma, det var faktisk også lidt det jeg 
mente, men nu var det et fint svar du gav til det andet.  
 
Niclas: Ja  
 
Mathias: Men ift. hvor langt i er nået med det nu, er det så korrekt forstået at i ved hvor 
i vil hen, men hvordan i skal gøre det er stadig det i er ved at finde ud af nu?  
 
Niclas: Vi ved hvad vi vil få ud af det hele. Men hvordan det skal se ud, det er uklart, og 
bestemt hvordan det skal bygges er endnu mere uklart. Vi havde tænkt os lidt at det 
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bliver drug research a la facebook, kan man sige, eller linkedin f.eks.. At det blive en 
digital platform, community based, hvor man både kan være personlig, men også 
videnskabelig. Sådan nogle typer social media feature, forum baseret, men også det at 
man kan dele science data. Jeg tror så at det kan være at det kommer an på ligesom 
selve platformen vi skal bygge, man skal overveje hvor meget skal man bygge selv og 
hvor meget man skal overlappe med andre platforme, eller andre tekniske løsning. Det 
skulle jo kunne være at man siger vi bygger bare ligesom et forum og så hvis man skal 
dele science (incomprehensible), f.eks.. Det har vi ikke konkluderet endnu.  
 
Mathias: Nu nævner du det også selv, det med at dele science, hvis du skal konkret 
sætte ord på hvad værdien er for medlemmerne af community’et, tangible værdi hvis 
man kan sige det sådan, eller intangible. Hvad vil du så sige værdien er som bliver delt 
imellem dem?   
 
 Niclas: Altså hvis du deler science, hvilke værdier?  
 
Mathias: Ja, altså er det viden, matching, at man matcher to partnere der måske ikke 
kendte hinanden op, eller er det noget helt tredje.  
 
Niclas: Jeg tror at det er synergi mulighederne. Du deler nogle ting og ser du at nogle 
andre deler noget lignende, eller andre ser at du deler det. Og i fællesskab kan man 
sige: ‘Jeg har én værdi og du har én værdi’ og så ser vi muligheden af fællesskabet og 
at det tilsammen giver en værdi på tre. Den synergieffekt, der findes et stort potentiale, 
der har du det lidt med at kunne bevise over for nogen som kommer ind at hvis du deler 
et kan det være du i fællesskabet med andre bliver til tre. Det kunne jeg tænke mig 
skulle være meget værdifuldt. Men man kan jo dele forskellige ting, du kan jo dele 
science, du kan jo dele tools, du kan jo dele forventninger, du kan dele problemer. Og 
det er måske den del af platformen som er lidt uklar nu, eksakt hvordan kan vi 
muliggøre at man deler så forskellige ting. Altså rent teknisk og rent strukturelt. Altså 
platformen skal også være simpel.  
 
Mathias: For at det kan lade sig gøre, at man skal kunne dele de her ting. Og at man 
skal kunne lave de her match og de her partnerskaber, eller relationer og synergier. Er 
der så nogle bestemte barriere ift. communitiet som kunne forhindre det, eller nogle 
udfordringer ved det.  
 
Niclas: Ja. Den første barriere er, at alle har ikke samme syn på Open Innovation som vi 
har og de fleste andre ved faktisk ikke hvad det betyder. Så derfor er der en 
disalignment mellem hvad vi kan tilbyde og hvad andre kan relatere til. Lige nu så virker 
det okay, fordi vores eksterne partnere lige nu behøver ikke og ændre på sig selv for at 
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arbejde med os. Men skal de være i vores community platform, så skal de ændre på sig 
selv. Derfor skal der til nogle type af education eller forståelse for hvad Open Innovation 
platform kan tilbyde dem, og hvordan den virker operationelt. Du kan ikke bare være en 
passiv kigger og så hive den op. Du er nødt til at være aktiv og dele ting for at gavne 
det. Og det bliver en barriere at kunne formidle noget forståelse for andre om at Open 
Innovation virker. What’s in it for them og hvad de skal bidrage med for at det sker. Det 
er en barriere. En anden barriere er potentielle regulative barriere. Hvis man ikke må 
arbejde med US Decisioner eller ikke må interagere med patienter, ting som vi ikke ved 
i forvejen, men som kan blive et problem. Kontraktuelt og regulativt kan det være svært 
at få lov til at arbejde med de her forskellige roller og patienter. Tredje barriere er 
marketing, promotion og at finde frem til dem der skal med i communitiet. Og løfte 
frem, at det skaber værdi for dem, at engagere sig. De skal faktisk engagere og bidrage 
med nogle ting, det skal man overbevise dem om, at det er relevant for dem. 
 
Q: Vi har hørt at kontrakter tidligere var en barriere der skulle overkommes for at få 
processen sat op. Hvordan står i ift. det nu?  
 
A: Kontrakterne er blevet meget nemmere. Det er korrekt, at i starten vidste vi ikke hvad 
der skulle til for at få det gjort. Men nu sker det faktisk rimelig okay. Der findes en del 
dimensioner som gør det komplekst. F.eks. i US har de andre regler på kontrakter end 
vi har i Europa. Skal man få det globalt, så skal man kunne håndtere lokale behov. Vi 
har prøvet at gøre alting generisk, men f.eks. nogle stater i US kan signere kontrakter 
som ingen andre kan. Og så er der forskellige kontrakt behov mellem akademien og 
biotechs. Der er mange forskellige behov.  
 
Q: Kan vi tale lidt om trust ift. brugerne på platformen: Hvad tænker du man kan gøre, 
for at forhøje trust mellem de to parter - hvad kunne i tænke jer? 
 
A: For det første skal det være transparent: What you see is what you get. Ellers kan 
man ikke stole på nogen ting. Sørge for at skabe trust mellem de to partnere, hvor LEO 
ikke er med. I don’t know, jeg ved faktisk ikke hvordan det gøres, men jeg forventer, at 
der kræves en proces som er rimelig lang for at bygge en fælles forståelse. Når begge 
partnere har samme forståelse, så tror jeg vi kan bygge trust. Men kommer man ikke 
med samme forståelse, så er det svært at gøre. Kan vi tilbyde en platform som er 
transparent, og få partnerne på samme forståelsesniveau, så tror jeg måske vi kan 
skabe noget trust.  
 
Q: Er trust og attract de to primære problemer der står i vejen for en succesfuld 
platform? 
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A: Det var faktisk ikke mig der nævnte trust, det var jer. Trust er blevet til et ord, et 
label, som man siger om ting der er lidt uklart. Traditionelt set har vi, pharma, ikke 
været trustworthy, fordi man tror vi bare vil stjæle deres idéer. Skal man kunne dele 
med andre, så skal der ikke være mistrust. Men jeg ved ikke, om vi skal kalde det trust. 
Man skal måske flytte aspektet fra ikke at have mistrust til at blive neutral, fremfor at 
bygge trust. Det tror jeg er en lang investering som communitiet kan bygges op til, men 
man kan ikke starte der. Havde vi haft trust, så havde vi ikke haft behov for kontrakter. 
Kontrakter muliggør at partnerne stoler på os. Stole på at vi ikke tager deres idéer. Det 
det handler om er respekt og at man kan stole på os. For der findes ingen trust på den 
måde som vi taler om trust almindeligvis. Men vi kan bygge det op på sigt. Det handler 
mere om at man kan stole på hinanden. Det tror jeg det handler om.  
 
Q: Kan man sige hovedordene bliver bundet op til, at for at skabe trust mellem LEO og 
partner, så hjælper det kontraktuelle. Men for at skabe trust mellem to eksterne 
partnere, er det måske transparens der er kodeordet? 
 
A: Det tror jeg. Vi har ikke prøvet det tidligere. Måske skal vi skabe transparens gennem 
vores infrastruktur. Måske skal vi bygge en vej ind til os, men vi skal også sørge for vi 
bygger en vej på tværs. Det kan være vi skriver en kontrakt, som vi kan se kan bruges 
mellem to partnere. Måske kan vi hjælpe dem undervejs. Vi kan agere som negotiator 
mellem to partnere. Så de kan forstå det begge to, det kan vi måske gøre. Ellers, for at 
vende tilbage til første spørgsmål om hvad der står i vejen, så tror jeg også, at 
incentives.. Hvorfor skal jeg gøre det? Alle har allerede 100% travlt. Man går ikke og 
venter på ting fordi man intet har at lave. Det skal være en ting som er helt klar: HER 
kan jeg skabe en ting, som skaber større værdi for mig, end det jeg ellers gør. Og det 
budskab skal være crystal clear, ellers kommer det ikke til at ske. Det bliver også svært 
at finde ud af.  
 
Q: Hvis LEO vil lave platformen, så kræver det vel den er af en vis kvalitet, så den lever 
op til LEOs standard. 
 
A: Ja. Skal man kunne bygge en platform, så er det en science platform. Skal man have 
science, så skal man kunne stole på, at det er kvalitet. Hvis man ikke har kvalitet, så 
kan du ikke tilbyde science og du kan ikke tilbyde værdi til dine partnere. Den skal være 
funktionel, faglig, og til at stole på.  
Det kan LEO gøre gennem at tilføre sådanne ting til platformen. Men vi kan ikke afgøre, 
hvis andre gør det samme. Måske kan vi tilføje 1000 modeller som kan bruges til at 
evaluere det andre tilføjer, hvor hvis de lever op til den standard, så er det ligesom 
‘platform approved’. 
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Interview	5:	Niclas	Nilsson	
Q: Det her er mere en diskussion end et interview. Vi er interesserede i at snakke om de 
capabilities som LEO har, dem som LEO ikke har. Altså bare lidt løst og fast om hvorvidt vi er i 
overensstemmelse. Hvilke LEO skal have fat i, og hvilke de ikke skal have fat i. 
 
A: Okay, det lyder godt. 
 
Q: Først har vi gjort nogle capabilities klar, som vi mener man helt generelt skal bruge for at 
starte et community. (Kan ses i interview guide) 
 
*Short explanations of the different capabilities* 
 
A: Ja. Okay. Domain server space.. Der havde vi tænkt man kunne bruge normal domain 
hjemmeside platform. Men det kan godt være, at vores nuværende ikke er godt nok, det har jeg 
faktisk ikke tænkt over. Det er nok ikke sådan, at der kommer mange online hele tiden. Det vil 
være et luksusproblem. Så bandwidth tror jeg ikke er så vigtigt for at komme i gang, men jeg er 
enig i dem. På sigt kan det også blive meget relevant.  
 
Q: Ja hvis det nu vokser på et tidspunkt, så er det godt at være på forkant. 
 
A: Ja, det er helt korrekt. Legacy system integration, ja. Det er ret konkret men alligevel abstrakt. 
En konkret IT opgave som skal binde nogle systemer sammen. Vi har nogle systemer, nogle 
gamle systemer, og nogle eksterne systemer, som skal integreres. For at skabe et flow, som 
kører af sig selv. I stedet for man manuelt skal flytte ting, så skal der skabes en infrastruktur som 
muliggør engagement. Det kræver integrering mellem vores systemer og platformen. Jeg tror 
det her er vigtigere end server og bandwidth. Men igen kan man starte ud med en simpel test af 
proof of concept. Så behøver man ikke fokusere så meget på det i starten. Men skal man gøre 
det efterfølgende, så skal man gøre det integreret. Så kan det ligesom styre sig selv. Man skal 
muliggøre at det kan blive autonomt.  
 
Computer power.. Det samme som server og domain. 
 
Financial er vigtigt for at starte det hele op. Det er uklart hvad der rent faktisk kræves for at gøre 
det her. Det er helt nyt for os. Men kigger man på andre eksempler af communities og store 
platforme, så kræves der en ordentlig it platform for at gøre det. Hvis man ser på ebay, amazon 
f.eks. Det koster penge at få fat i mennesker der kan programmere det. Det skal man ikke 
undervurdere. Det er jo digitalt, som er lidt fluffy. Det koster penge og kompetencer. Og pengene 
går jo til kompetencerne. 
 
Q: Ja. Og så er der jo lab storage hvis nu det medfører flere compounds der skal testes.. 
 
A: Ja, det er helt scalable. Det kan vi sagtens håndtere, vi kan teste meget mere. Risikoen er 
hvis vi får for meget data, som vi ikke kan nå at evaluere. Så kan det blive problematisk, og vil 
kræve lidt mere manpower. 
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Q: Okay så de tangible er du enige i. Mangler der noget? 
 
A: Ja, jeg er enig. Der mangler måske lidt testpilot af en slags. Jeg ved ikke om det er intangible. 
Mennesker der kan hjælpe med at testkøre det og formulere hvordan det skal gøres. NOgle 
eksterne f.eks. 
 
Q: Det har vi noget om i intangible. 
 
A: Ja community members til at testprøve den. 
 
Q: Ja, dem har vi tænkt kommer i intangible (User involvement know-how). Lad os gennemgå 
dem one by one. 
 
*Forklaring af de forskellige intangible* 
 
Q: Lad os gennemgå dem. Tech know-how.. 
 
A: Ja, den har vi ikke internt. 
 
Q: Det gennemgår vi efterfølgende. Først snakker vi lige helt generelt. 
 
A: Ja, okay. Lad os det, god idé 
 
Q: Community platform/viden. 
 
A: Den er ENDNU vigtigere. Det skal gøres først. Hvis man ved hvordan det skal bygges, så kan 
i princippet alle gøre det. Designet fra et brugerperspektiv er det vigtige. Det tror jeg der er 
mange der undervurderer. Der findes så mange ting man kan kigge på. Her gælder det om at 
anerkende der findes en ekspertise, og derefter at man savner den. 
 
Q: OI know how.. Der skal være nogle der kan føre OI ud i platformen og tage det videre.. 
 
A: Ja. Der har vi kigget lidt på andre industrier og taget inspiration inden for pharma. Derudfra 
har vi lavet vores, og jeg vil sige vi har kompetencen. Men vi skal snakke med andre der gør 
lignende tiltag. Dem kan vi tale med og udveksle erfaringer. Og også med dem som engager 
med de andre tiltag. 
 
Q: Så er der user involvement know how, som handler om involvering af brugere og lignende 
 
A: Ja, det var det jeg var inde på før. 
 
Q: Det kunne eksempelvis være vores antropolog, Sofie. 
 
A: Vi har faktisk haft tidligere studerende der har kigget på det. Vores seneste projekt var netop 
om dette her. Fra et eksternt perspektiv, hvorfor skal man engage i sådan en platform. Der har vi 
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en del input faktisk. Det her er også en ongoing ting, det sker løbende. Vi skal continuously 
involvere brugere. 
 
Q: DAta handling er alle de sekundære data punkter man skal håndtere. Man skal have nogen 
der kan fange dataen og omdanne den til brugbar information. 
 
A: Der er jeg splittet. Vi har ikke konkluderet hvad vi vil og hvad vi kan. Men at vi skal have fat i 
dataen, det er korrekt. Både til os og communitiet. Hvordan det skal ske ved jeg ikke. Skal vi, 
skal de dele? Skal vi dele til tredjepart, skal man tagge, skal det på et andet site? Det ved vi 
endnu ikke. Der skal være nogle guidelines for typer af information man kan dele og ikke dele. 
Det er vigtigt, for vi VIL skabe en infrastruktur som kobler sammen mennesker. Biotechs, 
pharma, universiteter. Dataen skal flyttes mellem dem, eller ihvertfald deles blandt dem. Det er 
utrolig vigtigt at dataflowet kører og at det behandles på en måde der er brugbar..  
 
Q: Det passer overens med den sidste, som er business process know how. Hvordan man kan 
koble dataen sammen med LEO og deres ønsker. Så man kan få værdi ud af det. 
 
A: Ja, men ikke kun for LEO. Også for andre, hvordan andre kan få værdi ud af det. Det er også 
vigtigt. Vi har et ønske om at sørge for, at få viden om hvad der sker derude. Men for at få det, 
så skal vi gøre det værdifuldt for andre at være med, og derfor skal der skabes endnu mere 
værdi for andre. Så kan vi efterfølgende relatere det til vores science. 
 
Q: Det er en god pointe. Hvad siger du til disse capabilities helt generelt? 
 
A: Det er vigtigt at forstå ‘what’s in it for me’. Virkelig at forstå det, den value proposition man 
kommer med, den skal være relevant. Det er utroligt vigtigt at forstå motivation og incentives. 
Den er intangible, og hører måske under user involvement knowhow. Måske også under 
community/platform knowhow, det kunne den også hænge sammen med. At forstå hvordan man 
attracter - hvad der driver mennesker. Det er en ny aspekt af den her mulighed og business. Det 
er en humble approach, som pharma ikke bruger særlig meget. At sætte customers/participants 
over dg selv. Så får du mere ud af dem, hvis du sætter dem først. Det er svært at få 
implementeret, den tankegang.  
 
Q: Ja, det er en gennemgående pointe. Jo mere du giver, jo mere får du tilbage. 
 
A: Ja, for så giver det mening for dem. Hvis vi ser på vores stoffer i et særligt filformat, for det er 
det vi bruger. Det kan vi ikke bare sende til dem, hvis de bruger et andet. Så må vi tilpasse, så vi 
kan bidrage med noget. Måske lave et fælles format. Det skal vi investere tid i. Så kan vi 
omdanne til et format de kan få værdi ud af. På den måde skaber vi engagement. 
 
Q: Ja, det er et fint eksempel. Makes sense. 
 
A: Lad mig lige tænke lidt mere. 
 
Q: Yes, selvfølgelig. Vi kan også vende tilbage til det på et tidspunkt en af dagene. 
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A: Ja, jeg bruger lige nogle sekunder på de her intangible.  
 
A: En anden ting her er.. Hvordan vi finder dem der skal være medlemmer. 
 
Q: Ja, det er igen community/platform know how. 
 
A: Nå ja. Det er rigtigt. Yes. Så kommer der en anden ting: Identificere interne LEO behov.LEOs 
interesser. Hvad er relevant for LEO? Vi kan ikke bygge en platform, som ikke kobler ind til 
relevant science for LEO. 
 
Q: Det hører for os under business process know how. Så man kobler platformen sammen med 
organisationen, og derved kan skabe værdi. 
 
A: Åh ja. Det kan man godt sige. 
 
Q: Måske skal vi kalde det ‘intern viden’ i stedet for ‘business process know how’.  
Q: Men det kan også være værdi for eksterne man skal skabe. SÅ det er ikke kun intern værdi. 
Måske er det bedst som det er nu, da det kan indbefatte både intern og ekstern værdiskabelse. 
Så er den lidt todelt, men det er okay. 
Q: Havde du mere at tilføje, Niclas? 
 
A: Noget vi har talt om for nyligt er.. Fra starten har vi sagt, at der skal lægges fokus på, at 
platformen er for science. Skal du tiltrække andre, skal det være fordi de kan bidrage til science. 
Men skal det være attraktivt, så skal det være god science. Hvordan kan vi sørge for at science 
niveauet på platformen er godt? 
 
Q: Det har vi faktisk dækket nogenlunde. Det er en del af vores analyse, som vi snakkede om på 
et tidligere tidspunkt. Men nu er vi mere ude i, hvad der skal til for at kunne gøre dette. Hvad der 
skal til for at skabe kvalitet. 
 
A: Oh yes. Fair enough. Så er det vel under community/platform know how. Det er den viden der 
fastlægger reglerne og strategien for platformen. Men for at gøre det ordentligt, skal vi nok 
educate internal competence. Det er svært at få eksterne til at måle kvalitet på science ift. os. Så 
for at kickstarte, er det måske smart med interne science specialister som kan hjælpe til. Derfor 
skal vi måske uddanne dem.  
 
Q: Så nogle interne moderatorer der kan være med til at tilpasse niveauet, men samtidig have 
nogle eksterne moderatorer, som kan styre det fra et eksternt perspektiv. 
 
A: Ja, lige præcis. Så man kan styre det lidt på den måde. Specielt i starten tænker jeg. 
 
Q: Ja, det er sandt. Så kan man i virkeligheden seede communitiet med kvalitet som moderator i 
starten. 
 
A: Yes, sådan. Science viden har vi, men de skal lære lidt om moderating for at kunne bidrage 
ordentligt.  
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Q: Det er faktisk ikke så slemt igen. Vi har sat det op mod bla. reddit. Det er ret let, og incentives 
for at joine som moderator er ret simple. Det er primært interesse, fordi de går op i emnet. De får 
lidt social currency og nyder at moderere communitiet. 
 
A: Har i talt med hende? 
 
Q: Nej, vi har en artikel om nogen der interviewer hende. Men der er lidt prestige der, i at blive 
en moderator. 
 
A: Ja, okay. Nå men det er godt det ikke er så svært igen. Og så er det måske lidt greater good 
der får dem til at bidrage. Det er et godt tegn. 
 
Q: En seeding-moderator er i virkeligheden et meget smart koncept. Hvis LEO seeder en 
moderator, som viser andre hvordan der skal modereres. 
 
A: Yes, ja. Det lyder smart. 
 
Q: Nå, inden tiden løber fra os. Skal vi lige tage det sidste med? Det har været lidt generelt, nu 
er det direkte fokus på LEO. Hvad LEO har, ikke har, og bør gøre. Det er baseret på samme 
capabilities som dem vi har gennemgået og er enige om. 
 
Q: Tangible technical og technological knowhow: Vi mener det skal outsources, da det ikke er i 
LEOs scope og passer overens med det de laver. Hvad tænker du om det? 
 
A: Intangible, yes! Det kan vi ikke, det er vi nødt til at outsource. Intangible vil jeg sige.. At least 
not in the beginning. I starten.. For at sætte op et server domain.. Ej, vent lige lidt. Nej. Glem det. 
Jeg blander det sammen nu. Nej. Outsourcing er helt rigtigt. Altså.. Det skal vi ikke blande os i. 
Vi skal bare sige: Vi har behov for dette. Så kan andre sørge for det. Jeg tænkte vi kunne smide 
det på .com, men det må vi ikke. Det går ikke at bruge corporate site, det er ikke lovligt internt. 
Så vi SKAL outsource det faktisk. Ellers kan andre og jeg gå ind og ændre på corporate website 
mens der arbejdes på OI platformen. og det går ikke. 
 
Q: Yes, okay.  
 
A: Og fjern ‘in the beginning’. Det er hele vejen igennem, ikke kun i starten. 
 
Q: Økonomisk set mener vi LEO har pengene der skal til, hvis man mener det er relevant at 
bruge dem 
 
A: Ja. 
 
Q: Hvis der skal testes mere, så mener vi også der er kapacitet til det. 
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A: Ja, hvis vi gør det inden for samme spor som nu. Men scopet for hele communitiet er også at 
ekspandere på den måde der testes. Det kan få nye muligheder frem, som vi ikke kan levere nu. 
Men for at levere ind til communitiet, det som vi har nu, så kan vi sagtens scale up. 
 
A: Mht til technical knowhow, så har ilab faktisk relation relation til patienter. Og noget teknisk 
viden. Til lidt frontend og backend. Specielt user journeys. Men ikke til at skabe interface til 
research, det har de ikke forstand på. Men lidt frontend kan de måske bidrage med. 
 
Q: Så er der community/platform know how. Kompetencer ift. at sætte regler, moderatorer, 
strategien for platformen; Hvordan man skal tiltrække flere, overtale folk til at joine og forstå 
budskabet, alt for at få det op at køre. 
 
A: Ja.. Acquire står der?  
 
Q: Ja, der mener vi noget som leo skal få internt. Det skal være internt, ikke eksternt. 
 
A: Okay pas på med at bruge det ord. Hvis ikke forklaret ordentligt, så kan det misforstås. 
 
Q: Det er evnerne man skal ‘acquire’, ikke nødvendigvis folk. Det kan være ved education, 
outsourcing, acquisitions. 
 
A: Ja okay. Så evnen til at styre communitiet og lave strategier dertil? 
 
Q: Ja. 
 
A: Oookay, så er jeg med. Ja. En der har styr på alt med community/platform opbygning. Det 
mener jeg helt sikkert vi skal have. Det er utroligt vigtigt. Ellers bygger vi måske et ekstremt flot 
slot, men der kommer ikke til at være nogen inde i det. 
 
Q: Og vi mener det skal være internt, så man kan tilpasse det efter LEOs ønsker og mål. 
 
A: Ja, helt sikkert. Ingen tvivl om det. 
 
Q: Så er der viden om OI.. Det har du jo. 
 
A: Yes, det er mig. 
 
Q: Den tager du hurtigt på dig hva? 
 
A: Haha, ja. Men den er god nok. 
 
Q: Okay. Så er der data knowhow. Det mener vi LEo skal have internt, så man kan forme dataen 
til at bruges intern i LEO, og med til at lave data man kan bruge eksternt i communitiet. 
 
A: Når du siger det sådan, så er data jo den currency vi har på platformen. 
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Q: Det kan man godt sige. Så forståelse for denne data, og laver den om til en currency der har 
værdi og kan bruges. 
Q: I virkeligheden behøver det måske ikke være en der har kontakt til platformen. Mere bare en 
der kan forstå dataen. 
 
A: Er det fra LEOs perspektiv? 
 
Q: Både og. Det er både, og primært for LEO, men også for medlemmerne i communitiet, som 
kan få mere værdi af dataen hvis de forstår den, og det eksempelvis er i det helt samme format 
for alle. 
 
A: Okay. Det vi taler om er at omsætte data til knowledge. Det tror jeg er vigtigt for et 
community. Det snakker vi også ofte om internt. Husk at specificere det. 
 
Q: Ja, det kan man godt sige. Vi ser det en del som big data management-agtigt. Hvordan man 
kan få en masse data og gøre det til noget brugbart for både LEO og communitiet. 
 
A: Ja. Sørg for at være klar i definitionen her.  
 
Q: Hvad siger vi så. Er det egentlig noget man skal have internt? Det behøver man måske ikke. 
Man vil måske få mere ud af det, hvis de ved noget om science. men.. 
 
A: Man skal kunne tiltrække mennesker som også kan gøre det. Som kan analysere forskellige 
data på platformen, og koble dem sammen. Ligesom lave 1+1 = 3. Nogen der skaber 
knowledge, som ser nye muligheder ud fra andres data. Men så kan det variere mellem 
personer. 
 
Q: Ja, så er det ikke nødvendigt i det tilfælde at have det internt. Så kan det lige så vel være 
eksternt. Man kan i virkeligheden crowdsource det til communitiet selv. 
 
A: Ja, det kan man. Men jeg ved også, at fra et management perspektiv vil VI have noget ud af 
platformen. Vi vil forstå hvad der sker. Og så skal man bruge noget viden om, hvordan dataen 
kan laves værdifuld for LEO. Det kan være internt. 
 
Q: Så er det i virkeligheden en post som kan deles mellem eksterne og interne? 
 
A: Ja, det synes jeg faktisk. Vi får selv noget ud af det med en intern viden omkring data, og om 
hvordan man kan lave det unified til gavn for alle. ;en eksterne samtidig kan bidrage til at 
analysere det. Det kan OGSÅ være eksternt, men det SKAL samtidig være internt. 
 
Q: Så er der brugerinvolvering for at få designet platformen på den rigtige måde. Det kunne jo 
godt være internt, i form af iLab der har viden om at tale med patienter om at bygge ting. Og en 
som Sofie (Intern antropolog), som har viden om at snakke med patienter. 
 
A: Ja, og nej. Jeg tror LEO har en del af det, men ikke alt der kræves. Det tror jeg er en vigtig 
forskel. Vi kan tale med vores patienter, ja. Men at forstå vores B2B customers, biotechs og 
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akademien. Den forståelse har vi ikke. I samspil med at gøre det fra deres perspektiv. B2C har 
vi, B2B har vi ikke. Altså på LEO.  
 
Q: Hvis man skal have b2b forståelsen, hvad gør man så? 
 
A: Du kan tale med dem du har involveret eller vil involvere. 
 
Q: Det er lige præcis det, hvem skal gøre det? Det er jo evnen man skal bruge. Ligegyldigt om 
det er B2B eller B2c, så skal du have forstand på at få informationen ud af nogen. 
 
A: Hmm. Vi har ikke capabilities til det, nej. Jeg har faktisk spurgt specifikt efter Sofie til det, men 
det kan vi ikke få. 
 
Q: Så har i dem, men kan ikke få adgang? 
 
A: Ja, det var derfor jeg sagde delvist. Delvist har vi det. Delvis grundet det er fra et 
patientperspektiv, og delvist fra et ressourceperspektiv. Som hel capability, nej 
 
Q: Behøver man at have det internt så? Man kan vel egentlig lige så godt outsource det? 
 
A: Ja, det kan man gøre. Hvorfor ikke. De interne er fuldt booket, og der er måske ikke nok 
arbejde til det. Vi vil gerne undgå faste omkostninger. Derfor vil vi hellere outsource, så det er en 
projektbaseret omkostning. Vi må reducere fixed costs. Derfor outsourcer vi for mere fleksibilitet. 
 
Q: Okay. Så er der den sidste: Business process know how. Vi kan også kalde den intern viden, 
business process intern/ekstern. Flere muligheder. Vi ser den som værende dig? Du har 
kompetencerne og erfaringen til at udfylde denne evne? 
 
A: Ja, jeg har dem. Og jeg kan også finde dem internt og eksternt hvis jeg får behov for det. Vi 
har erfaring fra vores platform. Derfor har vi det. En virksomhed uden denne erfaring ville ikke 
have det, men vi har det nu.  
 
Q: Hvad mener du er vigtigst af disse punkter? 
 
A: Det er måske mere step by step. Hvis du fokuserer på user involvement inden du fokuserer 
på tech, så giver det lige meget f.eks. Først skal du have en tech platform, så du fysisk kan 
bygge den. Derefter er det relevant at få user involvement. Det er mere sequential. De er ikke 
vigtigere som sådan, men vigtige i forskellige stadier af processen. Teknisk og 
platform/community er nok vigtigst først. Derefter user involvement for at få dem involveret 
kontinuerligt. 
 
 

	


